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Fall Quarter, 191+7 
Wednesday-sunday Freshman week 
Monday-Tuesday Registration 
wednesday Instruction begins 
Friday-saturday Homecoming 
Thursday-Friday Thanksgiving recess 
Tuesday-saturday Final Examinations 
Winter Quarter, 19~7-!+8 
·Monday-Tuesday Registration 
wednesday Instruction begins 
saturday christmas recess begins 
Monday Instruction resumed 
Thursday Lincoln's Birthday Holiday 
Tuesday-saturday Final EXaminations 




















TEACHERS COLLEGE BOARD 
Frank G. Thompson 
vernon L. Nickell 
Director of Registration and 
Education ~ Springfield 
Ex- Offic io Chairman 
superintendent of Public 
Instruction, Springfield 
lli~-Officio Secretary 
Dr . Preston E· Bradley 941 Lawrence Avenue , Chicago 
Robert w. Davi s 
Richard F . Dunn 
Russell L. Guin 
Ira w. Means 
Mrs. Peter Miller 
Mrs. He len Rose Pegelow 
Lindell w. sturgis 
Lewis M. walker 
227 West Main street, carbondale 
404 Unity Building , Bloomington 






Charles G. Lanphier, Co-ordinator Springfield 
ADMINISTRATIVE OFF ICES 
president's Office--Telephon~ 285 
d:tester F. Lay 
Charles D. Tenney 
Mary Anna- Robertson 





to the President 
secr etary to the President 
Assistant in Personnel 
clerk stenographer 
clerk stenographer 
Dean of College of Education--Telephone 1020 
Eugene R. Fair 
Willis E. Malone 
Dolores Marco 
Dean of College of Education 
Acting Assistant to the Dean 
Clerk' stenographer 
oean of College of Liberal Arts and Sciences 
Telephone 882-L 
Talbert w. Abbott 
1 
Dean of College of Liberal 
Arts and sciences 
Margaret McGregor Clerk stenographer 
Dean of College o'f Vocations and Professions 
Telephone 20-X 
Henry J . Rehn 
Mabel Austin 
Dean of College of vo cations 
and Professions 
Clerk stenographer 
Dean of Men--Telephone 7~6-Y 
Marshall s. Hiskey 
Alice P. Rector 
Acting Dean of Men 
Assistant, Office of Dean of Men 
Dean of Women--Telephone 395-X 
. Helen A- Shuman 
Doris Sewell 
Dean of Women 
Assistant, Dean of Women 
Business Office--Telephone 94 
_(l;dward F. Miles, Jr. 
Jane Crichton 
Lucille H. Etherton 
Business Manager 
Secretary to Business Manager 
Bursar 
Purchasing Office--Telephone 917-K 






Accounting Office--Telephone 917-L 








Registrar's ·Office--Telephone 882~X 
Marjorie . Shank 
Mary Lou McNeill 
Arthur Halfar 















Al~mni Services--Telephone 882~ L 
Orville Alexander 
E!l-dene J. Ashby 
Director 
Clerk stenographer 
Extension and Placement Service--Telephone 882-L 
Raymond H. Dey 
Donald A. Ihgli 
Ruby Straker 
Director 
Director of Audio-Visual Aids Service 
Assistant to ' Direct~r 
Housing Service--Telephone 395-X 
Mabel Pp.lliam Assistant in Housing 
t 
Health Service-- Telephone 189 
Marie A. Hinr~ chs '· M. D. 
victor H. Beinke, M. D. 
Ralph Boatman 
Florenc;:e E. Denny 












Wheeler Library--Telephone 395-K 




Dorethy E: Heicke 













Lois catherine Mescher 




Physical Plant--Telephone ~07~K 




veterans Guidance -Center--Telephone 859 
EI'Il;est Wolfe 
LaWrence E· Clark 
Laird T· Hites 
William Randle 




Men's Lounge--Telephone 830 





Allyn BUilding 1st Floor 
Al~ Building superintendent 
Anthony Hall 
PH 0 N E-S 
Bureau of Child Guidance-Main lOlA 
Business Manager 
cafeteria--1100 s. Thompson 
Dean of College 
Dean of College 
D.ea.Ii of college 
Dean of Men 
Dean: of Women 
of Education 
of Liberal Arts and Sciences 
of vocations and Professions 
Director of Ettenf;!ion arid Placements 






















Industrial Education Department 
Information Service 
Kindergarten--902 s. University 
Library 
Main Building 1st Floor 
Main Building 2nd Floor 
Main Building 3rd Floor 
Medical Director-211 w. Harwood Avenue 
Men's Gyrr>nasium 
Men's Lo,unge-1010 s. Thompson 
Old Science Building 
parkinson Labor atory Basement 
Parkinson Laboratory 1st Floor · 
parkinson_Laboratory 2nd Floor 






Shryock Auditorium 2nd Floor 
Social Sciences Offices-~Harwood Hall 
storekeeper 
veterans Guidance Center 




































































Home Economi cs Main 111 
Industrial Education Parkinson 112 
Journal ism Main 308 
Mathematics Main 313 
Music Audi tori urn 
Physical Education for Men Gym 101 
Physical Education for: women Gym 
Physics Parkinson 307 
Physiology & Health Educ. Harwood Avenue 
Speech Old Science 
sociology Harwood Hall 
zoology Old Science 







parkinson First Floor 
Parkinson Basement 
Organ i zed Houses and Social Sororit ies 
Fraternity Houses 
Ailthony Hall, Campus 
Baptist Foundation, 10o0 s. Thompso~ 
Bedlam Hall, 204 Grand 
Chi Delta Chi, 719 'S. Washington 
Delta Delta Chi, 1006 Thompson 
Delta Sigma Epsilon, 800 s . University 
House of 312, 312 w. Grand 
Johnson ' s Co-Qp, 712 s. University 
', Kappa Delta Alpha, 502 s. Dniversi ty , 
Kai Shek Hall, 817 s. University 
Nu Epsilon Alpha, 808 s. University , 
Pi. Kappa Sigma, 806 s. University 
Shangri-La, 610 s. University 
sigma Beta Mu, 7o9 w. Freeman 
Sigma Sigma Sigma, 810 s . Unive rsity 
'l.'ama.ra ck, 814 s. University 
The Normandy, 701 s. Unive r sity 






































Abbott, T. w., 1328 s. Thompson 
Dean ofColle~e of Liberal Arts and sciences 
, Alexander, Orville, 610 W. Main 
Director of Alumni services 
Alle~, John w. 403 s. Washington 
Parkinson; 3rd floor 
B 
Bach, E. Louise, 718 s. University 
Uniyersity High 
Barber, J. Minette, Anthbny Hall 











Barbour, Frances, 500 S ~ University----------'------~---795-X 
,Main 3rd floor 7'78--L 
Barnes, Mr.s. Mary Louise, 1203_ w. Sycamore 
Main 1st floor 
Barry, Eileen, 500 s. University 
Foreign Language Hall 
Beach; Cornelia, 718 s. University 
Aud.i tori um, .. :.2fid floor .. 
Bei:nke, Victor H., 103 E. Park 
Health Service 









Industrial Education D~pt. 952-Y 
Blackburn, Helen, 215 Harwood--..:,__----~--~------408-L -
· Main 3rd floor 778+L 
Boai;man, Ralph H., Apt. 35-C Chautauqua 
Health service 
Bolton, Cecil M., Apt. 9-C Chautauqua 
Auditorium, 2nd floor 
Borgsmiller, Orpha Jane, 411 s. 23I'd, M'boro 
· Health service 
Bosley, Howard E., 1005 s. Lake 








Bosley, Mrs. wra, 1005 S. Lake - ~ 711~K 
Rural Education 504-L 
Brace¥~1T, George, 1006 Elizabeth-'---.:_--~-'--. 775"'-L 
Parkinson; 1st floor 504~L 
.7 
Bracewell, Mrs. Mabe l G., 1006 E:lizabeth 
Univer s ity High 
Bradley, Mrs. Edna., 505 s . Illinois 
Allyn 
Br idges , A· B'r a,nk , ~?01 W. Cherry 
Univers ity High 
Briggs, Harold .[i: ., 5 14 w. Grand 
Hain 2nd floor 










Ma in 3 r d floor 77:>-L 
Burns, Winifred, 201 s. }ifrple------ ------ - -------------- - ---- - ---758 
~. ain 3r d floor 778--L 
Caldt.~el l, Nor man v-1 ., -~)-l"D" 1 
1~ain 2nd floor 
c 
camp, Geo r ge c., 19-A Ch fl.utauq_ua Housing Unit 
Ha in 3r d floor 
Cavender, Ther a , 413 H. Monroe 
Lib r ary 
Cherry, George L., 108 s . Poplar 
Ha in 2-,J.d floor 
c lark, ' Hr s . Gladys B. ·' 505 Rawlings 









1 82- X 
778-L 
Cla.rk , Lawrenc E?, 5C6 nawlings'---- ------------- -- -------182-X 
Veterans Gui dance 1196 
Clark, Marshall G., 505 w. Ma in 308 
Hain 1st floor 9 18-Y 
coleman, E. c., 701 s. Poplar 
Ma:[.n Srd floor 
Colp , John L. , c arterville 
Industrial Educat ion Dept . 





. carbondale COimlll.hJ.i t y Hi gh · 1 36 
Cox, Dorothy, 803 \V. Hill 153-L 
Ha.in 3rd floo r 778-L 
cox, II:li zab eth A· , 309 w. Nill----- ----------"-- --~--- -----7&'1-X 
Hain 3rd floor 778...,.L 
Cundall, Mr s . Z,e ll8 , 407 w. Pecan 717-X 
Libra ry 395~K 
cunningham, Floyd E'., 4-Ii Chautauqua Hous ing Unit 




Davies, Doro:t,by, 314 w. Oak 
Women's P. n;. Dept. 
Davis, J. cary, 508 N. Bridge 
Foreign Language Hall 
D 
DeHa.ss, Pauline, 806 s. Elizabeth 
Home Management House 
Denny, Florence, 405 w. Mill 
Health service 









Extension and Placeme:I}/::S 882-L 
Dillow, J. w. , 400 s. Oakland----- -----------808-K 
Parkinson , 1st. floor 504-L 
Drummond, Lorena, 552· w. Chautauqua 490-LM 
·Auditorium, ?~d floor 
DuFrain, Viola, 910 Lake Street 
Main 3rd floor 
Dykhouse, Claude, 914 N. Bridge 
Main ?nd floor 
E 
Edwards, Troy w., 807 s. University 
University High 
English, Robert w. 521. w. Qr'and 
Ind,uatrial FA.u<:ation Dept. 
Entsminger, Mary, 302 N. Springer----------~~--~~ 
Allyn 
Ervin, Kenneth p, ,, 310 w. Grand 
Main 2Iid fl.oor 
Fair, Eugene, . 402 w. Grand 
F 
Dean of College of ]:ducation 
Faner, Robert D., 608 w. Elm 
Main 3rd floor 
Farnham, . Effii~y, 321 W. Walnut 
Main 2nd floor 



























Foote, Charles L., lOC Chautauqua Kousing Unit 
Old Science 
Fox, Mrs. Mae L., ?03 w. College 
Brush 
Freeberg, William H., 1012 s. Forest 
Men's P. E. Dept. 
Fulkerson, Elbert, 814 s. University 
University High 
G 













Garbutt, cameron w., 605 s. Washington---
Old Science 
------~--- none 
Gersbacher, w. M., 510 w. Becan 
Old Science 
Gibbon, M. Alberta, 305 w. Main 
Main 3rd floor 












Goodwin, Tina, 409 w. Monroe 
Allyn 
Gross , chalmer Aa, 904 s. Forest 
University High 
Gross, Mrs . Juanita, 904 So Forest 





Hadlew , Elbert Eo, 12A chautauqua Housing Unit 
Earkinson 2nd floor 
none 
192-K 
Halfar , Arthur, ~-B Chautauqua Housing Unit 








Hall, Dilla, 820 S ~ Illinoi s 
University High 
Hall , Earl, 500 w. Sycamore 
Main 2nd floor 
Hankla, Golda, 813 s. University 
Library 
Harlan, w. Ho, 5:22 W. Chautauqua 
Harwood · Hall 
Harris , J .esse w • ., 402 s. Forest 







Heicke, Dorothy E., 505 W. Cherry 
Library 
Hines, Harold, 50~ Freeman 
Audi tori tim 
Hinrichs, Marie A., 800 Elizabeth 
Health service 
His key, Marshall s., 701 w. College 
Dean of Men 
Hites, Laird T<_., 402 w. Mill~ 
Veterans' Guidance 
Hodges, Harlan, 1102 E. Elm, w. Frankfort 
,Men's P. E. Dept. 
Holder, Lyi;).n c., 2015, Murphysboro 
Men's P. E. Dept. 
Ingli, Donald A., 806 w. Main 
Extension and Placement 
Isom, Kathleen 
Carbondale C6mmunity High 
Ivanuck, Theresa, 813 s. Univers.ity 





















Johnson, Herbert E., 1217 s. Thompson---------~408-X 
Main 1st · floor 918-Y 
Johnson, Joseph K., 406 N. Poplar 856-Y 
Harwood Hall 113-L 
Kaeiser, Margaret, 407 w. Qrand 
Old Science 
K 
Kesnar, Maurits, 32-C Chautauqua Housing Unit 
Audi torium 
Kite, Grace E., 1004 w. Mill 
Library . 










Kohler, Richard, 1330 s . Thompson-~----:------507-X 
Industrial Education Dept . 952-Y 
11 
Krause, Annemarie E. , 505 w. Mill 
Main 2nd floor 
l 
Lane, Mrs. Habel Sickman, 801 'Washington 
Univ_ersity High 
Larson, P. Merville, RFD 4 
Old science 
Lay, ___ Chester F. , 305 w. Harwood 
. President 's Office 
Lentz, Eo G., 520 s. University 











Liebig, Irene----- --------------- - -
Dupe 
Lingle, Leland P., 424 w. Jackson 
Men's P. E. Dept . 
Lockwood, Mrs . Bor::n:ie A., RFD 4 
. University Hi gh 
Luney, Kenneth D. , 5·12 w. Pecan 
Main 1st floor 
M 














Manering, Mrs. Naomi, 
Health service 
Ha~berry , William M. , 
Old science 
509 W. Hill----------~-648-L 
1185- K 
Martin, Glenn, 420 w. Chautauqua 
Men ' s P. E. Dept. 
Hatthes, Mrs. Helen, 401 W· Elm 
Auditorium 
!1averick, Lewis A., 606 w, Pecan 
Hain 1st floor 
Hayhew, Maude, . 401 w. Monroe 
Brush 
Ma zurek, walter, 909 N. State, Harion 
Men rs P. E. Dept . 
HcDaniel, w. c. , 1003 Lake----
Main 3rd floor 
















McLeod , Archibald, 50~ w. Grand 
Old Science 
McNeill, Mary Lou, 718 So Forest 
Registrar 1 s Office 
Meehan, Mrs . Eli zabeth, 112 N. poplar 
Allyn 








Pa:r;-kinson 3rd floor 504- X 
Mees, John D. , 1002 Whitney---- -~-~· ----,-- ---. -. 7C8- K 
Univers ity High 1185--L 
Merwin, Bruce w. 001 w. Walnut 7f9 
Parkins on 1st floor 504- L 
Miles , Edward v. , 908 s . Illinois 
Business Office 
· Moe, Kate E. , 400 w. Main 
Old science 
Morris, Glenn, 1007 w. Mill 
Main 2nd floor 










Muzzey, Mrs. _Dorothy, 910 w. Mill St .----- ----585- K 
women ' s P. E. Dept . 
N 
Neckers , Mrs. Jeanette, 108 s . Maple 
Old S9ience 
Neck~rs, J. w. , 108 s . Maple 
Parkinso~ 2nd floor 
Neely, Mrs . Juli a, 112 N. Poplar 
Main Srd floor 
Nelson, Mrs . Lois, 715 s . Rawling 
Carbondale community High 
Neufeld, Juma, 510 s . Poplar 












Ogden, susie E., 409 W. Manroe-----------------------~4oo-K 
Main 3rd floor 778-L 
13 
p 
Pardee, Charles, 718 s . University 
Main 2nd floor 
Paterson, Charles, 404 w. College 
University High 
peacock, vera L., 709 w. cherry 
F'oreign Language Hall 
Petroff, Louis, RFD 4 
Harwood Hall 











Phillips, Frances, 107 s . Poplar--------------------~--181 
Health Service 189 












Pitkin, William A., 410 s. Forest 
Main 2nd floor · 
Price, Dalias A., 607 s. washi ngton 
Main 2nd floor 
Pulliam, Mr s . Mab le , 408 w. Main 
De~n of women' s Office 
purdy, J. R., 709 w. College 
Main 3rd floor 
R 
Rafalko, Joseph R. , 709 s. Illinois-------------582- Y 
Old science 1185- K 
Ragsdale, Ted R., 301 w. College 
University Hi gh 
Randle , William, Staff House 3--Ill. 
veterans ' Guidance center 
Randolph, Victor , 804 s. Oakland 
Library 
Rector, Mrs. Alice P., 512 w. College 
Dean of Men ' s Office 
631-L 
1185-L 






Reed, Alex, 905 J.,Jinden 1123-L 
Univ§r sity High 1185- L 
Rehn, H. J . , 613 W. College------------------------~-362-X 
De~ of College of vocations 20-X 
Reyes, Jose Luis, 910 So Elizabeth 647- L 
Foreign Language Hall 
14 
Rieke, Mrs. EVelyn D., 910 Lake 
University High 
Roach, Lula D;, 804 S. Illinois 
Main 2nd floor 
Robertson, Mary ·Anna, 502 w. Freeman 
President's Office 
Rodabaugh, Louis D., 518 w. Grand 









Rogers, Mrs. Ora D., 510 s . Poplar------------------- --660-K 
All~ 746-K 
Russell, J. D· 
Attucks High 
s 
sanders, Mrs. Madge, 812 S. Forest 
University High 
Schneider, w. B., 503 w. Mill 
Main 3J;"d floor 
Schroeder, J. Henry, 1220 s. Thompson 
In~ustrial Education Dept. 
Scott, John w. , 11-A Chautauqua Housing Unit 










Scott, R. A., 900 W. Chautauqua------------------714-Y 
Parkinson 2nd floor 192-K 
Sewell, Doris, Anthoriy Hall 116~L 
Dean of wcmen•s Office 
Shake, s. s., 803 w. CherJ;"y 
University High 
shank, Marjorie, 112 N. Poplar 
Registrar 's Office 
Shubert, Esther Marian, 208 N. University 
Library 
Shuman, Helen, 801 s. University 










Sickman, Mrs . Bernice, 505~ s . Rawlings---------------491-K 
RUJ;'al Education 504-L 
Smith, Gladys L. , 800 W. Freeman 7p6--X 
University High 1185~1 
Spradling, Zita , 4.09. w. Main 
Un,iversity High 
stahlheber, Patricia, 718 s: · Un iversity 





Starck, He len, 409 w. Main 
University High 




MaiJ;J. 3rd floor 778-L 
Stehr, Jean, 718 s. University---------- --- ----------- 747-L 
Women's P. E. Dept. 806-K 
stein, Hilda A., 809 s. Forest 768-X 
Old Science 
stone, Elizabeth Opal, 501 Beveridge 
Library 
stone, Hal, 504 s. Forest 
Parkinson 2nd floor 
Straker, Mrs. Ruby Matthews, 421 w. Sycamore 
Placements 









University High, Library 18-L 
swartz, Willis G., 701 w. Mill------- -----------------779-Y 
Harwood Hall 113- L 
Taylor, Mrs. Direnda 
Attucks High 
Teel, Harley R., 616 w. Elm 
Brush 
T. 
Tenney, Charles D., 510 w. Grand 
President ' s Office 
Thalman, W. A. , 802 W. Cherry 
Main 1st floor 











Trobaugh, Carl, 513 N. Allyn-~--~---------------------626-L 
Books :tore 
Trulove, Jewell, 317 w. Walnut 
Brush 
Tucker, Lowell R., 610 w. Sycamore 
Main 1st floor 
Turner, Max , 601 w. Main 
Harwood Hall 
Turner, Robert c., Rt . *2 












van Lente, K. A., 1307 s . Thomps~ 760-X 
Parkinson 2nd floor 192- K 
van TrUlllp, Ruby, 704 w. Elm------------------951- X 
Allyn 746-K 
w 
Wakeland, F. v., 900 s. Elizabeth 
Old science 
ward, Mrs. Irma Tate, 510 w. Grand 
Old Sci$nce 
warren, F. G., 700 W. Walnut 
Main 2nd floor 
Watebs, Loraine , 309 w. Mill 
Parkinson_3rd floor 










Main 2nd floor 952-K 
Welch, Walter B., 512 S . Rawlings-------~------------795-Y 
Old S~ience 1186rl 
~harton~ John S• , 813 s. University 
· Old Science 
Wilheim, Grace, 422 w. Jackson 
Brush 
Wilson, Henry, 502 s. Forest 
Main 3rd floor 
Winn., Mrs. (3eorg ia G. , 401 w. Monroe 









WitcheP, Mrs. Esther, 413 w. Mill 343-K 
Library 395-K 
·woody, Lucy K., 703 s. Poplar------------------748-1 
Main 1st floor 918-Y 
Wright, Mrs. Alice K., 804 W. Main 465- Y 
Main 3rd floor 
Wright, c. E., 804 w. Main 
Main _3rd floor 
Wright, John I., 720 w. Freeman 
Main 2nd floor 
y 
Youn:g, d>tis B., 1326 s . Thompson 









Young, Mrs . Eleanor, 1326 s . Thompson 
Old science 
z 
Zimmerschied, Charlotte E., 808 s. Illinois 
Parkinson ~d floor 
GRADUATE ASSISTANTS 
Blackman, Mrs. Maxine, Information service 
Brown, Rosalie, zoology 
Collard, Robert, University High 
Fi ldes, woodrow, Mathematics 
Harry, Lemuel, Dean of Men's Office 
Hatley, William, curriculum Library 
Hoyle, Billy, Mathematics 
Huffman, William, Physics 
Jones , Amy, Botany 
Kenney, David, Government 
Lupardus , vivian, Dean of -Men ' s Office 
Patton, Earl, History 

















Potts, Pauline, Physiology · and . Health Education 





SWayne, Julius, Museum 
wendt, Arnold, Mathematics 
STUDENT DI RECTORY 
Abernathie, Howard Taft, Murphysboro; Commutes 
4 Ed M 319R3 
Ablett, Charles B., Metropolis; :::9--C c:hau. Housing Unit 
Abney, stobert.B., Harrisburg; commutes 
Adam, Dorothy J,, carbondale, 6CE Pecan St . 
Adams, Betty 0., Sparta; 814 S· University 
Adams, Elmer l!'., Dongola; 29-B Chau. Housing Unit 
Aa=, Jewelle E·, qparta; 814 south University 
Adams, Mary E· , Granite City; Anthony Hall 
Aiken, James Burrell, Benton; Commutes 
Aikman, Edward Holland, Marion; ():)mmutes 
18 




4 voc none 
2 Ed 184K 
Unc . Ed 4a3 
4 Ed B 388-R 
3 voc M 252 
Aikman, Eugene w., Raymond; 403 w. Freeman 
Aikman, Nina c. , Litchfield; 403 W. F'reeman 
Aikman, sam Vick, Marion; Commutes 
2 v oc none 
4 Ed none 
Aird, Wilma McCamish, Carterville; Commutes 
Aken, Carla Jean, Elkville; Commutes 
Akers, Harold R·, crawfordsville, Ind.; 1007 
2 LAS H 787-W 
3 Ed C 35F2 
1 Voc E ~7F5 
s . Oakland 
Akin, Harold .Dean , Hurphysb oro; Commut es 
Akin, Julia Nell, Murphysboro; Commutes 
Akin, Wallace El mus , Hurphysboro; commutes 
Albers, Chester H. , Hurphysboro; Commutes 
2 Ed 9F13 
3 LAS M 466RX 




Lillian A., Murphysboro; Commutes 
wm. H., Granite City; 502 s. Univ. 






Alexander, Lois H., cutler; 809University 3 Ed 
Alexander, syvalla Mae, spar:ta; 310 E. Birch .1 Ed 
Allen, Ardena, Carrier Mills ; 208 E. Chestnut 
1 Ed 
Allen, Bette, Carbondale.; 003 s. Illinois 3 Ed 
Allen, Charles w. , Carbondale; 17'-B Ch;m. Housing 
2 Ed 
Allen, Elizabeth c ., Bunker Hill; 900 s. Illinois 
1 Ed 
Allen, Paul E., carbondale ; 1004 Lake Street 2 Voc 
Allen, Silas Haxey , Ht. vernon; 522 Chautauqua 
1 Ed 
Alley, Geo . T., Carbondale; 201 N. Marion 1 LAS 
Alley, Kenneth D. , Carbondale; 311 s. Oakland 
Allmon, Donald R., Carbondale; 407 w. Honroe 
Almond, Doyel Wilson, Royalton; Cowmutes 
Alms, Edgar Herman, Percy; 221 w. Jackson 
Altenberger, Don Fr ank, Karnak; 113 E. Grand 
Althoff, Paul Philip, Valmeyer; 608 W. Mill 
Althoff, Ruth H., Valmeyer; Anthony Hall 









Anderson, Carolyn, Marion; Anthony Hall 3 Ed 
Anderson, Charles V., Carbondale; 424 E. Jackson 
4 Ed 
Anderson, Cleo Louise, Itika; 511 w. Grand 
Anderson, Frances, Hurst; Commutes 

































Anderson, Gilber t G., McLeansboro; 419 Chautauqua 
1 LAS none 
Anderson, John T. , Marion; Commutes 1 Voc 
Anderson, Vivian J ., st . Jacob ; 712 s. Univ. 1 Ed 
Anderson, Wi lburn c., McLeansboro; 306 College 
none 
767K 
1 voc none 
Anderson wm. s., Evansville, Ind.; 302 E . Oak 3 Voc 540Y 
Anderson, Wi llis B. , Albion; 406 Chautauqua 4 Ed none 
Andrew, Frances Ann, Johnston City; 819 s . University 
1 Ed 368L 
Andrews, Alice Maisel, carbondale; 809 S. Elizabeth 
2 Ed none 
Andrevrs, Arthur D. , Carbondal e; 809 s. Eliz. 2 LAS none 
Angl e, Olive Hildagarde, Hillview; 503 Hays 1 Ed none 
Antilok, Evelyn, Br i ghton; 706 w. Main 2 voc 
Antoline, Luther, J r., Wes t Frankfort ; 509 s. Univ. 
2 LAS 
Arbogast, Virinda L., Westfield; 610 s . Univ.3 Ed 
Archer, Gerald K., Thompsonville; 901 S. washington 
2 voc 







Argos, Tallis, Murphysboro; Commutes 
Armstrong, J ohn R. , Carbondale; 305 w. Main 
4 Voe l1 570--W 
3 Ed 388L 
Armstrong, Martin, Marion; Commutes 1 LAS 
Armstrong, Ward C., Hoopeston; 709 w. Freeman2 Voc 
Arnette, Es ta c ., West Frankfort; 891 s. Washington 
3 Ed 
Arnold, Anne, Carbondale; 804 s . University 1 Ed 
Ar nold, Carl w. , Jerseyville ; 313 W. Harwood 1 Ed 
Arnold, John E., West Frankfort; 411 E. Hester 
2 Ed 
Arnold, Val G., West Frankfor t; 304 w. Grand 2 Ed 








M :<93-J Artis, 
Ashby, 
Ashby, 
Harol d Laverne, Herrin;· Commutes 2 Ed H 5586 
Jefferson D., west Frankfort; 407 s . University 
2 LAS 685 
Ashby, Leland E •. , Jr . , Eldor ado; 11-C Chau. Housing Unit 
2 Ed none 
~shby, Robert c. ' carbondale; 715 s. Ill. 4 LAS fJ79Y 
Asselmeier , Glen H., Valmeyer ; 721 s . Marion 1 LAS 1052X 
Atchison, Natalie E., Granite City; 304 w. Mill 1 Ed 438L 
20 
Atchison, Walter R., Irvington; 105 N. Univ. 2 Voc 
Atkins, Edward Wm., Newbern, Tenn. ; 408 N. Marion 
3 voc 
Austin, Lester R., Wayne City; 719 s. wash. 2 Ed 
Austin, Phyllis A., Carbondale; 4.01 w. College2 Voc 
Auten, Bill, Benton; 207 w. Oak 2 Ed 
Auton, Willi am Ray, Carterville; Commutes 3 Ed 
Axell, Helen Theresa, Skokie; Anthony Hall 1 LAS 
Azar, Arthur A., Harrisburg; 306 w. Grand 2 voc 
B 
Baburnich, William, Benton; 308 w. Grand 2 LAS 
Badalamenti, Lewis Gene, Edwardsville ; 522 N . .Almond 
1 voc 
Badgett, Homer H., Mt. Vernon; 204 w. Mill 4 Ed 
Bail ey, Henry A. , DuQuoin; Mill & Poplar 1 LAS 
Bailey, Pauli ne, Sims; 611 s . Illinois 2 Ed 
.Bain, Betty Jean, Carbondale; 706 s. Marion 2 Ed 
Bain; .Wm. EugenE?, Carbondale; 420 w. Monroe 1 LAS 
Baine, Beverly June, carbondale; RFD 3 
Baird, Vern Ell, Elkville ; Commutes 
· Baker, Carson .Ray, Fairfield; 312 w. Jackson 
Baker, Frank G., Belle Rive; 806 S. Oakland 
Baker, James c., Vienna; 719 s. washington 
Bake:r:, Lau,ra B.; Raleigh; 509 W:. Gr~d 
Baker, Leon Paul, E;J-dorad6; 2Qp-w. Jackson 


































3 Voc none 
Baker, Ro~ Loren, Bonnie; 808 s. University 1 voc 807X 
Baker, sue Ellen, Carbondale; 509 W. Grand 1 Voc 770Y 
Baker, Wallace, J9hns~on City; 304 w. Grand 4 Ed 375K 
Baldridge~ Doris J., Springfield; 112 E. Grand 1 Voc 496X 
Baldwin, Leonard E. , Eldorado; 213 E. Park 1 Voc 484L 
Ball, Clarence A. , .carbondale; 418 E. Main 4 voc none 
Ball, Wm. _George, Jr., Golconda; 611 w. Mill 1 LAS none 
Balsano, James Eugene, Murphysboro; Commutes 2 voc none 
Balsano, Sylvester. A., Murphysboro; Commutes 2 Voc M 684W 
Balsover, Donald L. , Springerton; 400 W. Main 2 LAS 947L 
Baltzell, Leonard E. , Salem; City Airport Box 248 
2 Voc none 
21 
.Bankson, George ,A., Olmsted; 511 Beveridge 2 Ed 
Bankson, Wanda H., Olmsted; 511 Beveridge 1 Ed 
Bantel, Dorris Jean, Murphysboro; Commutes 4 Ed 
Bantel, Morris Dean, Murphysboro; Cummutes 1 Ed 
B~ycky, .Harry, west Frankfort; 616 w. Elm 3 Ed 
Barbre, John; Jr., carmi; 721 s. Marion 1 Ed 









Barham, Henry G. , Marion Commutes 2 LAS M 1102W 
Barnard, Henry, J r., Shawneetown; 605 S.Univ. 1 Ed 861 
Barnes, Lester Earl, Jr., carbondale; 209 s. Springer 
1 voc 788X 
Barnes, Robert c., Wilmette; 1011 s. Elizabeth 1 Voc 709Y 
Barnett, Delbert Lee, Marion; 313 w. Harwood 3 Ed 357X 
Barnett, Joseph H~, Equality; 713 s. Ill. 2 MS 1a50Y 
Barnett, Vernie T., Metropolis; Baptist Foundation 
4 LAS 1028X 
Barra, Robert, Johnston City; commutes 2 Ed none 
'Barrett, Thomas Morrison, Eldorado; _28-B Chau. Housing Unit 
2 Ed .none 
Barrow, Richard K., Granite City; 605 w. Walnut 
1 Ed 
Barth, Jack E., carbondale; 14-B Chau. Housing Unit 
3 ·LAs 
Barth, Roy, Jr . , Marion; 105 N. University 2 Ed 
Bass, stanley David, Bridgeport; 204 s. Mape 1 LAS 
Basso, Arthur L~, Christopher; 514 s. Rawlings 1 LAS 
Bataitis, Frank, West Frankfort ; 701 W. Cherry 2 Voc 
Batts, Wm. Edgar, West Frankfort; 605 S. Univ. 2 voc 
Baudison, Ina, Pinckneyville;· 821 s . Illinois 2 Ed 
Bauer, Cleopha E~, Murphysboro; commutes 1 Voc 
Bauer, Doris May , caseyville; Anthony Hall 2 Ed 
Bauer, George Edward, .zeiglen ·; 503 s. Univ . 3 Ed 
Bauer, William H., Benton; 508 S. Ash Street 3 Voc 
Bauer, Wm. Joseph, Freebtirg; 713 Fre eman 2 Ed 
Bauersachs, Floyd E., Pinckneyvill e; 816 s. Illinois 
2 Ed 
Baugher, James w., Eldorado; 903 s. Forest 2 LAS 
Baugh, Roy L, , East st ~ LOui s; 120 E. Park 1 Ed 
Baughman, Kenneth w., Tamaroa ; 1218 s. Thompson 
1 Ed 





















Baysinger, Mary A., Carbondale; 403 S . Univ. 
Baysinger, Robe~t P., Carbondale; 403 s. Univ. 
Beach, connie, Jerseyville; 718 s . University 
Beach, Don.ald Rex, Herrin; commutes 
Beach, Ruth M., Herrin; Anthony Hall 
Bean, Duward D., Dongola; 415 Sycamore 
Bean, Jean charlene, Eldorado; 208 E. Park 
Beasley, Lillian M. , DuQuoin; 712 s. Univ. 
Beattie, Oscar w., Rosamond; 800 w. Mill 
Beatty, Frederick H., Nashville; 312 w. Main · 
Beaty, Ellen Louise, Centralia; 712 s. Univ~ :· 
Beaty, PaulE·, Centralia; 503 S. University 






l . Ed 
4 l -Ed 
~, .r 




















1 LAS !l?ne 
4 Ed 770Y Becht, Mari lyn L., Maywood; 509 w. Grand 
Bechtlofft, Marjorie Lee, Murphysboro; , 800 s. University . 
• ;<:'l""'" 
4 Ed - 007K 
Beckemeyer, Imogen~? c., carlyle; 606 ·s ~ .V.:?-~V. 
Becker, Dorla D., Johnston City; goct: s. Ill. -
Becker, James B., Evansville; 509 s:· Poplar 
Becker, Leona c • ., Johnston City; Antfi~ny Hall 
Been, A:pna Mae, Preston; 820 w. Wa~nut 
1 Ed 
1 Ed 
1 voc _ 















Beggs, Johii. A., Carrier Mills; 204 w: Grand 
Behnken, Clifford Ray, Percy; 701-' ~C Cherry 
Bell, Arthur D., Carbondale; Baptist Found. 
Bell, catherine, Johnston City; Jrith~;zy 'f!all 
Bellamy, Edward E., Vienna; 605 : ~:. Univ. 1 Ed 861 
Bellm, Wilma Faye, Murphysboro; · Cqmmutes 
Bellotti, Aldo A., · Klamath Falls, (J;Jgorii 
Uric M 634R 
384 w. walnut 
1 voc 
Beltz, Donald wayne, creal s~fiii:g~·; 6i5 s • .:: washingt;cfu' 
0
·-- . 4 Ed 
. :> . -..,- •. ·~· ,· .. 
Beltz, George w., Marion; ?13 ·s'; J;1J;i n6is 3 Ed 
Beltz, LYle Melt~n, cobden1 CommJt~s 1 LAS 
Bening, L~onard 0., Okawvil:i:€; 90f ~S. Wash. . 1 voc 
• • )_ .. ··;:> '""¥~.·:',~ . .:....-
Bennett, Jack wm., Mt . Vernon; 522' ' Chautauqua 1 Voc 
Beruiett, ·w~nda M. , Royalt~il'; '806 s. University 2 Ed ,_, 
Bennett, Willi8.1!1 J., Her;(''i:ri: i' ~cbnliiiutes . 1 LAS 
Benninger, Wm. George, Grana Chain; 114 E. Gr'and ; ·· Ed 
Benson, Rebecca F., Spar'ta; 610 s : ·-uo.iv. 1 Ed 

















Benyr, Harry F., Collinsville; 318 Hester 1 LAS none 
Benyr, Royd, Collinsville; 318 Hester 1 LAS none 
Bernard, Patricia Joan, Mt. vernon; 809 s. University 
1 Ed 12K 
Berry, Billy Eugene, st. El~o; 808 S~ Univ. 1 voc 807X 
Berry, Denzel E;., Ashley; 901. s. ·washington 3 Ed 962Y 
Berry, William, christopher; .1007 -s. Oakland 2 Ed 9F13 
Best, Robert A., Collinsville; 23--C chau. Housing Unit 
4 Ed none 
Bethard, Eldon E., Raymond; 403 w. Freeman 4 Ed none 
Bevirt, Alice M., Granite City; Anthony Hall 1 Ed 400 
Bevirt, Elizabeth I., Granite City; Anthony Hall 
2 Ed 406 . 
Bevis, Bill Edward, Elkville; Commutes 1 _ LAS none 
Bianco, Mike Robert, Jr.;· DuQuoin; Commutes 1 ·Ed D 889R 
Bickel, John Francis, Collinsville; Midland Hills 
2 Ed none 
Bickel, Lester A·, 'Carbonda:)..e; Midland Hills 
Biehl, Betty ~, ~enton; 809 s. University 
Bierk, JoAnn, DuQuoin; Anthony Hall 









Biggs, Helen Gladys, Cobden; commutes 2 H;d .none 
Biggs, James W., carbondale; 519 N. Springer . 3 voc 970X 
Biggs, Shirley A.; cobden; Commutes Grad C 110X4 
Billington, Wilma, cassopolis, Michigan; Anthony Hall . 
2 Ed 406 
Bilyeu, .Erwin R.; Collinsville; · 318 Hester 1 LAS 
·Birch, wm. Howard, Rosiclare; 511 s. Beveridge 4 LAS 
Birkner, carl L., Pinckneyville;· 206 w. Cherry 3 Ed 
Birkner, Carol H., Murpl:).;ysbqro; 106 s. Forest 1 LAS 






Black, Loel Kenneth, Murphysboro; Commutes 2 LAS M 501W 
Black, Margaret Ann, Murphysboro; Commutes 1 voc M 525R3 
Blackard, Arch Lee, Mt. vernon; 522 Chautauqua 2 LAS 957 
Blackford, Barbara Lee, Fairfield; 806 s. Univ.2 Ed 807K 
Blackford, Phyllis Jo, Fairfield; 803 s. Univ. 1 Ed 199Y 
Blackman; Maxine H., Ramsey; 600 w. Grand ' Grad 711Y 
Blackman, Robert F~; carbondale; -600 W. Grand 3 Voc 71iY 
Blades, M;rra Barbara, Murphys'Qoro; Commutes 4 . Ed M 3671 
Blair, Edward Raynnnd.; .sparta; 700 Illinois 1 LAS 326 
Blair, Prentice R. , cave-In""'Rock; 308 W. Elm 2 Ed 4281 
Blake, Clyde Ray, carterville; Cominutes . 1 voc C 79F3 
24 
Blank, -Harold J., Robinson; Commutes 
Blankenship, Charles Ray, Marion; Commutes 
2 Voc 
1 Voc 
Blankenship; Earl, Jr., Marion; Commutes 3 Voc 
Bless in, Charles W., Mt. Vernon; 309 W. College 2 LAS 
Bleyer, Dorothy, Carterville; Commutes 4 Ed 
Bleyer, Wm. Charles, .Carterville; Commutes , 2 Ed 
Blockley, Randell Eug~ne, Benton; 207 W. Oak 2 LAS 
Blucke, Wm. Lewis, Carbondale; P.O.Box 98 1 Voc 
Blythe, Dorothy M.; Tamaroa; 511 Beveridge 3 Ed 
Boals, Paul . Vincent, Carbondale; 108 E. Park 3 Voc 
Boatright, Patricia Ann, Harion; 203 Pearl 1 Voc· 
Boczkiewicz, John A., Jr., Galatia; 713 S. Illinois 
2 LAS 
Bo.ese, Wil;Liam Nelson, Mlirphysbo:r>o; Commutes 2 Ed 
Bogard, Bey,~rly Ann, Marion; Commutes 2 Ed 
Bolton, Cecil M.; Carbondale; 700 S. For~st P Grad 
Bolton, Wm. Joseph, Jackson, 'Pennessee; 700 S • . Forest 
3 Voc 
Bonali, Wm. James, Freeman .Spur; 503 ·S. Univ.·3 Ed 
Bonham, Robert E., Jr. , East St. Louis; 302 W. Mill 
2 Voc 
Bo:pnette, Earl M., Jr., Ht . Vernon; 522 Chautauqua 
1 Ed 
Bonnevier, John A., Chicago; No local address 1 Voc 






















Booth, Elva D., Harion; Commutes 2 Ed H 1397R 
Booth, Lee, Harion; Commutes 
Borella, Betty L., Carbondale; 207 E. Park 
Borella, Francis Louis, · Orient; Commutes 
Borella, Henry M., Carbondale; 2'07 E. Park 






Borgsmiller, Orpha: J., Murphysboro; Commutes 3 LAs 
Born, Odelia Margaret, _ Hurphysboro; Commutes 
Boston, George F., Salem; 600 W. Grand 




Bouchet~ Girard Eugene, Cairo; 909 .S . Univ. 1 LAS 
Boudreau, Harjorie H., Carbondale; 311 Honroe 
i Voc 
Boulden, James B., Carbondale,; 204 N. Poplar 1 Voc 
·Boulton, Glenn Perish, Gorham; Comrriutes · 1 Voc 
Bowers, Annalee, Du Bois; 715 S. Harion 1 Ed 

















Bowling, James C., Dowell; 719 S. Washington 2 LAS 
Boyd, Ben ]',, Norris City; 306 N. University 1 Ed 
Boyd, Bettie Lou, Anna; 809 S . University 2 Ed 
Boyd, Charles H., East Prairie; S18 S. Marion 3 LAS 
Boyd, Don Carlos, Sesser; 806 H. Main 1 LAS 
Boyd, Donald, Jr ., Dongola; 413 W. Jackson 3 LAS 
Boyd, Ida M., DuQuoin; 817 University 1 Ed 
Boyd, Jack Robert, Springfield; 611 ·w. Mill 2 LAS 
Boyd, John Noah, McLeansboro; 715 S. Marion 2 Voc 
Boyer, Charles R., Benton; 212 Hospital Dr. 2 Ed 
Bozarth, Ernest G., Waltonville; 818 S. Marion 
Bracy, Wm. ~homas, Herrin; Commutes 
Braden, Robert E., Valier; Commutes 
Bradley, Robert D., Vandalia; 408 S. Poplar 
Br adley, Warren Q,, Carbondale; 210 E. Main 
Bradshaw, Carl J., Grayville; 601 W. Mill 
Brake, John F., Jr., DuQuoin; 608 S • . Ill. 









Bramlet, Georgia Lou, Eldorado; 809 S. Univ. 2 Ed 
Bramlet, Harry A., Jr., Eldorado; 312 W. College 
. 1 Voc 
Brammeier, Don Charles, Oakdale; Commutes 
Bra~tedt, Karl D., Mascoutah; 204 W. Mill 
Branson, Earl E., Johnston City; Commutes 
































s~a~~] Qld,Robt . G., Christopher; 715 S. Univ.2 Voc 185K 
Br ayford, Jane A., Collinsville; Anthony Hall 2 Ed 406 
Brehe, Amanda L. , Belleville; l 203 Syc'amore 2 Ed 937K 
Bremer, Beverlee M., Carbondale; 12-C Chau. Housing Unit 
1 LAS 
Bremer, Calvin C., Metropolis; 715 S. Wash . 2 LAS 
Bremer, Charles M. , DuQuoin; 12-C Chau. Housing Unit 
none 
934X 
3 Voc hone 
Brenzel, Brederick W., Staunton; 901 S. Wash . 2 Ed 4621 
Bresnan, Esther J. Inman, Murphysboro; Commutes 
4 Ed M 160R 
Brewer, Hallie A., Carbondale; 507 W. College 
1 LAS 6531 
Brewer, .Ray D., Carbondale; 409 S. Poplar 4 Ed 990X 
26 
Brewington, Alfred, Colp; Commutes 2 LAS none 
Brinson, Ella Marie, Carbondale; 210 E. Elm 4 Ed 1029K 
Bristow) John M., ,west Frankfort; 5l.4 Rawlings 4 LAS 618X 
Brockett, Charles v., Carbondale; 33-C Chau. Housing unit 






Judge E.,. caruthersville, Mo; 310 E. Jackson 
Gr ad 
Della E·' Louisville; 715 s. Marion 1 Ed. 
James, Louisville; 105 E· Grand 1 voc 
Robt . Lewi s , carbondale; Prince Hotel 1 LAS 





Brostineyer, Norman Dean, Tamaroa; Commutes 
Brouillette, Kent Anthony, Gorham; Commutes 
3 Ed none 
2 LAS T 130F13 
1 LAS none 
Brouillette, Louis s., Murphysboro; Commutes 2 v.oc 
Browder, Jack Ellis, Chicago; 305 s . Univ. 1 Voc 
Brown, carleston F., East st. Louis; 318 E. Oak 
3 voc 
Brown, Charlie BlenQ.on, Salem; 608 s. Marion 1 voc 
Brown, Glenn Otis, Jr., carbondale; 512 Hayes 2 voc 
Brown, Harold T., _Harrisburg; 710 s . Poplar 1 LAS 
Brown, Helen R., Percy; 812 s. University 
Brown, Horace G., Ridgway ; commutes 
Brown, Joan B., Murphysboro; Commutes 















Brown, Joseph Jack, Mt. vernon; 310 E. Jackson 1 LAS none 
Brown, Kenneth Osborne, Desoto; ... Commutes 
Brown, Leona Mae, DuQuoin; 203 Pearl 
Brown, Margaret G., Cobden; Commutes 
Brown, Richard c. , Elkville; Commutes 
Brown, Robert Dennis, Logan; COmmutes 
Brown, Robert w., Carbondale; 517 s . Univ. 
Brown, Rosalie, Akin; 7JE s. Marion 









Brown, William Robert, Dongola; 521 N. Almond 1 Voc 
Browning, Peggy Lou, DeSoto; 806 s. Univ. 4 Ed 
Brubaker, Eugene w •. , Salem; 607 w. College 2 LAS 
Brubaker, Haroid s., Carbondale; 415 w. Sycamore 
2 Voc 
Brubaker, Robert Louis, Salem; 607 w. College 1 Ed 
Bruder, George stanley, Warsaw; 302 W. _Mill 1 Ed 
















Brumley, Hester Eugene, Murphysboro; commutes 3 LAS 
Brummett, Barbara Ann, Litchfield; 800 s . Universi~y 
1 voc 
Bruns, Larnz William, cutler; 413 Jacksorl 
Brusatti, Louis Henry , Murphysboro; Commutes 
Brush, Carl w., Brownfield; 1218 S. Thompson 





Bryant, Christina B., Murphysboro; Commutes 4 Ed 
Bryant, Edwin Lee, Carbondale ; 308 s. Hester 1 voc 











Buckner, John w. , Carrier Mills; 8-C Chau. Housing Unit 
Grad none 
Buckner, Norman E., Carrier Mills; 420 w. Chautauqua 
3 Ed 359K 
Buddenbaum, Dorothy L., Belknap; 715 s. Mar i on 4 Ed ?37Y 
Bueckman, Richard D., Chester ; 210 Hospital Drive 
1 voc 367L 
Bullock, Bill, Buncombe; 415 SYcamore 1 voc 890L 
Bullock, Harrison E., Christopher; 34- B Chau. Housing Unit 
4 Ed none 
Bumpus, _Ola Maxine, Bonnie; 806 S. University 2 Ed 807K 
Bunch, Jo, Cairo; 810 s. University 1 Ed 494 
Bunfill Mar lin G., Rushville; • Rt . 4 carbondal e 4 LAS none 
Burden, Leonard, Johnston City; Commutes 3 Ed none 
Burkey, Wayne Lester, Murphysboro ; Commutes 
Burks, Lawrence Leroy, Herrin; Commute s 
4 LAS M 25F33 
2 Ed none 
· Burli son, Mildred Mae, Benton; 315 w. Grand 
Burnam, Betsy Bennett, Marion; Commutes 
Burnam, Nyla June, Harr i sbm;g; 402 s . Univ. 
Burnam, Sylvi<J. Bake >:- , Marion; Commutes 
Burns , Harry Pa·tr i ck, Elkvil~.e; commutes 
2 Ed 408K 
2 LAS M 1366R1 
1 voc 428Y 
1 Voc M 1366R1 
2 LAS 
Bttns , William Joseph, Chi c ago; 400 Mo.in 2 LAS 
Burtscb.i , Dan Lawrence, VanC:.:J-l ia; 606 W. Mill 1 LAS 
Bush, Lowell Dean, Carbondale; 4C6 W. Oak 2 voc 
But cher, Leo, Hur~hysboro; Comrnute.s 1 voc 
Butler, Boyd Boucher , Gorham; 60B Pecan 1 Ed 
Bu~ler, Charles D. , Har:' isburg; E~ptist Foundation 
2 voc 
Butler , Gilber t Lowell, Ral eigh; '721 S .Har:ion 1 voc 
Butler , Roll0 Raym·.:!'lcl, El dor ado :; 006 w, Wiin 1 V6c 












Butterfield, carl wm., Mcclure; 601 s. Univ. 1 voc none 
Byars, Glenn R., Christopher ; 710 w. Freeman 2 Voc 
Byassee, Thelma Y., Creal Springs; 217 W. Walnut 
2 Ed 
Byers, Earl B., Thompsonville; 713 w. Freeman 1 Ed 
c 
L' 
Cabutti, Leedio, Johnston City; 502 s . Univ. 4 Ed 
C~gle, . Robert Kennon, Metropolis; 302 W. Mill 1 Voc 
Cain, P. T., Eldorado; 1300 s. Thompson Grad 
caldwell, Mary Elizabeth, Ozark; 302 E. He ster 4 Ed 
1 voc 
1 Ed 
c alhoun, Lloyd, Herrin; Commutes 
Calhoun, Olan Dean, Herri~; Commutes 
Calufetti, Lawrence Wm., Johnston City; commutes 
Grad 
3 Ed Calvert, A. Gale, Marissa; 108 E. Park 
Camden, Betty Ruth, Stonefort; 610 s. Univ. 2 Ed 
Camden, Dorothy Lee, stonefort; 610 s. Univ. 2 Ed 
campa~ella, Frank A., Steeleville; 605 w. Walnut 
1 LAS 
Campanella, Vincent B., Chester; 808 S. Univ. 2 LAS 
campbell, Kenneth Dwight, Sparta; 14-A Chau. Housing 
2 LAS 
c ampbell, Sherell Eugene, Marion; 316 Hester 
Campbe~l, _ Ural L. , Zeigler; Commutes . 
canning, _Phyllis Rae, Sparta; 806 S. Univ . 
Cannon, J ames Francis, Marion; 605 s. Univ. 
cannon, . James Wilbur, Marion; Commutes 
Cannon, .June, Marion; Anthony Hall 
Cantrell, Donald E., Buckner; 710 w. Freeman 







2 v oc 
1 v oc 

























1 LAS C 2228J 
Cargal, Joseph A., Johnston City; 818 s. Marion 
1 Ed 2103X 
carlton, William M., Marion; 313 w. Oak 2 Ed 705K 
carmichael, Norma E., Mattoon; 819 s. Univ. 3 Ed 368L 
C\l.rmody, Robert w., Fieldon; 409 W. College 2 Ed 272Y 
Carnahan, .virginia E., Harrisburg; 705 s. University 
1 Ed none 
Carpenter, Richard Thomas ; Carbondale; . RFD 3 2 Ed none 
Carr, Billy ,Neil, Murphysboro; Commutes 2 voc M 974 
29 
carr, Gerald M., East St. Louis ; 415 W. Honroe 
carr, Willard, Herrin; commutes 
Carre l l, verle L., Cisne; 204 w. Mill 
carrington, M. Lorraine, carbondale; 605 W. 
carroll, Fr ed, J r., Norr i s City; 710 W. Mill 
car ter, Arthur Ber nard , Anna; 522 Chautauqua 
c arter, Cleo Dorris, Mari on; Commutes 
carter , Edgar Louis, Murphysboro; Commutes 
carter, Harry w., W9lf Lake; 405 N. Univ . 












carter, Will iam D., Eldorado; 800 W. Freeman 3 Voc 
cartwright, Ar bri a L., East st. Louis; 318 E. Oak 
2 LAS 
c asey, Robert Leroy, Anna; Commutes 1 LAS 
c asper, Willi a~ Lynn, Cobden; comm~tes 4 LAS 
Casteel, Hary Jane , Hurst; 507 s . Poplar 2 LAS 
castelberry, Allan L., Mt . Vernon; 716 s . Popl ar 
castrale~ Bapti sta, Johnston Cit y; Commutes 




catlin, Mary Frances w. , Decatur; ~0 s. Ill. 3 Ed 
Caudle, Cart ~?r c. , Ches ter ; 106 S. Forest 2 Ed 
cave, Betty Johnetta, Opdyke ; . 821 s . Univ. 1 Ed 
cavegl.ia, Joe H., Pinckneyvi lle ; 13- A Chau. Housing 
Caywood, Geor ge H. , Olney; 316 Hester 
Caywood, Keith , Olney; 316 Hester 
ceglinski, stanl~y E. , Ashley; 706 s. Marion 

































Chamness, Pa1.1l ine R., Marion; 209 w. Cherr y 
Chaney, Ben P. , Carrier Mill s ; 717 S. UniY, 
Chaney, Clerely B. , East Pr airie , Mi s souri ; 
1 LAS 295K 
2 voc 254 
300 E. College 
1 Ed _ 572Y 
Chaney, John Thomas , Avondale Estates, Georg i a; 501 
2 voc 
Chapman, Wm . Albert, Raymond; 806 w. __ sycamor e 1 Ed 
Charles, Ray c. , Car bondale ; 302 W. Pecan L LAS 
Chatt i lli on , Howard G.; East st. Louis ; 117 E. Park 
3 LAS 









chester, Johnnie Lewis, Qzark; 601 s. Univ. 
Chester, w. Tommie; Ozark; 601 s. University 
Childress, James B., Carterville; commutes 
Chiles, Ellsworth M., sappington; 311 Main 











Choisser, Betty J., Eldorado; 715 s . Marion 
choisser, Frederick G., Eldorado; 719 s . Wash. 
Chones, Mary Lee, Chicago; 803 s . Illinois 







Chrisman, ·Wm . Harvey, carbondale; 405 w. Grand 
Chumley, John samuel, Coffeen; 400 W· Main 
, Cima, Betty J., west Frankfort; Anthony Hall 
Clark, Jas. H., zeigler; 16--:A Chau. Hou s . Unit 
clark, Robert wm., vandalia; . 415 W. sycamore 















Clausen, Rosemary, East st • . Louis; 701 s; University 
clay' Harold, EVansville, Ind.; 409 Green st. 
Clay, Mayme Lee, Ullin; 300 E· College 
Cleland, charles carr, Murphysboro; Commutes 
Cleland, Gayle E·, cutler; 512 w. College 
Cleland, Grace Louise, cutler; 705 s. Univ. 
2 Ed 184K 
2 voc none 
1 Ed 572Y 
2 Ed tf 1010R 
1 Ed 234Y 
1 LAS 767L 
Clem, Carrell Alonzo, Herrin; Commutes 2 voc none 
Clem, William Clayton, cisne; 818 s. Marion 1 Ed 403X 
Clemens, Billy E~, Grand Tower; 906 s. Lake 1 Voc none 
Clendenin, Wilbl)·rH.-, Rockwood; 1(}--A Chau. Housing Unit 
2 voc none 
Cl~venger, Wm. Jol?eph, Sparks Hill; RFD 2 1 LAS 679X 
Cline, BYlla I., Granite City; Anthony Hall 2 Ed 406 
Cline, Lyle, Marion; 113 E. Grand 
Cloud, Anastasia, Belleville; commutes 
Clutts, Hobart Rendleman, Anna; commutes 









Coates, Lawrence H., Ell.st st. Louis; 327 E. Oak 
coats, Robert.Lee, 'woodlaWn.; 305 s. Univ. 
cochran, Beverly Ann, Metropolis; 2¢8 Pearl 
cochran, Gloria' Faye, Pomona; 707 s , Poplar 
Cochran, James Clifford, Murphysboro; c ommutes 
Cochran, Metella B .• , Pomona; ?Oi s. Oakland 
·. 31 







2 Ed none 
2 Ed 460K 
Cockrum, Phyllis Jean, sesser; Anthony Hall 1 Ed 406 
Coffman, Mar y Ruth, Norris City; 505 w. Mill 3 Ed 648Y 
Coggan, Bonnie N.; Sailor springs; 712 s. Univ. 
1 Ed 
Colbor~, Robert William, Flora; 709 Burlison 2 Ed 
Cole, James Dee, Norris City; 17-A Chau. Housing Unit 
3 Ed 
Cole, William W~lter, Anna; 611 w. Mill 2 Voc 
Coleman, Doris J., Shawneetown; BOO s . Uo.iv. 3 Ed 






2 Voc 405L 
Coleman, Frederick c ., Cairo; 207 E. Jackson 
Coleman, J. Kathleen! Marion; Commutes 
Coleman, . peggy Jane, __ Marion; 800 s. Univ. 
Coleman, Robert D., Pana~a; 207 W. College 
Collard, Robert Eugene, Jonesboro; Commutes 







Colligan, Patricia J., Granite City; BOOs. Illinois 
1 Ed 
2LAS Collins, Jack E., Wood River; c/o w. Meeks 
Collins , Karl ,E.; West Frankfort; 316 E. He s ter 
1 LAS 
Collins, Martha s., Fairfield; B10 s. Univ . 2 Ed 
Collins, Thurza Madge, Murphysboro; Commutes 2 Ed 
Colombo, Mary Rose, Herrin; Commutes 
Colson, Morris G. , Marion; Commutes 
Connell, Robert E. ·, Paducah, Ky.; 713 
conne lly, Jo Anne, Cairo; 304 W. Mill 
Grad 
1 Ed 
s. Ill. 1 Voc 
2 Ed 
Conner, Betty Lou, Benton; ' 512 w. College 1 Ed 
Conrad, Kenneth H., Grand Tower; 504 s . Univ. 2 Voc 
Cooper, Robert Gray, Cairo; 504 w. Wa~ut 3 Voc 
cooper, William B. ,carbondale; 419 w. Jackson 2 LAS 
Cope land, Luan, Marion; Anthony Hall 2 Voc 
Copple, Ernest virgil, centralia; 302 w. Mill 3 Ed 
Corbitt, John Calvin, Anna; Commutes 4 Ed 
corn, John D., Benton; 501 ·S. University 2 Ed 
Corn, Robert M., Macedonia; 501 s. Univ • 1 Ed 
Cornelious, Edgar E., Jr., Pulaski; 50B E.- Chestnut 
1 voc 
Cornstubble, Katie L., Keenes; B10 s. Univ. 2 Ed 







































Corzine, Byford c . , Dongol a; 521 N. Almond 
Cosgrove, Bill , Benton; 709 w. Freeman 
Cottrell, Charles L., Granite City; 321 Walnut 
2 Ed 
Coultas, Robert Lee • . , Edwardsville ; 522 Almond 
1 voc 
cover , David Leon, Tunnel Hill; 204 w. Grand 1 voc 
Covington, Wanda A., carbondale; 807 W. Walnut 
2 Ed 
Cox, Clarence E., Vienna; 16- C Chau. Housing Unit 
3 Ed 
Cox, Dan, West Frankfort; 719 S. Washington 
Cox, Dorris Lea, Omaha; 910 s . University 
cox, Gordon, Marion; 513 W. Walnut 
cox, Lloyd Donald, Benton; 719 s. Washington 
Cox, Phoebe Faye, Makanda; Commute~ 
cox, Ralph Lee, Carterville; Commutes 
cox, Thomas Lamont, Carterville; Commutes 









1 Ed craddock, Joe, Benton; 719 s . washington 
Crader, Pauline R., E. st . Louis; 810 s. 
cr aig, Albert T., . Clay City; Commutes 
Univ. 4 Ed 
4 Ed 
craig, Bob Dean, Johnston city; Commutes 
Craig, Glendal Mark, Harrisburg; 406 Univ. 
Craig, Jeweus, Carrier Mills; 318 E. Oak 





craig, Van Eugene, Johnston City; Commutes 2 Ed 
craig, Walter D., East St . Louis; 1007 W. Mill 
1 LAS 
Crain, ijarry, Herrin; Commutes 1 Voc 
Crain, James R. , Murphysboro; COmmutes 2 Voc 
Crain~ Laur~na M., Carbondale; 210~ w. Monroe 1 Voc 
Craine, Helen B. , Murphysboro; Commutes 2 Voc 
cr alley, Mary V. , Carmi ; 806 s. Uni v. 2 Ed 
crane, DWaine L., Odin; RFD 1, Carbondale 
crawford, George w., Galatia; 819 s. Ill. 




crawshaw, Virginia Lee, carbondale; RFD 4 1 Ed 
creek, John Robert, Jr., Herrin; Commutes 1 Ed 







































Crenshaw, Beul ah c.; Carbondale, RFD 1 Grad 
Crespi , George Ambrose, Herrin; commutes 





crichton, Geor ge K., Jr . , Herr in; Commute s 
Crichton, Jane Wallace, Her rin; 718 s. Univ . 
Crider , Lore~ta , DuQuoin; 607 w. Grand 4 Ed 
Marion 3 Ed 
Birch 4 Ed 
E· Birch 
crim, charlotta H., Metropolia; 501 N. 
Crim, Doddridge T., carbondale; 308 E· 
crim, Florence Claire, Carbondale; 308 
3 Ed 
Criminger, F'rederick 0., Jr., Dupo; 715 Univ. 2 Voc 
Criminger, George Lindsay, Dupo; 313 W, Grand 2 Ed 
crocker, William Earl, sesser; 206 w. Jackson 2 LAS 
Crombar, Harry , Carbondale; RFD 1 2 Ed 
crosley, John R., Christopher ; 719 s. wasli1ngton 
2LAS 
cross, Donald Ray, Christopher; 503 s. Forest 2 Ed 
crouch, Charles E., carbondale; 608 N. Allyn 4 Ed 
Crouch, Belen J une, carbondale; 608 N. Allyn 
crouse, George Taylor, Cairo; 605 N. Allyn 
Crouse, Jimmy Lyle, cairo; 605 N. Allyn 
crowder, Harry L.,. Harrisburg; 717 s. Univ. 
crowder, Milford J., Marissa; Commutes 
crowell, Harold Lester, Carbondale; RFD 4 
Crowell, Lenora Lipe, carbondale; RFD 4 
crum, Lola Madge, 800 s. University 

































1 Ed 256K 
CUlley, Kenneth ' E~gene, Mulkeytown; Commutes 1 Voc none 
Cummings, Hubert George, Alton; 601 s. University 
2 Voc 851IM 
Cummings, One ida I., , carbondale; 424 !L. Main 1 Ed 511Y 
Cummins, Huey E. , Rosiclare; 901 \vashington 1 LAS 962Y 
cummins, James E., Harrisburg; 420 w. Mbnroe 1 voc none 
Cunningham, Darrell G., Herrin; 35-:-C Chau. Housing Unit 
2 Ed none 
Cunnir~ham, James K., swanwick, 322 N. 9th, Murphysboro 
2 Voc N' Z7 
Cunningham, Joseph, C<U'mi; 604 s. Forest 2 Ed 429K 
cunningham, N. · June, Pinckneyville ; Anthony Hall 
2 Ed 406 
34 
Cunningham, Robert c., Pinckneyville; 312 Main 
1 LAS 
cunning:tlam, verrena E., New York, N.Y., 521 E. Main 
2 Ed 





Dahnck~, Charles J ., Ashley; 603 s. Rawlings 1 Ed none 
Dale, Paul G., west Frankfort; commutes 3 Ed WF 853R 
Dallas, Bob D., Carrier Mills; 514 s. Rawlings 
2 Ed none 
Dallas, James Le~, O'Fallon; 605 w. Walnut 
Dangutis, Gary, Johnston City; 502 s. Univ. 
Daniele, Esther Rose, Royalton; 509 w. Grand 
Daniels, Charles Marion, Vienna; Commutes 
Davidson, Eugene, Anna; Commutes 





1 Ed Davie, Charles Ed¥ard, Herrin; 511 E. College 
Davies, Willi am, Jr., centralia; 709 w. Freeman 
Davis, Betty Nell, Mt. vernon; 304 w. Mill 
Davis, Charles Francis, Anna; Commutes 
Davis, Claude Amos, Anna; ~ommutes 
Davis, Collin L., carbondale; 511 w. College 
Davis, Darwin Darrell, salem; 711 s. Rawlings 
Davis, Galep. Leon, DuQuoin; 713 w. College 
Davis, Hal G., Carterville; Commutes 
Davis, Ivan Minturn, Eldorado; commutes 













Davis, Mary E. (Frederick), Carbondale; 511 w. College 
4 Ed 
Davis, Mont, Jr.' Creal Springs; Commutes 1 Ed 
Davis, Norman c., valier; 808 s. lJriiversity 3 LAS 
Davis, Qwen Oliver, Anna; 713 s. Illinois 2 Ed 
Davis, PatriCia L., west Frankfort; 800 s. Univ. 
2 Ed 






















1 LAS 367K 
Davis, Robert v ., Zeigler; 709 Freeman 1 Ed 223 
Davis, Roger Nelson, Harrisbur.g; Commutes 4 LAS H 699R 
Davis, Russel · Wl).yne, centralia; Baptist .Found.l Ed 1028X 
Davis, Wil-liam G., Jr., Herri-n; Commutes 3 Ed none 
Deadman, John c., Carbondale; 306 s. Beveridge 3 LAS 672K 
Dean, wm. c .. , Carbondale; 1'7-C chau. Housing Unit 
3 voc 
De~son, wallace Ray, Hurst; Commutes 3 LAS 
DeJarnett, Lindell E., Metropolis; 113 E. Grand 
2 LAS 
DeLap, Jane Clare, Carbondale; 400 w. Mill 3 LAS 
DeLap, Marjo~ie M., Broughton; 301 w. College 2 Ed 
DeLeonardo, Johnny, Marion; commutes 3 voc 
Dempsey, Paul w., Pinckneyville; Baptist Foundation 
2 Ed 
Demster, E;verett _Norman, Gorham; 606 w. Mill 1 voc 
Demster, Philip Judson, Gorham; 606 w. Mill 1 voc 
Deniston, Maurice c ., Carbondal·e; 934 w. Main 4 Ed 
Dennis, Danny Allen, Harrisburg; 202 w. Mill 1 Voc 
Dent, Catherine G~ynelle, Cobden; 316 W, Oak 2 Ed 
Derbak, Michael, Jr., Royalton; 117 E. Park 3 Ed 
















Devlin, Robert Dee, Gillespie; 24-A Chau. Housing Unit 
3 LAS none 
.Dewey, Ralph Francis, cave-In-Rock; 702 Rawlings 
4 LAS 642K 
·Dewitt, Bill Gene, Benton; 113 Beveridge 
Dewitt, Wayne E., Mill Creek; Commutes 
Diamond, Louis Harold, Madison; 207 w. Oak 





Dickerson, Paul E., Lawrenceville; 506 Sycamore 
2 voc 
Dickey, Opal Louise, Sims; 606 s. Illinois 1 Ed 
Dickinson, cozette Louise, Marion; Commutes 1 Ed 
Dickson, Bonnie E,, Grand .Tower; 315_W. Grand 1 voc 
Dietz, Frederick J. ·, Desoto; 413 w. Jackson 4 Ed 
Dietz, Herman William, Desoto;. commutes 
Dietz, Lavern John, DeSoto; commutes 
Di llon, Lou Ella, Sesser ; 809 S. University 
Dillow, Donald D., J onesboro; 902 s . Univ. 
Dillow, Donald E. , Dongola; 521 N. Almond 
Dillow, Carl Lee , Carbondale; 715 s. Marion 
Dillow, Homer Gene ,_ Dongola; 408 Chautauqua 
Dillow, Kifton K. , Jonesboro; 709 w. Freeman 
Dillow, Martha L. , Jonesboro; 507 s. Poplar 































Dintelman, Lucille M. , Nashville; 402 s. 
Dixon, Mary Lou, Ridgway; Commutes 
Dodd, Betty B., Carbondale; 803 s. Univ. 






Dodd, James B. , Carbondale; 803 s . Univers ity 4 Ed 199Y 
Dodig, Lloyd Dean, Marion; 316 Hester 2 LAS 450X 
Dodson, Donald R. , Greenview; 12-B Chau. Housing Unit 
3 Ed none 
Doe lling, Ethel s., Tr enton; 810 s. Univ. 4 Ed 494 
Doerr, Donald Lee, DuQuoin; 18-C chau. Housing Unit 
2 LAS none 
Doerr, Ruth Lucreti a, Elkville ; 606 s. Univ. 1 Ed 651X 
Doerr, William A., Elkville; 207 N. University 3 Ed 724X 
Dohanich, Frank, Colp; commutes 1 voc none 
Donaby, Worge Venard, Murphysboro; Commutes 1 Ed none 
Donahue, Mary E., West Frankfort; 701 s. Univ. 1 Ed 184K 
Donaldson, Bill Lloyd, Herrin; Commutes_ 1 Ed none 
Donaldson, Joseph Rex, Herrin; Commutes 2 voc none 
Donelson, William Frank, Mt. vernon; 1218 s. Thompson 
1 LAS none 
Dooley, Ri9hard Dale, Harrisburg; Commutes 3 v oc none 
Dornback, John Ellis, Belleville; 406 W~_ Oak 4 Ed 753YM 
Dorris, Harold Lee, West Frankfort; Baptist Foundation 
2 voc 1028X 
Dorris, Harry w., Jr ., Harrisburg; Commutes 4 LAS H 768W1 
Dorris, Victor Eugene, Harrisburg; 806 w. Main 2 Ed 78 
Dorris, wm: Elvis, Benton; 608 s. Illinois 2 voc 576L 
Doty, Randall Earl, Benton; 113 Beveridge 1 Ed none 
Douglas, Erma L,, Elco; Anthony Hall 3 Ed 
Douthit, Norma J., Chesterfield; 312 w. Grand 2 Ed 
Downey, Robert Dale, Opdyk~; 815 s. Illinois 4 Ed 
Downey, Roger Dean, Opdyke; 808 s. Univ. 2 Ed 
Downs, Helga T•, East st. Louis; 1-A Chau. Housing Unit 
1 LAS 
Downs, James A., East st. Louis; 1-A Chau. Housing Unit 
2 LAS 
Draheim, Edw. Ray, carbondale; 316 w. Jackson 1 Ed 
Drake, Jack M. , west Frankfort; 605 S. Univ. 3 LAS 
Drake, John T·, west Frankfort; 605 s. Univ. 3 Ed 
Dulaney, Harlan Richard, Flora; 808 s. Univ. 1 voc 














Duncan, Charles H., Harrisburg; 002 w. Freeman 1 LAS 
Duncan, Mary Louise, Vienna; 112 E. Grand 2 Ed 
Duncan, Willie Andrew, Colp; commutes 2 Ed 
Dunlap, Lyndell Dean, Zeigler; 313 Harwood 1 voc 








none Dunn, James, Pinckneyville; 221 w. Jackson 
Dunning, Donald E., Cairo; 408 Chautauqua 
Dunst , Frank w., New Brunswick, N. J,, 20- C chau. Housing 
Unit 2 voc 412X 
Durham, Charles A., West Frankfort; 900 S· Forest 
Dye, Alice Ruth, Geff; 311 W. E,~m 








Eade, Gordo:p. E., carbondale; 420 w. Monro~ ' 4 LAS none 
Eadie, Floyd R., West Frankfort; '109 Buriison 2 Ed 7371 
Eadie, Walter John, carbondale; 30-B Chau. Housing Unit 
Eaglin, Garold w., Odin; '109 w. Free.nian 
Easley, Merritt H., Centralia; 709 w. Freeman 
East, Tom, car_;terville; 105 .N. l)n~versity 
·- .Eaton, .Joan Ros~, carbonda).e; RFD 2 
Eaton, Win· Franklin, Carbo;rlcl.a,le; 606 S. wash. 











Eaves, Glenn Eugene, Anna; 117 Park 3 voc 889K 
Eberhard, Esther E., Jdhnst.on City; 3113 w. Grand 
. 2 Ed 375Y 
Eberhart, W:. Sue Jackson, Metropolis; 903 W. Grand 
4 EJd none 
Eberhart, warren Robt., Blue Island; 903 w. Grand 
3 Ed none 
Ebersohl, Gilbert Deari, Murphysboro; Commutes 1 voc none 
Eblip., Ella, Kell ; 509 W. Grand 2 Ed 770Y 
Eddleman, L. Madge, Dongola; 821 s. Univ. 3 Ed 319L 
Eddleman, Loren M., Dongola.; 521 N. Almond 2 Ed 1022Y 
Edmison, Geraldine, Bluford; Anthony Hall , 2 E;d 406 
Ed,miston, Gerald R., Collinsville; 113 s. Gr'and 1 LAS none 
Edmond, Johnnie Barrow, springfield; 303 E. Willow 
Grad 935 
Edmonds, Robert Arnold, Royalton; Commutes 2 LAS R 28 
Edwards, Donald c . , Pinckneyville; 815 s. Ill. 2 Ed 604 
Edwards, Margaret K. , Pinckneyville; B15 S. Ill'. 1 Ed 604 
38 
Eichholz, Robert A., Pinckneyville ; 313 w. 
Eisenhauer, Mary A., DuQuoin; Commutes 
Eisenhauer, Perry D•, Royalton; 605 s. 




3 Ed Univ. 
2 LAS 
Elder, David Edward, Cobden; commutes 1 LAS 
Elder, Katherine Jane, cobden; commutes 1 Ed 
Elders, Mary Ann, Carterville ; Commutes 1 voc 
1 voc 
3 Ed 
Elders, William Lewis, Carterville ; Commutes . 
Eldridge, Evelyn Cvx, Modesto; 400 w. Grand 
Eldridge Har.old s., west Frankfort; 605~ w. Oak 
3 LAS 
Elkins, Howard Eugene, Cambria; Commutes 1 Ed 
Elkins, Richard Leon, Cambria; Commutes 1 Voc 
Elliott, Alice L., Woodriver; Anthony Hall 1 Ed 
Elliott, Bill Gene, Energy; Commutes 1 Ed 
Elliott, Charles W., East St~ Louis; 506 W. Sycamore 
JJ;than c . , Murphysboro; commutes 








Robert, _Herrin; commutes 1 Vee 
warren J., wood River; 1218 s. Thompson 
Ellis, Frieda L., Rinard; 809 S• University 
Ellis, Gerald v., carbondale; 809 W. Walnut 
Ellis, Herschel Wayne, Herrin; Commutes 
Ellis, Howar~ R., Ullin; commutes 
Ellis, Pavl J., Carbondale; 601 N. Oakland 
Ellison, James M., wood River; 306 w. Grand 



































Emery, Guy, Jr., Marion; Commutes 1 LAS none 
Emling, Robert J., DuQuoin; c·ommutes 1 LAS D 33Fll 
Endicott, samuel L., carmi; 212 ·Hospital Drive 3 voc 557L 
Enkelmann, Louis Henry, Breese; 711 Rawlings 1 voc 362L 
Enrietto, Robert P., Carbondale; 31- B Chau. Housing Unit 
3 Ed none 
Enright, Edith Allene, Tamms; 900 s. Illinois 1 Ed 592K 
Entsminger, Herman E., Jr~, Carbondale; 503 s. Univ. 
1 LAS 244Y 
Entsminger, J .ack D., Carbondale; 503 s . Univ . 2 voc 244Y 
Erickson, Howard L., wyanet; 2015 Walnut, Murphysboro 
3 Ed M 270W 
39 
Ervin, Don L©e, Vandalia; 408 W. Mill 1 LAS 650L 
Ervin, Mark J., Vandalia; 408 w. Mill 2 LAS 650L 
Esmon, Lloyd Edw., Bluford;. 1218 s. Thompson 2 Ed 940 
Estes, Verla L., Harrisburg; Commutes 2 Ed H 556R 
Etheridge, Robert F., Fairfield; 713 s. Ill. 4 LAS 1050Y 
Etheridge, wm. Hassell, Sr., Fairfield; 701 s . Washington 
1 voc 1143L 
Etherton , Fred s., Hoopeston; 709 w. Freeman 2 LAS 223 
Etherton, Helen_Maxine, Marion; Commutes 1 Ed M 287W 
Etherton, Lora J., Murphysboro; Anthony Hall 1 Ed 406 
Etherton, Ruth E., Carbondale; 607 w. Main Grad 972X 
Eubanks, Sam B., Lawrenceville; 409 w. College 2 LAS 2?2Y 
EVans, Charles~., west Frankfort; 703 s. Ill. 1 Voc none 
EVans, Roy W. , Johnston cl.ty; Commutes 2 Ed none 
EVans, Thomas D., East St. Louis; 6-B chau. Housing Unit 
3 Ed none 
EVers, Joseph c., Metropolis; Baptist Found. 
Evers, Luther T., Metropolis; 808. s. Univ. 
EVilsizer, Lloyd_Ray, centralia; 7J9 · s. wash. 
Ewbank, Elberta J., Vandalia; .900 s. Illinois 
Ewbank, Lela B., Martinsville; 610 s. Univ. 
4 LAS 1028X 
1 LAS 007X 
F 





Fairbairn, Joan, Barvey; Anthony Hall 4 Ed 
Fairburn, Russell E., East st. Louis; 522 Chautauqua 
3 voc 
Farmer, Arthur E;, Jonesboro.; Comnrutes 1 voc 
Farmer, James Robert, carbondale; 304 s. Wash. 2 voc 
Farmer, Joseph B., st. Louis, Mo.; 327 E. Oak 2 Ed 
Farrar, Esthel B., carrier ' Mills; 504 E. Chestnut 
1 voc 











2 voc 1179L 
Farris ) Bob Gene, Johnston City; commutes 2 Ed . -- none 
Farris, Marion Dwain, sesser; 209 w. Jackson 2 voc none 
Farthing, Margaret L., Linton, Ind.; 506 Poplar 2 Ed 64L 
Feaman, James L., Chester; 403 W. ·Freeman .2 Ed none 
Fearnside, Mary E., Mt. Carmel; Anthony Hall 2 LAS 406 
Feazel, Delmar Dwaine, Raleigh; 405 stoker 2 LAS none 
Feazel, Lorena Fei·n , Ralel.gh; 405 Stoker 1 Ed . none 
40 
Feazel, Roy D., East st. Louis; 302 W. Mill 
Feezel, Georgianna, st. Elmo; 312 W. Grand 
Feigl, Frank Joseph, Chicago; 906 Lake 
Felts, Leonard L., Carterville; 502 s. __ Univ. 
Ferguson, Don Harold, Dongola; 117 E. Park 
Ferguson, Donald Lee, Anna; 24-C Chau. Housing 
1 LAS none 
2 Ed 375Y 
1 voc 689K 
2 voc 956 
2 Ed 889K 
Unit 
3 voc none 
2 Ed 368Y 
1 LAS 1034K 
4 LAS 3751 
4 Ed z 31 
1 voc none 
4 LAS none 







Ferguson, Donald Wayne, sumner; 706 s. Marion 
Ferguson, George Albert, Tamaroa; 209 E· Main 
Ferguson, June, Herrin; 817 s. University 
Ferketich, Bill H., zeigler ; commutes 
Ferrari, Robert Angelo, Royal ton; ·c ommutes 
Ferrell, carl B., Eldorado; 804 S. Univ. 
Ferrell , Denton Blakeslee, Marion; commutes 
Ferrell, Lodema, Harrisburg; 900 s. Illinois 
Ferrell, Vivia~ B., Eldorado; 804 s. Univ. 
Ferrill, Mary Janice, carbondale; 509 W. Oak 
Fields, Patricia Rae, west Frankfort; 704 s. University 
3 Ed 138X 
Fiene, Paul Neil, steeleville; 605 w. Walnut 
Fildes, Helen Judith, Cisne; 712 s. Univ. 
Fildes, Woodrow Ma.rion, Murphysboro; conmnites 
File, Ruth Marie, Salem; Anthony Hall 
Fink, Daisy Lee, Equafity; 900 s. Illinois 
Fiore, Alda M., Valier; 806 s . University 
Fishel, Mary Elizabeth, Arcola; 1020 Lake 
Fisher, Charles Edward, Benton; 715 s. Univ. 



















Fisher, James E., C<J,rbondale; 508 w. Oak 3 Ed 15X 
Fitzgerald, Eugene G., Carbondale; 5-B Chau . Housing Unit 
2 Ed none 
Fitzgerald, John Maurice, cairo; 407 w. Monroe 2 .Voc none 
Fitzgerald, Rosemary, Chicago; 407 w. Monroe__ PG LAS none 
Flannigan, Robert Frank, Harrisburg; 117 E. Park 
2 LAS BOOK 
Fleming, Margaret Ann, Johnston City; Anthony Hall 
1 Ed 406 
Flenniken, Gene F., Collinsville; 318 Hester 1 LAS none 
Fletcher, Carrol G., Benton; Baptist Foundation 2 Voc 1028X 
Fletcher, Edward, C~bondale; 308 E. Lake 1 LAS none 
Fletcher , Ruby K., Johnston City; 712 s. Univ. 1 Ed 767K 
Florio, Philip, Murphysboro; Commutes 2 Voc M 1056W 
41 
Flowers, Gene D., Christopher; 605 w. Walnut 1 voc 
Floyd, Thomas w. , Alvin; 113 E. Grand 3 Ed 
Fly, Johnny Andrew, Carbondale; 909 Elizabeth 1 Ed 
Flynn, Ruth June , Per9y; 701 S. University 1 LAS 
Foehner, Wilfred R., pocahontas ; 521 N. Almond 
1 Ed 
Fol ey, Ross M., Enfield; 117 Park 2 Ed 
Follis, Bobby Lee, Marion; c ominut es 2 Ed 
Foltz, Lois Lucille, _Patoka; 705 s. Univ. 2 Ed 
F'oppe , Edward _ Paul , Jr. , Breese ; 711 Rawlings 1 voc 
Ford, Wesley Joseph, Dongola ; Commutes 2 LAS 
Foreshee, William Roy, Madison; 207 w. Oak 1 LAS 
Fought, John Palmer, carbondale; 809 w. Main 1 LAS 
Foulk:;;, Esther Mae, Brookport; 507 s. Ill. 1 Voc 
Fox, John Elbert, cairo; 909 s. University 
Fox, Lois Elaine, carbondale; 107 Maple 




Fraley, wm. Henry, Carbondale; 403 w. sycamor e 
1 LAS 
Francis, Helen L., Nashville ; 817 s. Univ. 4 Ed 
Frank, Louis F., Okawville; 901 s. washington 2 voc 
Franklin, Delores A., Pittsburg; 900 s. Ill. 2 Ed 
Frassato, Felix Earl~ swanwick; 311 w. Main 1 Voc 
Fra_zer, Alberta M. , Pinckneyville; 701 s. University 
1 voc 
Frazer, Walter R. , Pinckneyville; 709 W. Freeman 
4 Ed 
Frazer, walter Sidney, Rockwood; 611 s . Ash 
Frazier, John H., Oblong; P ._ 0: Box 711 
2 LAS 
2 Ed 
Frease , Wilson A., McLeansboro; 608 s. Marion 1 LAS 
Freeberg , Wm. Henry, carbondale; 1012 s. Fore:;;t 
Grad 
French, Robt. Odell, Carbondale; 802~ N. Marion 
1 LAS 
Friedline, ' Jim R., Carbondale; 707 W. Pec_an 1 LAS 
Friedline, Mildred R., carbondale; ?07 w. Pecan 
Grad 
Fritts, Glenna J.,- st. Louis, Mo•; 810 S. University 
2 Ed 
Frit zinger , _ Fred wayne, Anna; 5l1 w. College 1 Ed 
Friz, Ricb-ard G., Columbia; 106 s. Fores-t - 1 Voc 




































Fr oman, Jimmy Dale, Harr j sburg; 608 w. Mill 
Fry, Joan , Ina; 806 s . Univer sity 
Fr y, Joy Merle, Grayville; 701 s . Univer s i ty 
Fulkerson, J. June; Carbondale ; 814 s . Univ. 
Fulker son, Will ard , Harrisburg; 306 w. Grand 
Fuller, Edgar Oliver, Jonesboro; commute s 
Fuller , James w. , Alto Pass ; commute s 
Fulton·, Odis Wayne, Pinckneyville ; Commutes 
Fults, Kuriel R., Ava ; Anthony Hall 
Furlin, Pete, Chri s topher ; commutes 
Furlow, Neva N., Mulkeytown; 610 s. Univ. 
B1rrlow, Norma Le~, Mulkeytown; 610 s . Univ. 




















3 LAS WJ!' 
Gaal, J ohn Roy , .west Frankfort ; 508 Ash 
Gabor, George Albert, Orient; 316 Hester 
Gaddie, Lawrence R., Greenview; 903 s. Forest 
Gaerig, Car l Dean, DuQuoin; 407 w. Grand 
Gaerig, Ruth Gloria, DuQuoin; 407 w. Grand 
Gallick, L~wrence, west Frankfort; Commutes 
Gallig:an, John Henry, Herrin; · c ommutes · 
d a llo, Mario, Christoph_er; Commutes _ . 
Galloway, Wilbur · Ljnn, Pleasant Hili; 2J4 w. 
__ 2 Ed 
Garbs, Clinton zeni_s, Okawville; 208 E. Park 
Garbs, Phyllis B. , Okawville; 2J8 E. Park 
Gardner, Eugene_, cairo; 408 N. Marion 
Garner, Arthur Paul, carbondale; RFD 1 
Garner, Dorris Lee, Cobden; Commutes 
G~rner, Harol~ Eugene , Cobden; commutes 
Garner, LGis Jean, carbondale; RFD 1 







1 Ed c 
1 Ed c 
3 Ed 






























2 Ed none 
Garren, warren H. , centralia; 719 s. washington 
3 voc 1160 
Gartner, Hugo Adolph, carterville; Collll!lutes 2 LAS none 
Gaskins, Louis G. , Harrisburg ; llO s. Poplar 417Y 2 voc 
Gates, Luella, Harrisbur j;l' ; Anthony Hall 406 2 voc 
3 Ed Gay, Rober t Kenneth, Marion; Commutes none 
Gebhardt, Lillian M., Murphysboro; commutes 43W 1 voc M 
2 Ed Genisio, Barnie Paul, Valier; roH w. Main none 
1 Ed Genovese, Vincent; Deerfield; 808 s. Uriiv. 807X 
43 
Gent, Jimmie Lee, Carbondale; 504 N. Almond 
Gentry, Donald Dean, Energy; Commutes 
George, curtis c ., Cypress; 206 w. College 
George, Don E. , cypress 910 s. University 
Gholson, Annis, Eldorado; i~2 E. Grand 
Gholson, Grace, carrier Mills; Commutes 








Gholson, Joseph W., Carrier Mills; Commutes Grad 
Gibbons, Donald Leon, st. Elmo; 808 s. Univ. 1 voc 
Gibbs, Catherine~., Carbondale; 417 w. Monroe 3 LAS 
Gibson, James G., Harrisburg ; 7-C Chau. Housing Unit 
3 Ed 
Gidcumb, James w., Carmi; 416 W. Jackson 2 Ed 
Giddings, Norma Louise, Carbondale; RFD 1 2 LAS 
Gilbert, Dorothy M.' carbondale; 508 N. Michael 
2 LAS 
Gilkeson, Virginia K., Bingham; 820 w. Walnut 1 Ed 
Gillespie, 
Gillespie, 
catherine T., Carbondale; RFD 1 Ed 
Martha L., West Frankf~;t; Anthony Hall 
2 LAS 

















Gillespie, Nancy s., carbondale; f()3 W. Mill :3 ,Ed :544 
Gillespie, wm. Edward, West l!l'ankfortj 400 w. cha~auqua • 
.. .1 Voc . none 
Gilley, Elmer R., Carbondale; 2o-B Chau. Housing pn.i t 
4 voc none 
Ginger, Dolan 'ltl., West Frankfort; 304 w. Grand 2 voc 375¥ 
Gingrich, Robert Arthur, Marion; Commutes 3 LAS M 923W 
Gladson, Lois Irene, Dayton, Ohio; 006 Univ. 1 voc 8J7K 
Gloeckner, carl A., Fairfield; 1218 S. Thompson 
1 LAS 94Q 
Godar, Antoine s., Hardin; 903 s. Fore~t · 2 LAS 699L 
Goeddel, Raymond J., Water loo; 304 w •. Grand 4 Voc 375X 
Goin, Howard w., McLeansboro; ~Q) 'H~Sf[iii:t.'!l.i 1J!)r 'iv--e 
4 >EJd 367W 
-Golding, Frances Jean, Cicero; 108 E. Park 2 Voc 889Y 
Goldsmith, Clarence H., East st. Louis; 7-A Chau. Housing 
Unit . 2 LAS none 
Goldsmith, Daphne E., East st. Louis; 312 w. Grand 
3 Ed 
Golliher, Waldo R., Harrisburg; 310 S. Graham 1 LAS 
Gooch, Edith B. , Hoopeston; 801 s. Forest 4 Ed 






571L Goode, Elmer Ray , Hartford; 609 w. College 1 Voc 





4 Ed B 29096 Goodwin, _Mary Ruth, Herrin; commutes 
Gorden, Jack G., Vienna; commutes 
Gorden, Jeanne, Vienna; Commutes 
Gosnell, Eldon; west F'rankfort; 316 E. Hester 
Goss, Charles Thomas, Marion; Comutes 
Goss, John l(}rndall, Marion; Comutes 
Gould, Lewis H., Louisville; 204 w. Grand 
Graf, carl F., cargondale; 901 s. washington 
Grater, Harry A. , Jr., carbondale; 409 Mill 
Graves, Herman Albert, Marion; Comutes 
Gray, Donald D., McLeansboro; 819 s. Illinois 
.Gray, Harold Lasley, Vienna; 907 s. Univ. 
Gray, · Jack Edward, Anna; South Thompson 
Gray, Kenneth West, Sims; 804 s. University 
Gray, Ralph Oneal, Walpole; 806 w. Main 
Greaney, · Thomas P . , _Cairo; 609 W. Walnut 
Green, charles E., Johnstoncity; Comutes 
Green, Charles Ropy, zeigler; 605 University 
Green, Helen M. , Gra:g.i te City; 304 W. Mill 
Green, Lawrence E., Patoka; 909 S~ Elizabeth 
Green, T. Ella, Pulaski; commutes 
Green, William l(}rnn, Fairfield; S05 w. Elm 
Greene, wm. Euge:g.e, carbondale; 813 N. Marion 
Greer, Freeman, Jr . , Carterville; Commutes 
Greer, Lil-lian Louise, Vienna; Anthony Hall 
Gregory, Gladys c., _Plainview; 910 S: Univ. 
Gresham, Helen v., Pana; Anthony Hall 
Grey, wm. Bayless, Carbondale; 2}5 w~ Mill 
2 LAS V 85R2 
2 LAS V 85R2 
1 LAS 450X 
3 LAS M 826 
2 LAS M 826 
1 voc 1050K 
1 voc 962Y 
2 LAS 650K 
1 LAS M 479W1 
1 voc 593X 
3 Ed 418L 
2 Ed .none 
2 Ed none 
1 Ed 78 
2 voc _ none 
1 Ed JC 233R3 
1 voc 861 
3 Ed '438L 
4 Ed 709X 
2 Ed none 
2 Ed 369X 
1 Ed none 
2 Ed none 
2 Ed 406 
2 voc 103K 
3 Ed 406 
4 Ed 326X 
Griffin, Archie N., carbondale; 2-A Chau. Housing Unit 
3 LAS none 
Griffith~ John Bain, Carbondale; 908 w. Mill 2 Voc 585L 
Griggs, James E., carbondale; 903 s. Forest 3 Ed 699L 
Griggs, Robert, Galatia; 509 s. University 1 voc 855 
Grigoroff, waldo, collinsville; 502 Univ . 3 LAS 956 
Grisham, Lloyd, Eldorado; 520 Graham 1 voc nope 
Groennert, Frances, Nashville; Anthony Hall 2 Ed 406 
Grooms, Milton K., Mt . vernon-; 419 s. Marion 3 voc none 
.Grosco, George . P., west Frankfort ; 701 w.· Cherry 
2 voc 979K 
45 
Gross, June Lee, DuQuoin; 206~ w. Walnut 2 Ed 
Qross, Kenneth John, Chester; 300 Graham 3 LAS 
Groves , Fr ank F., carterville; Commutes 2 Ed 
Groves, Lula Mae, carmi; 611 s. Illinois 1 Ed 
Grubb, Donald R., vergennes; 1300 s . Thompson 4 Ed 
Gruber, Marian F., Dowell; 806 s. University 4 Ed 
Gruebmeyer, Ralph Frederick, Jacob; Commutes 1 voc 
Qrupy, C~arlotte Mary, Wyanet; 809 s. Univ. 1 Ed 
Gudgel, J ohn E·, Jr., Harrisburg; Cormnutes 1 Ed 
Guffey, Doris 0 ., Vandalia; 312 W· Gr and 3 Ed 
Guffey, Jess ica D., Campbell Hill; 511 w. Grand 
1 Ed 
Gulledge, Robert E., Eldor ado; 903 s . For est 1 Ed 
Gunderson, Charle s; R., Murphysb oro; commutes 4 Voc 
Gunhouse, Thomas J., Mokena; 805 s . Oakland 1 LAS 
Gunn, Harry c ., carbondale; 1300 s. Thompson 4 Voc 
Gunn, Lucille, Anna; Anthony Hall 3 Ed 


















Haas, stanley F., Mascoutah; . 204 w. Mill 2 Ed 609K 
Hadfield, Phyllis J., Murphysboro; Anthony Hall 
2 Ed 406 
Haegele, Fred L., Fairfield; 703 s. Illinois 3 Ed 3241\ 
Hagler, Billee Lane, Murphysboro; Anthony I:Iall 
2 Ed 406 
Hagler, Wm. Nelson, Royalton; 818 s . Marion 3 voc 
Hale, Helen Marie, Ralei gh; Commutes 4 Ed 
Hale, Kenneth L., Galatia; commutes 3 Ed 
Halfar, Arthur; Carbondale; 1-B Chau. Hous ing Unit 
Grad 
Hall, Charline, zeigler; 712 University 1 Ed 
Hall, Rolla L., Galati a; COmmutes 1 Ed 
Hall, Wm. J oseph, Carbondale; 608 w. Pecan 1 Ed 
Hall, Willi am w., stonefort; commutes 4 Ed 
Hallam, Veda M., Fairfield; 810 s. Uni v. 4 Ed 
Halpain, Margaret L., Woodlawn; 311 Elm st . 2 Ed 
Halterman, Ruth E., carbondale; 417 s. wash. 1 Ed 
Hamilton, Alard M. , Carbondale; · 416 s. Marion 4 LAS 
Hamilton, Chester v., west Frankfort;· commutes 
2 voc 
Hamilton, Franklin w., McLe ansboro; 819 s. Ill . 
















Hamilton, Glen R·, Pinckneyville; 200 w. cherry 
Hamilton, James E., MCLeansboro; 100 s . Forest 
Hamm, James E·, carbondale; 804 s. Univ. 





Hammann, Dean p;, Pinckneyville; . commutes 1 voc 
Hammond, Laura J ., cottage Hills; 312 W· ' GFand 
1 Ed 
Hampton, ·carol Dean, carterville; ' Commutes 1 LAS 
Hanagan; Esther. Zililiner, Benton; commutes 3 Ed 
Hancock , D!i.>dd p., {1arrisbur g·; Baptist round. 3 Ed 
Bancoe¥, j!jiirl s., Harrisburg; 5.00 s. Univ. · 3 LAS 
Haii'l.Gock, .J .• 'BJ_l;lford, Mari~n; C.oJikutes Grad 
Hancock, ja.mes ·J3: :; Harrisburg; . 605 . w. ch;erry 2 voc 




Naomi E·, Harr,isburg; 315 .w. Grand 3 Ed 

















Hancock, wanda A., M,arj~n; Antho~y Hall 1 Ed 406 
Han.cock, . wm. __ Doyle; Piii.ckne;iville; commute~ 2 'voc · none 
Handy, Nina Jean, Fitiffield; ' ~203 Ei . P~arl , 1 Ed 962K 
Hanebutt , , :Ralph L. , ·EY..ansville, Did., 2308 Clay St.'· 
Murphys.boro · 2 LAS M 773R 
Hankla, Donald J., carbondale0 1326 s. Thompson 
Hankla, Millicent c., carbondale; 1326 s. 
Hannon, ·John Michael, Dupo; 205 w. Elm 
Hansford, William, Johnston cit~; Commutes 







Hardesty, Bruce G., Harrisb urg; 504 Univ. , 4 Ed 








:Hardway, Kenneth G., Martinsville; Baptist Foundation • I 
2 .Ed 
Hardwick, Sam w., Herrin; 502 s. University 12 Ed 









Harkins, Benjamin K.; ,Elkv'il::).e; Comm1,1tes 
Harkins, Ralph H., west Frankfort; Co11!ffi'llttes 
R:arlan, Gilbert L. , Evansville, Indiana; 522 w. chautauqua 
2 voc 715Y 
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Harmon, Robert G. , Lincoln; 608 w. Mill 
Ham, Anna Marie, Murphysboro; Commutes 
Haroldson, Barbara A. , Carbondale; 801 s . Forest · 
4 Ed 
Harper, Julia Ann, carterville; 800 s . Univ. 1 Ed 
Har per, sarah Jane, Anna; 800 s . Illinois 4 Ed 
Harper, Wayne .E.; Tunnel Hill ; 215 E. Park 1 Ed 
Harrell, Robert Clinton, Mound City; 204 w. College 
Harrell, Robert stewart, Cobden; commutes 




Harr is, charLes Fenton, Tamaroa; 808 s. Univ . 2 voc 
Harris, Don JP.\lJl., Benton; 719 s. Washington 1 Ed 
Har r i s, Ellen J . , Bell evill e; Anthony Hall 1 Ed 
Harris, Jackie Dean, Marion; Commutes 1 voc 
Harris, Jacquel ine Jean, Gal atia; 000 s . Ill. 4 Ed 
Harris, Mari<m A. , Grand Chain; 1020 Lake 3 Ed 
Har ris, Roy J., car bondale; 419 Chautauqua 
Harrison, Barbara L·, Sparta; 1002 Whitney 
4 Ed 
3 Ed 
Harriss·, Donald R., Christopher; 719 s. wash. 2 LAS 
Harry, Lemuel D., Murphysbor o; 420 w, Monroe Grad 
Hart, Wm. Ward, Jr . , Benton; 308 w. Grand 2 LAS 
Hartenstein, Marvin R., Chicago; .604 s. Forest 1 voc 
Hartley, Ear l Eugene, Marion ; commutes 1 voc 
Har tley, Harold J., Centralia; 105 N. Univ: 1 Voc 
Hart l ine, Willis A. , Anna; 719 s . Washington 
Hartman, Mary sue, carbondale; 705 W. El m 




Hartwell, wro. Edward, Pinckneyville; Commutes 2 LAS 
Harvey , Rich~rd K., Tamaroa; 1300 s. Thompson 4 .Ed 
Harvey, Wm. Joe, Thompsonvi l le; 713 w. Freeman 1 voc 
Harville, Margar et M. , Odin; ·312 W. Monroe 1 Ed 
Harward, David, carbondale ; 810 W. Walnut 2 Voc 
Hase, Mary G., Dongola; 315 w. Grand 1 voc 
Hase, Robert Melvin, T~ms; 305 stoker 2 Ed 
Haskins, .Earl Leonard, Cobden; Commutes 1 Voc 
Hasti ngs, F. Yvonne, carbondale; 608 w. Mi l l 1 voc 
Hastings, John E., Jr . , Carbondale ; 513 N. Michael 
2Ed 








































Hatley, William D. , Carbondale; 33- A Chau. Housing Unit 
Grad none 
Hauner, Peggy G., Murphysboro; 806 S· Univ. 4 Ed 807K 
Hauner, w. Jeannine, Murphysboro; 806 s . University 
1 Ed 807K 
Hausser, Dixie A., Grand Tower; 306 w. Coll ege 
1 LAS 
Hausser, John A., Grand Tower; 306 W. College 4 LAS 
Hawkins, Betty L., Walnut Hill; 800 s . Ill. 4 Ed 




1 voc none 
. Haynes, Norvell N., Carbondale; 520 E. Chestnut 
1 LAS none 
Hays, Thomas c., West Frankfort; 205 W. College 
1 LAS 235X 
Hayse, Bill, Benton; 719 s. washington 3 Ed 1160 
Hayse, Jack, Benton; 412 N. Grand 4 Ed none 
Hayton, Robert Dean, carbondale; RFD 3 2 LAS none 
Heape, Eula Mae, Tamaroa; 70i S. University 2 Ed 184K 
Heard, John Thomas, west F.rankf_ar.t; Commut es 2 vee WF 102 
Heath, Barbar a A., . Omaha; 806 s. university 1 Ed 807K 
Hedde, Charles L., Lawrenceville; 409 W. College 
2 LAS 272Y 
Hedges, Kenneth B., west Frankfort; 719 s . Washington 
4 LAS 1160 
Hedges, vernon Dale, ~~ng; 611 w. Mill 
Heien,. Norma Price, carterville; Commutes 
1 voc 
2 Ed 
Heil, Gene, Marissa; 313 Harwoqd 1 voc 
Heiligenstein, Bernard G., Freeburg; 711 Rawlings · 
2 voc 
Hein, Robert Lee, Sparta; 204 W. Mill 2 LAS 
Heinz, Charles R., Gillespie; 709 w. Freeman 2 Ed 
Helmer, Dorothy Lou, DuQuoin; 507 s . Poplar 2 Ed 
Helton, Wm. Eugene, Murphysboro; Commutes 2 Ed 
Hemmer, Wilbur M., DuQuoin; 612 W. sycamore 2 voc · 
Hemmingse:g., Ri chard H., Plano; 707 Blirlis9n 1 voc 
Hempler, John R., Johnston City; Commutes 1 LAS 
Henderson, Marilyn June, Marion; 900 s. Ill. 3 LAS 
Henderson, :Martha L., sparta; .809 s. Univ. 2 Ed 
Henderson, NormaL., carbondale; 100 s. Forest 
3 Ed 

















Hennen, Betty Jean, Murphysboro; commut es 
Henry, Doland L., Carbondale; 204 E. College 
Henry, Milton, c arbondal e ; 412 N. Harion 
Henson, H;llen O. , Brookport ; 310 w. Sycamor e 
Her ell , John Bob, Pruett ; 906 Lake 
Hernbeck, Lloyd Ray , Her r in; Commutes 








Herrmann, Geo . .. N., Harrisburg; 311 w. Main 2 LAS 
Hertel, NormiJ. Jean; Nulkeytown; 805 w. College1 voc 
Her z, Paul, Jr. , Eliz abethtown; 611 w. Hill 1 voc 
Hi ckam, Norman G., Alto Pass; Commutes 1 Ed 
Hickman, John, Jr. , carbondale; 326E . Oak 3Voc 
Hickman, wm. G., P i nckneyvil l e ; 313 w. Harwood 
Hicks , Helen E., Bonnie; 712 s. University 
Hicks , Joseph E., Cobden; Commut es 
Hi cks, Virginia Ruth, Chester; 8 17 Univ. 






Higgins, Betty Darnell, Allendale; 203 Pearl 3 Ed 
Hi ggins, Leo c ., East st . Louis; 207 E· Willow 
4 Ed 
Hill , Betty Lou, Benton; 300: N. Renfro 3 Ed 
Hill, Charles N., Norris city; 800 w. Hill 2 Ed 
. Hill, Evan Louis, Harion; 617 W. Mill 2 LAS 
Hill, Gwendolyn J. , Metropolis; 502 N. Marion 1 Ed 
Hill, John Lucian, Harion; Commutes 
Hill; Lloyd Gene, Harion; Commutes 







































Hill , Truman T., Benton; 201 s . Walnut 
Hiller, EVelyn H~ry, Royalton; Commutes 
Hi.lliard, Lewis J ., Fairfield; 501 s. Univ. 
Hilton, Lawrence A., Hakanda; Commutes 
Hindman, Forest Dean, Gorham; 806 Pecan 
Hindman, Rex Franklin, DuQuoin; Commutes 
·1 LAS 991X 
1 Ed D 685W 
Hindman, Will i am Robert, Jonesboro ; commutes 1 Ed none 
Hine, Hary Ann, Desoto; Commutes 1 LAS D 7F22 
Hinkle , Har gie .p ., Dongola; Anthony Hall 4 Ed 406 
Hinkley, Anson A., carbondal e; 27-A Cha.u . Hous . Unit 
Hinners, Edward Joe , Hetropolis; 204 Gr and 
Hirs ch , Clifford H., DuQuoi n; Commutes 
Hirte, William Thomas, carbondale; 32-B Chau. 
50 
2 LAS none 
1 LAS 1050K 
2 voc D. 349R 
Hou. Unit 
2 Ed none 
Rocher, Janice D·' collinsville; 701 s. Univ. 
Hockett, Norma Jean, Benton; Anthony Hall 
Hodges, Harlan c., West Frankfort; commutes 
Hodges, Lulu, st. Louis, Mo.; roo E. College 
Hodgson, Frank H., Murpbys.b oro; Commutes 
Hoffman, Charles Daniel, DuQuoin; commutes 
















Hoffman, Iona EVelyn, Nashville; 809 s. Univ. 
Hoffman, Roger Oscar, valmeyer; 608 w. Mill 
Hofstetter, James A., salem; 522 Chautauqua 
Holder, Lynn c., _Murphysboro; Commutes 
Holhilbner, Fred .John, Olmst~d; 003 w. Freeman 
Hollada, Bill, Benton; 1007 s. Oakland · 
Holland, Mary Ann, Marion; 809 s. ulliv . 
Holland, Maurice D., west Frankfort; Commutes 
Holler, Erma Lou, X:eni a; 606 s . I ll~nois 





2 voc 957 













Holmes, Alvin N. , carbondale; 5o7 w. College 1 Voc none 
Holmes, Helen, carterville; Colilmutes 4 Ed C .. · 60 
Holmes, Vernon L., East St. Louis; ::02 w. Elm 1 LAS 605 
Holsapple, wallace w., Carbondale; 2-B c;hau. Hous. 
2 Ed 
Holt, Peggy Jean, Murphysboro; CQmmutes 2 Ed 
Hood, Mary Lou, Metropolis; 203 Pearl 1 Ed 
Hooppaw, Patty Lou, carbondale; RFD 2 · 2 Ed 
lLAS Hopkins, Evelyn Mae, carbondale; 512 s. Univ. 







1 LAS JC 167R2 
Hopkins, walter M., Carbondale; 512 s. Univ. 1 LAS 
Horn, Charles E., Eldorado; 807 w. Main 3 LAS 
Horton~ Bill Reginald, Cairo; c/o w. Meeks · 2 Ed 
Hott, Phillip Ray, Hoopeston; 709 W. Free~an 1 Ed 
Hough, Emma Smith, Murphysboro; Commutes Gtad M 
Houghland, Dale Lee, carbondale; 416 Chautauqua 
3 Ed 
House, Carl E., Karnak; 113 E. Grand 2 Ed 








2 Ed none 
Howell, William Carroll, McLeansboro; 402 .W. Elm 
1 LAS 327Y 
Howell, William Jue)., salem; 711 s. Rawlings 1 voc 3621 
Howenstein, Edward J., Anna; 719 S • . wash. 2 Voc 1160 
51 
Howerton, Genevieve Kay, carterville; Commutes 
4 Ed 
Howey, Robert E., Fairfie+<t; 305 w. Elm 2 voc 
Hoyle, Billy o., Alto Pass; 4l6. w. Sycamore Grad 
Hubbard, Merlin Dean, Freeburg; 713 Freeman 1 Ed 
Hubble, Leila Mae, clay City; 712 s. Univ. 1 Ed 
Hubert, Lloyd E., East st. Louis; 413 N. washington 
2VOC 
Huch, Otto J., Jr., Red Bud; 321 Walnut 2 LAS 
Huddleston, Floyd T·, Hurst; .Commutes 
Hudgens., Billy D., carbondale; 606 w. Main 




Hudgens, Esther Muriel, Marion; 315 w. Grand 1 Ed 
Hudgens, John Robert, Marion; commutes 1 voc 
Hudgins., Barbara N., Carbondale; 715 s. Marion 
1VOC 
Huff, Doris Louise, Do~gola; 700 w. Elm 1 Ed 
Huff, .Robert Dean, Marion; commutes 2 Ed 
Huffman, Vincent y., Christopher; 719 s. Washington 
Huffman, Wm. Nyle, Carbondale; 210 w. oak: 
Huffstutler, Murvel Lee, Mt. vernon; 939 N. 




Hughes, Joe E., west Frankfort; · 709 Burlison 1 Ed 
Hughes, John E~, carmi; 21~A ~au. Housing Unit 
Hughes, Roger Newcom:, Herrin; commutes 




Humm, wilma Jean, Thompsonville; 304 w. Mill 1 Ed 
Humphreys; Essie Edwards, Carbondale; 3 Ed 
Hunsaker, A. Joanne, Danville; 816 w. Walnut 1 LAS 

































Hunsaker, Bertie A·, Cobden; commutes 
Hunter, Lack Bradley, Marion; 113 E •. Grand 
Hunter, Richard webb, carbondale; 110 Maple 





Robert Eugene, Anna; commutes 
Robert R. , Johnston City; Commutes 
Robin D. , Greenville ; 512 Beveridge 
William Alfred , carterville; commutes 
1 Voc JC 92F25 
1 Ed A 604W 
4 Ed JC 105RJ 
2 LAS 665X 
3 Ed none 
Huss, Mary ·Beth, Sparta; 800 So University 3 Ed 822 
52 
Hutchison, Robert Howard, Herrin; commutes 2 Ed 
Ice, Bessie Mae , west Frankfort; 513 w. Grand 
Ing, Harriett Joann, Herrin; 806 University 
Ingram,. B~bbie, carbondale; 709 N. Bridge 
Inskeep, Fernanda tee, Albion; 312 w. Monroe 
Ireland, wm. Wesley_, cache; 901 s. wash. 
Irvin, . Lois Evelyn, Dale; 203 Pearl 
Irvin, Mariann, Belle Rive.; 821 s. Illinois 









Irvin, Robert Henry, McLeansboro; 312 Hester 2 E.d 
Irvin, Robert K., Lawrenceville; 34-C Chau. Housing 
3 voc 
Irvin, wm. Martin, Belle Rive; Baptist Foundation 
J 2Ed Isaacs, Roy Wayne, DuQuoin; Commutes 1 voc Isom, Billy v., Dongola; 719 s. washington 3 Ed 
Is om, Marilyn Joan, Christopher; Anthony Hall 1 Ed ~ 
Isom, Robert Gene, Elkville; qommute~ 1 voc 
Iubelt, Geor-ge Alvin, Orient; C~ut·es . 2 Ed 
Ivers, Mary .Alice, Fairfield; 312 w. MoJ;U"oe 4 ]!:d 
Ivy, Doris .June, Norris City; 810 s. ·Univ. 2 Ed 
J 
Jaber, saad Saler, Baghdad, Iraq; 221 w. Jackson 
Jack, Carl, Marion; commutes 
Jack, K. June, Browns; 817 s. 
Jackson, Carl Lloyd, Mulberry 
1 voc 
Unc 
University 3 Ed 
Qrove; 120 E· Park 
1 Ed 
Jackson, Clar.ence D. , Irvington; 105 N. University 
2 LAS 




























Jackson, Glen Arthur , Jobnston City; Commutes 1 LAS JC182R5 
Jackson, Harry Mo, chester; 105 Eo Grand 2 voc 607K 
Jackson, Thomas Franklin , Sparta; 611 Mill 1 voc 649W 
Jacobs , Elmer B a , Sro, Murphysboro; Commutes 2 LAS M 1140R 
Jacobs ~ Harry Mo) ottawa; 120 E. Park 3 voc 607Y 
53 
James, Glen, Galatia; 303 w. Oak 2 Ed 
Janes, John Raymond , Murphysboro; commutes 2 Voc 
Jarrett, Hazel M., carbondale; 307 w. Monroe 2 Voc 
Jasecko, wm. Adrian, DuQuoin; 501 w. College 2 Voc 
Jeffers, Kermit J., East st. Louis; 209 E· Birch 
Jeffries, Wayne Willard, Thebes; 719 Ill. 




Jenkins, Jack Lee, Harrisburg; 110 s. Poplar 1 voc 
Jenkins, Rayvaughn R· , Altamont; 3.04 W. Grand 1 LAS 
Jennings, Rue E., Carbondale; 611 s. Illinois 1 voc 
Jensen, George Olaf, Marion; Commutes 2 Ed 
Jerome, Gerhart Dawson, Dowell; 719 s . wash. 2 voc 
Jewell, Mary A., Murphysboro; Anthony Hall 1 voc 
Jitodai, Kinuye, seattle, Washington; Anthony Hall. 
Joblonski, Glenn, Herrin; commutes 
John, James G., Mt. carmel; 522 chautauqua 
John, PauL Deneen, Mt . carmel; Elizabeth st. 
Johns, Betty Woodburn, cambria; Commutes 
Johnson, Bill G., Fairfield; 719 s. wash. 








Johnson, Bonita June , Jonesboro; 712 s. Univ. 1 Ed 
Johnson, carmen Lucille, .Anna; Anthony Hall 1 Ed 
Johnson, ceci.l Lee, carbondale; 609 Barn~s st. 
3 Ed 
Johnson; George Edw., Marion; 502 s. Univ. 2 LAS 
Johnson, John R., Norri~ City; 300 N. Univ. 1 Ed 
Johnson, John w., Macedonia; 501 s. U~iv. 2 Ed 
Johnson, Marian E., Kinmundy; 312 w. Monroe 2 Ed 
Johns on, Melvin E., Mt • .. vernon; 306 Hester 1 Ed 
Johnson, Phyllis Jean, DuQuoin; Anthony Hall 2 Ed 
Johnson, Robert s., Jr., Royalton; 769 w. Freeman 
2 LAS 
Johnson, Wm. Edward, ~arbondale; 222~ S. Illinois 
2 voc 
Johnson, wm. Robert, DuQuoin; 713 w. college 2 voc 
Johnston, Bemiie Dale, Brookport; 520 Graham 1 Ed 
Johnston, John McKinley, zeigler; 605 s . University 
2 LAS 
Johnston, Mary A. , Carbondale; 816 W. Walnut 2 LAS 






































Jones, Amy Mae , Poplar Bluff, Mo; 506 s. Poplar 
Grad 
Jones, Bertis Lee, Carbondale; 22-A chau. Housing Unit 
2 Ed 
Jones, Carl, Jr., carbondale; 522 N. Almond 2 Ed 
Jones, Carl Lloyd, Carbondale; 110 s. Forest 1 voc 
Jones, Daniel v., Lake Villa; 601 s. Univ. 1 LAS 
Jones, Floyd L., Marion; Baptist Foundation 2 voc 
Jones, Harold D., carbondale; 514 N. Springer 
1 LAS 
Jones, Howard Frank, Benton; 601 University 1 Ed 
Jones, John Allen, J r., Marion; Commutes 1 LAS 
Jones, Louis cornelius, cairo; 408 N. Harion 2 voc 
Jones, Nancy sue, Marion; Anthony Hall 1 LAS 













Jones, Robert B., west Frankfort; Commutes 2 Ed none 
Jones, William R., East st. - Louis; 502 s. University 
2 voc 956 
Jones, Wyman H., carrier Mills; Bapti~t Foundation 
1 LAS 1028X 
Jongedyk, cornelius R., Hinsdale; 202 E· c ollege 
4 Ed -
Joplin, William T., Decatur; 713. S. wash. 
Jordan, David Lee, wood River; 611 W. Miil 
Jordan, Gladys Harriet, Ava; Commutes 
Jordan, John Harry, Ava; commutes 
Jordan, Wilma Fay, Thebes; 715 s. Marion 
Jung, Loren B., Ellis Grove; 208 Elm 









Kaegi, Charles -E., cave-In-Rock; 311 w. Main 
Grad 
Kaegi, John w., cave-In-Rock; 311 w. Main 1 Ed 
Kalinski, F'rank T., carmi; 1011 Elizabeth 2 Voc 
Kallenbach, Marion E·, crossville; 511 w. Ash 
2 LAS 
Kaminski, Julius B., Christopher; commutes 1 voc 
Karnes, Rexel Dee, Golconda; 811 W. Cherry -~ Ed 
Karraker, Louis R·, Jonesboro; 204 W~ College 





















Kassner, Frank wm. , Harrisburg; Baptist Foundation 
2 Ed 
Kauzlarich, Nada v., Christopher; 817 Univ. 3 Ed 
Keene, Barbara H., Pinckneyville; 821 s. University 
1 Ed 




4 Ed none 
Kehder, Richard E., Thompsonville; 901 s. washington 
1 voc 962Y 
Keith, vertus Nadine, Murphysboro; commutes 4 Ed M 285R 
Keller, Betty Jo, eypress; 810 s. University 4 Ed 494 
Keller, Jack Ernest, Jonesboro; 610 W. Main 1 LAS . 63L 
·Keller, Virginia R., Carbondale ; RFD 2 
Kelley, Clinton L., Jonesboro; 415 Sycamore 
Kelley, M. Duane, Pinckneyville; Commutes 
Kelly, . Albert D., coulterville; 503 s. Univ . 
Kelly, carol patrick, Murphysboro; Commutes 
Kemper, Billy c., Tamms; 607 s. Illinois 








Keneipp, Lydia M., Grand Tower; 606 s. Univ. 3 Ed 
Kenney, David T. , carbondale; 505 w. Walnut Grad 
Kenney, wanda c., carbondale; 505 w. walnut 4 Ed 
Kent, Wendell Eugene, Marion; commutes 1 Ed 
Keough, Loretta, Murphysboro; commutes 4 Ed 
KeriJ., Donald M., Belleville; 806 w. Walnut 1 voc 
Kern, Joseph Cliford, Hurst; Commutes 2 LAS 
· Kern, Marie, Mt. vernon; 821 s. University 1 Ed 
Kerr, Edw. Morgan, carpondale; 305 w. College 3 Ed 
























Kerr, Thomas P., Johnston City; Commutes 
Kerrens, Roger, Murphysboro; Commutes 
Kessler, Dean W•.; Freeburg;: 200 s. Oakland 
Kesterson, Robert M., Carbondale; 18-A Chau. Housing Unit 
Grad none 
Ketring, Charles E·, Carbondale; 705 w. Pecan 
1 Voc 633K 
Kidd, Maurice D., Metropolis; 609 W. Walnut 1 LAS 558L 
~ Kiefer, Everett L. , Sparta; 801 s. Oakland 1 Ed none 
Kiestler, Ambrose F. ' Karnak; 312 w. college 1 LAS '- 479L 
Killingsworth, cheseldean, carbondale; 916 N. Bridge 
4 Ed none 
Kimmel, Ardell w., Murphysboro; · commutes 2 voc none 
56 
Kimmel, Bill Ray, carbondale; 622 Almond 1 Ed 
Kimmel, Harold L., Thompsonville; 716 s. Poplar 
Kimmel, Robert Eugene, Desoto; Commutes 
King, · c . Wayne, Decatur; 606 w. College 





King, Whitney D., Carbondale; 805 w. Pecan 2 LAS 
Kingston, Floyd P., Eldorado; 400 w. Main 1 voc 











Kinley, Gerald c ., Johnston City; Commutes 
Kinsman, Margaret, Royalton; Anthony Hall 
2 voc JC 73R4 
4 Ed 406 
Kirchhoefer, Lee H., Lenzburg; 721 s. Marion . 1 LAS 
Kiriakos, Geor ge J,, Carbondale; 315 w. Walnut 
2 MS 
Kirk, Clifton J,, Fairfield; 3-C Chau. Housing. Unit 
. 4 Ed 
Kirk, El mo Claron, DeSoto; commutes 2 Ed 
Kirk, John c., West Fr.ankfort; 304 w. Grand 1 Voc 
Kirk, Samuel E., Fairfield; 420 w. Chautauqua 4 voc 
Kirkendall, OWen D·, Highwood; 719 s. wash. 3 voc 
Kirkman, Bruce Edward, carterville; Commutes 3 LAS 
K~kpatrick, James wm., Christopher; commutes Unc 
Kish, Betty Jean, zeigler; 712 s. University. 4 Ed 
Kiss~l, Glenroy, Mt. Vernon; 304 Oak 1 voc 
Kittle, Dale, Wayne City; 120 E. park 3 Ed 
Kladar, peter, Wood River; 611 w. Mill 2 voc 
Klein, Johnnie D·, carbondale; . RFD 3 2 Voc 
Klingenberg, Harold T., Nashville ; 901 s. washington 
1 LAS 
Knauel, Edward R., Edwardsville ; 601 s. Univ.1 voc 
Knauel , Richard s. , Edwardsville; 601 s. Univ. 
Knies, Edward G., Breese; 719 s. Forest 
Knight, Joyce Love, Marion; 312 w. Grand 
Knight, Mary E., Norris City; BOOs. Univ. 
Knight, M. w. Rosie, Rio Hondo, Texas; 21~ 
.Knoke, John William, Cora; Commutes 
Knoke , Robert Albert, Cora; Commutes 
Knowles, Ernest .J ., Botmie) 221 w. Jackson 





































Koch 1 .C4a:t'les .william, Oakdale; 204 w. ·Grand 3 ' Ed 
Koenigsmark, Edward wm., Murphysboro; commutes 
2 voc 
Koesterer, Clarence A., Freeburg; 711 Rawlings 
1 V0C 
Koesterer, shirley J., Granite City; Anthony Hall 
2 Ed 
KPhlenberger, Bob Gene, Ava; · 114 E· Grand 1 Ed 
Koika, Edward Frank, Plano; 601 s. ·University 1 voc 
Koonce, John Willis, watseka; ·,_221 w. Jackson 2 voc 
Koons, Ralph crandall, Murphysporo; commutes 1 voc 
Kostoff, Nick, Granite City; 502 s. U:ri.iv. 4 Ed 
Kovach, Helen, Royalton; commutes 
Kovach, Mary, Royalton; ·cOJlimutes 
1 LAS 
2 LAS 
3 LAS Kraatz; -Dorothy A·, Olmsted; 800 s . Univ. 
Kraatz, Rodney, Olmsted; 808 s . Un~versity 
Kraper, Mary sue, Metropolis; 203 pearl 
Krause, Robert·A•; East st. IPliis; 120 E·· Parlk: 
4 Ed 
1 Ed 
Kreher, Nora Theresa, pahlgr en; 601 w. Mill 
Krei~ner, wm. Edward, Jr., cairo; 312 w. Main 
Kress, 'Ke~eth · T., vandalia; 608, s. Forest 
Krewer., Gail l ard D·, ·valmeyer; 721 s . Marion . 
·Kl':'ieshok, Alice V. 1 Madis!=m; 701 s .. 'Univ:. -
Kristoff, Bertha Louise, Makanda; ·commutes 
Kristoff, Kathryn, Makanda; Commutes 
Kroener, David ·D·, Oakdale; 806 sycamore 
Kroener, Lee A., Oakdale; 701 w. cherry 






































2 LAS none 
Kuehner, Naomi A., Herrin; Anthony Hall 4 Ed 
Kueker, Oliver Adolph, Red Bud; 308 w. Elm 2 voc 
Kunce, Geo . Henry, Gr and Tower; 212 Hospital Drive 
2 Ed 
Kunce, James 'Harry, Grand Tower; 212 Hospital ' Drive 
Kunz',; Dorothy W•; Vandalia; aJ3 E· _ Pe?-rl 
Kutcosky, Florence L., zeigler; 718 -s . Forest 
'Kuykendall, Joseph Benton, Marion; Commutes 

















Lamb, Billy Joe, Golconda; 113 E. Grand 
Lamb, Marian Ruth, Herrin; Anthony Hall 
1 LAS 
2 Ed 
Lamb, Marian Elizabeth, Carterville; Commutes 
2 LAS 
Lambert, Eugene, Flora; 205 w. Elm 2 Ed 
Lambert, Gwendolyn E., Carbondale; 1008 Walkup 
Lambert, Howard c., Carbondale; 1008 Walkup 
Lambird, Bill Dale, Salem; 800 w. Mill 
Lamer, Qran Jackson, cobden; Commutes 
Lamp, James Robert, carmi; 906 Lake 
Lamp, Norman E. , carmi; 505 N. Oakland 
Lance, Don preston, st. Elmo; 608 s . Forest 
Landis, John D., Plano; 502 s. University 










Lands, Elva Bernice, Harrisburg; 814 s. University 
1 Ed 
Lane, Edward Eugene, cairo; 909 s. Univ . 1 Voc 
Lane, Mabel Sickman, carbondale; 801 S· wash.Grad 
Lane, Ralph L., Eldorado; 502 s . University~ 3 Ed 
Lane, Ted D., carbondale; 308 w. Jackson 3 Ed 
Lang, James Irvin, Marion; Baptist Found. 1 LAS 
Langham, Dode George, Tamalco; 211 Walnut 2 Ed 
Langham, Dolores, Tamalco; 810 s . Univ. 3 Ed 
Lanier, Robert Eugene, Anna; Commutes 2 LAS 
Lanton, Nola Jean, Carrier Mills; 507 's . Illin.ois 
3 Ed 
Larik, John Francis, zeigler; 709 w. Freeman 3 voc 
Larson, Edw. James, carbondale; 601 s. Ill. 4 Ed 
Larson, Shirley Jean, Carbondale; 800 S.. University 
Lascelles, Virgi l R., Bath; Baptist Found. 
Lasusa, charles D., Murphysboro; commutes 
Latta, Darrell Gene, Sparta; Baptist Found. 







Latting, c. Yvonne, Salem; Anthony .Hall 1 Ed 
Lau, Robert Franklin, Vienna; 503 s . Univ. 3 voc 
Launius, Delmer D; , McLeansboro; 402 w. Mill 3 Ed 
Lawder, Edna Hicks, Murphysboro; . commutes 4 Ed 






































Lawrence, Keith Preston, Mar ion; commutes 2 Voc M 910 
Lawson, Mildred L., steeleville; 810 S. Univ. 
3 Ed 494 
Leathers , Mary Lou, Oblong; Anthony Hall 2 Ed 
Ledbetter, John Alden, Murphysboro; commutes 
Ledbetter, Robin F. , Herod; 605 w. Walnut 
Ledbetter, wm. F., Murphysboro; Ill. Ave. 
Lee, Dorothy E., sunflower; 213 E, Walnut 
Lee, Phyllis Jean, salem; 203 Pearl 
Leffler, Mildred J., Benton; Anthony Hall 






Legg, verna Lee, wayne City; 810 s . Univ. 4 Ed 
Leilich, Clyde H., New Athens, 114 E· Grand 3 Ed 
Leinicke, Ralph August, Ava; 114 E· Grand 2 Ed 
Leirer, vernon Burkes, C?rbondale; RFD 4 3 Ed 
Leming, Harry E., Christophe~, 719 s. wash. 1 voc 
Lelllons, char-le~ R., cairo; 805 s. Ill. 2 LAS 
Lence, Donald G;, carbondale; 423 w. Monroe 1 voc 
Lenzini, Arthur L. , Zeigler; 605 Univ . 2 LAS 
Lenzini, Robert J . , zeigler; : commutes 1 Ed Z 
Leoni, Angelo v., Bell eville; 713 w. Freeman 
2 voc 
Lerch, carlyle J . , valmeyer; 721 s. Marion 2 Ed 
Lerch, Harold H., valmeyer; 721 S• Marion 1 LAS 
Lerch, Theodore w., valmeye,r; 721 s. Marion 1 Ed 
LeSieur, Cha:des ·F. , Car bondale; 818 s . Marion 
2LAS 
Leslie, Howard M., McLeansboro; 402 w. Mill 3 Ed 
Levan, James w., Ava; 716 s • . Poplar 1 Ed 
Levelsmier, Jerry E·, carbondale; 606 w. Mill 
1 voc 
Lewis, Clar·a Mae, sesser; Anthony Hall 2 Ed 
Lewis, Donald Gene, Anna; 605 s. University 1 voc 
Lewis, George ._ w., Murphysboro; Commutes 4LAS 
Lewis, Mary Batson, carbondale; RFD 2 2 Ed 
Lewis, Neal E· , Broughton; 312 w. college 1 voc 
M 
Lewis, Raymond D., Flora; 1011 s. Elizabeth 2 voc 
Lickiss, Robert w., Murphysboro; Commutes 3 LAS M 
Lienert, Maude stallings; Gorham; Commutes 
Lienesch, Louise J . , O' Fallon; Anthony Hall 
Lietz, -Enno s., Okawville; 901 s. wash. 










































Ligon, Carol D., Brownsville; 410 E· Jackson 1 Ed 




Lindly, Arva T· w., Herrin; COmmutes 4 Ed H .22921 
Lirely, Ivan L., Grand Tower; 310 N. wash. 1 LAS 1133X 
Littleford, warren, Jr., Vandal ia; Bap. Foundation 
1 Ed 
Littlehale , Robert L., Royaiton; Commutes . 3 Ed 
Livesay, Hugh E·; Irvington; 1300 s. Thomp • . 3 Ed . 
Lobenhofer, John F., Park Ridge{ 2Jg Elm 2 voc 
~ • ' l 
Lockard, Louie A., Cobden~ cOmmut~s Unc 
Lockhart, Thos. E., D~~atur, cia; 501 s'~ Popiar 
1 voc 




Lock~od; ~onnie !t•; .carbondale; RFD 4 p. Grad 
Lodge, Dor i s E., Wiilisville; 511 w. Grand 1 Ed 
Lofton,' Fr.a.~ . S., F~i:t:f i~ ld; 806 w. Walnut 1 Voc 
LoftuS, H~b~rt , J.~·. ql).icago; 522 w~ Chau. 2 LAS 
Logan, clarenc~; carb~dale; 3J2 w. Mill 4 Ed 
L~gan,' Mavis R_·~, carbondale; ro2 w. Hi ll 3 ,Ed 
Logsdon, Bette J., st . Louis, Mo.;. Anthony Hall 
4 Ed 
. ··.:."'' 
Long, Bobby R., Johnston City; 818 S~ Marion 1 Ed 
Long, Jack w., Flora; 709 Burlison 2 Ed 
Long, Loise Lina, Chica.go; 5l3 E· chestnut 
Longman, Ke:m:usth Wayne, Herrin; Goi]Jillutes 
. Locrrus, carroll 0, cobden; 113 E . Gr~nd 
Loomis, Kathryn Snyder, cob&en; commutes 
Lora, 'Myrtle wiggs, Jofi~;fibern; commutes 
Lorenz, Mi ldred' M., waterloo; Anthony Hall 








Lovan, James E·, McLeansboro; 819 B: Ill. 1 voc 
Lovan, Margaret J .; Murphysboro.; Commutes _ Unc 
Love, Kathryn A., West Frankf'2 ' ort; 510 w. Grand 
1 voc 
Lovelace, Oleva. , Buncombe; '806 s. Univ. 4 l!id 
Lovies, Juanita J . , Kan~ak; 510 E· Ches'Ulru.t Ed 
Lovin, James .Roy, BP~nton; 60i university 2 Ed 
Lowe, James vernr~.n,- Murphysboro; commutes 3 voc 
Lowery, Marg~~.cet M. , Mo,unds ; 4H3 E. 07 · 1 Ed 






































Lucy, Donal d Gordon , Spar ta; 608 w. Mi l l 2 Voc 
Ludwi g, Arley w. , Carbondale; APt " I ; 813 S- Un i v u 
4 Ed 
Ludwig , Howard F. , waterloo; 304 w. Grand 4 Voc 
Luet zow, Robert E., Berwyn; 1208 s . Thompson 4 Voc 
Luke, Dorothy Eileen, Lebanon; 216 E. Jackson 
2 Ed 






4 Ed 804 
Lunde, George E., Carbondale ; 508 w. sycamore 
3 voc 804 
Lunde, warren E. , carbondale; 508 w. sycamore 
4 LAS 804 
Lunnemann, Robert L., Pinckneyville ; 816 s . Ill. 
1 voc 
Lupardus, Vivian E., Granite City; Anthony Hall 
Grad 
Lutes, carlW. ; Christopher; p020akland 4LAS . 
Lux, Louise, Modoc; 806 s. University 2 Ed 
Lybarger, Ocie s . , Carbondale; q01 Hayes Grad 
Lynch, wm. s. ; Ullin; 19-B Chau. Hous. Unit 2 Ed 
Lynn, Bob scott, carbondale; 24-B chau. Hous. Unit 




MacFarlane, wm. N., Johnston City; Commutes Grad JC 
Madden, Doris A., Grayville; 809 s . Univ. 2 LAS 
Madden, L~on Reese, Hurst; Commutes 1 voc 
Madison, G~o., Cave-In-Rock; 1000 s. Thomp. 2 LAS 
Maier, Reuben Don, carmi; 511 Ash 2 Ed 
Maisel, Marietta, E· st. Louis; 809 s. Elizabeth 
2 Ed 
Malan, Stanley A., Greenville; S04 Univ. 1 Ed 
Malinsky, wm. N., Flora; 31-A Chau. Hous. Unit 
4 Ed 
Mallams, wm. T., Anna; 005 s. l:Jniv . 2 Ed 
Malone, Dorthea _E:, Thompsonville; 112 E· Qrand 
Malone, Jeann~. , Benton; 701 s. Univ. 
Malone, Mil to~~ · . st. Louis; 304 w. oak 1 Voc 

























Malottki, Jas. w., Granite City; 413 w. J ackson 
1 voc 
Mandrell, Robert R·, Mt. Vernon; Bap. Found.1 LAS 
Maneese, Patte Jean, Herr in; Anthony Hall 1 Ed 
Manfredo , Louis, Marion; Commutes 2 LAS 
Manion, Jack E. , west Frankfort; 312 w. cherry 
1 LAS 
Manken, John H. , Gorham; Commutes 2 LAS 
Mann, Alice c ., carterville; Commutes Grad 
Mann, Julia A., Pinckneyville; Anthony Hall 3 Ed 
Mann, Russell D., Fairf i eld; 617 w. Mill 2 LAS 
Mantle, RObert F., E. st. Louis ; 522 Chau. 3 LAS 
Manus, . Donald Jackson, Anna; 204 w. Coll~ge 3 LAS 

















1 voc 1B4K 
Mar ks, Edward w. P., Chicago; 90 6 Lake 
Marlen, vernon s ., Dupo; 709 w. Freeman 
Marl man, Mary E., Karnak; 705 S. Univ. 
Marlow, Charlotte B·, Opdyke; . Anthony Hall 
Mars , ·John T., carbondale; 510 . Chautauqua 













Marshall, Kenneth J. , Marion; Bap . Found. 2 Ed lOffiX 
Martin, Betty Ann. Fieldon; 1005 s . Elizabeth 
3 Ed 775Y 
Martin, Bill, zeig l er; 605 s. University 2 Voc 861 
Martin, Charles F., west Frankfort; 30-A Chau. Hous. Unit 
2 voc none 
Martin, Donald Lee, sesser ; 209 w. Jackson 
Mar tin, Elizabeth L., Benton; 701 Univ. 




. Mar tin, James c.; Norris City; Commutes~ DeSoto 
2 Ed 
Martin, Janet Alvaina, carbondale; RFD 3 1 Voc 
Martin, John Nelson, carbondale; RFD 3 3 LAS 
Martin, Joseph R •. , Brookport; 310 s. Graham 1 LAS 
Martin, Lawrence w., carbondale; 191 s. Popl ar 
Martin, M. Elizabeth, carmi; 712 s. Univ. 















Martin, Robert clyde, Jonesboro; commutes 
Mart in, Roberta Ann, carbondale; RFD 3 
Martin, Rosemary F. , Jonesboro; 400 w. Grand 
Martin, wm. L., Peoria; 601 S. Univ. 
Marvin, George w. , Murphysboro; commutes 
Mary, wm. A., Collinsville; Bap. Found . 
Mashaney, Marilouise D., Herrin; Commutes 
Mashaney, Roy Lee, Herrin; Commutes 
Mason, Dahl Leon, Harrisburg; commutes 
Mason, Charles L., Harrisburg; co~~utes 















Mason, Mar gery I. , Murrayville; 511 w. Grand 
Master s, James Everett, Dupo; 106 Forest 
Masters, Nick A., carbondale; 408 s . Univ. 
Mathews, Francis H., carbondale; 511 E· sycamore 
1 Ed 
Mathews, Willie A. , Carbondale; 511 E· Sycamore 
1 LAS 

























Mathis, Wi lliam T., Herrin; 2)7 w. COllege 2 voc 235X 
Matthews, Vernon D. , Roxana; 2015 Walnut st ., Murphysboro 
1 LAS none 
Mattingly, Char l es G. Gorham; Commutes 2 Ed none 
Maulding~ Marilyn M. , Kinm1:mdy; 2)6 w. Jackson 
1 LAS 
Maulding, Richard R., Kinmundy; 206 w. Jackson 
1LAS 
Mawdsley, Jack K., Granit'e Ci.ty; 502 s. Univ . 2 Ed 
Maxwell, Dorothy J . , Coulter vill e; Anthony Hall 
1 voc 
May, James D., Carbondale; 31-C Chau. Hous. Unit 
1LAS 
Mayberry, Charles, Jr . , Jonesboro; 415 E· Chestnut 
Maze, Gloria Joan, Marion; 511 w. Qrand 
Maze , Victor Threet, Goreville; 2)7 E. Park 
Mazzara, Anthony, Marion; Commutes 
McBrayer, Martha, Benton; Anthony Hall 





















McBride, William, carbondale; 611 Bridge 4 Ed 
McCabe, Alie~ Lee, creal Springs; Commutes 2 Ed 
McCabe, Hugh, Jr., stonefort; 604 s. Forest 1 Ed 
McCall, James F·, Vienna; 408 w. Chau. 2 voc 
Mccamish, Ruth A. w., carterville; Commutes 2 Ed 
Mccandlish, Donna, Lawrenceville; 915 w. sycamore 
Mccann, Charles E., Benton; 513 Beverid.ge 
Mccann, Howard Leon, Cobden; commutes 
Mccann, Muriel Lee, Salem; Anthony Hall 
Mccarty, John J., Herrin; Commutes 
Mccarthy, Runnette H., carbondale; 807 w. 
2 LAS 
1 LAS 







Mccaslin, Melvin, . Jr . ,, Elkville; Cominutes 
Mcclel lan, Roy w~, Mt .• Carmel; 611 carico 
Mcclerren, B. Leone, Thompsonville; 910 s. Univ. 
3 Ed 

















Mcclerren, Daniel W., Thompsonville; 1~ chau,. Hous. Unit 
1 voc none 
Mcclerren, Oma ~., Thompsonville; 910 s. Univ. 
3 Ed 107K 
Mcclintock; Dolores J., W. Frankfort; Anthony Hall 
1 Ed 406 
Mcclure, Ruth, Golconda; 817 s. Univ. 
McCluskey, Robert A., carterville; commutes 
Mccollom, Roy M., Palmyra; 715 s. wash. 







Mcconachie, Florine, Sparta; Commutes 
Mccormack, Robert L., Carbondale; RFD 1 
Mccormack, Thomas L., Harrisburg; 807 w. Main 
2 voc 
Mccormick, velma, Johnston city; 806 s. Univ. 
4 Ed 
c 
McCoy, Eloise, Herrin; Commutes 3 Ed H 
Mccrary, Clarence, Jr., Pinckneyvilie; Commutes 
1 Ed 











4 LAS 1160 
Mccullough, Ellen M• , Se.sser; Anthony Hall 2 Ed 406 
65 
Mccurdy, Eugene F., Fayette City; 25-A Chau. Hous. Unit 




George R., Flora; 709 Burlison 
Edward F., Benton; 501 s. Univ. 











McDonald, Jackie F., Marion; commutes 1 voc M 240W 
McDonald, James c., Sparta; 509 s. Poplar 1 Ed 
McDonnough, Jackie c., Pinckneyville; commutes 
1LAS 
McDonnough, Mary F., Pinckneyville; 312 w. Grand 
2 Ed 






McDowell, Helen c., Murphysboro; Commutes 3 Ed M 767R 
McDowell, John wesley, Murphysboro; Commutes 
1 LAS M 767R 
McDowell, Mary Ann, Percy; 508 Rawlings 3 Ed 
McFadin, val J., w. Frankfort; 605 s. ' Univ. 2 voc 
MCFarland, Dolly P., Johnston city; Commutes 
1 Ed 
McFarland, Harland G., Johnston city; commutes 
1 Ed 
McFeron, Johns., Anna; 502 w. College 4 LAS 
McGilvra, Loren E., Benton; 605 w. Walnut 1 Ed 
McGinnis, Bret J., Carbondale; 109 s. Marion 
3 Ed 
McGinnis, Gordon, carbondale; 109 s. Marion 2 Ed 
McGowan, Joan, carbondale; 703 N. Bridge 1 Ed 
McGowan, John Robert, Herrin; Commutes 
McGregor, John Ennis; Makanda; Commutes 
McHenry, Betty J., Vienna; 701 s. Univ. 





Mcintire, Anette, vienna; 701 s. Univ. 1 Ed 
Mcintire, James R., DuQuoin; 1400 s. Thorup. 2 LAS 
Mcintire, Kenneth B., carbondale; 26-B Chau. Hous. 
2 voc 
Mcintosh, Jack Wayne, Mt. Carmel; 522 w. chau. 
2 voc 





















McKemie, Mariam F., Benton; Anthony Hall 
McKinney, Donald Louis, Herr~n; commutes 
McKinney, Norma Jean, carbondale; RFD 2 
McKown, Harold w., Thompsonville; 901 s. 
2 Ed 




McLafferty, John J., Jr., "Carbondale; RFD 4 1 voc CO 







McLean, Florence Bessie; Pomona; commutes 4 Ed Co 12BF24 
McManus, Charles E., w. Frankfort; 605 s. Univ. 
McMurray, Harry N. , DUQuoin; 901 s. wash. 
McMurray, Kenneth D., DUQuoin; Commutes· 
McMurray, William E., , DuQUoin; Commute.s 












McNeal, Bobbie · D·, Pinckneyville; commutes Grad · none 
McNeely, Rt. J., Carbo:p.dale; 507 w. College 3 LAS none . 
McNeill, Mary Lou,- carterville; 718 s. Forest 
Grad none 
McPhail, James Edward, Herrin; Commutes 1 Voc H 21621 
McPhail, James L., Carbondaie; 32~A chau. Housing Unit 
4 Voc none 
McP}.lail, SaJll.uel s. ·, west_, FIC.ankfort; 719 s. Forest / 
2 Ed 
McPherson, Glenn Richard, Zeigler; Commutes 2 LAS 
779L 
none 
McQuater, Ray, Tilden; 604 s. Forest 
McQueen, Donald c., shawnee, Oklahoma; 23-A 
Unit 
1 Ed 429K 
Chau. Housing 
3 Ed none 
McQueeny, , Michael E., Plano; 707 Burlison 1 Ed 
McRaven, Elaine, Chicago; Anthony Hall 4 Ed 
McReynolds, Bessie Lee, Thompsonville; 910 s. Univ. 
2 Ed 




2 Ed 10'7K 
McRill, Bennie L., wayne City; 204 w. College 
1 Ed 235K 
McRoy, Clyde Ralph, Marion; commutes 1 LAS 
McRoy, Homer Leet Murphysboro; Commutes 1 LAS 





Mcsparin, Russell L. , Carbondale; 28-c Chau. Housing Unit 
2 Ed none 
67 
Medearis, charles M., centralia; 607 w. College 
3 Ed 
~edley, Virginia Maxine, Vienna; 108 E. park 1 Ed 
Meehan, Wm . Francis, Carbondale; 112 N. Poplar 
1 LAS 
Megown, Dora Lee, East st . Louis; 800 s. Univ. 
2 voc 
Meininger, wm. H., East st. Louis ; 302 w. Elm 
Melton, Robt. Joseph, Herrin; 818 s. Marion 
Melvin, Edward William, Tamaroa; 300 w. Oak 
Mertz, Mary carolyn, Marion; 800 s. Univ. 
Metcalf, James F., Murphysboro; Commutes 
Metcalf, Maurice Wayne, Muddy; Commutes 
Metzger, Cordelia, vandalia; 704 s. Univ. 
Meyer, David Louis, Tamalco; 211 Walnut 
Meyer, Wilma L., Edina, Minn . ; 607 w. Grand 
Meyers, Mary cady, Murphysboro; commutes 
Meyers, Norman H., Wayne City; 903 s. Wash. 













Mezo, carl E·, Festus, Missouri; 3C6 w. Grand 
1 LAS 
Michels, Mildred E., Granite city; Anthony Hall 
2 Ed 
Middendorf, Robt . Lee, Freeburg; 721 s. Marion 
2 LAS 
Middendorf, Shirley Lee, Chester; 408 w. Main 
1 Ed 
Middleton, Kathryn I., Rosamond; Anthony Hall 3 Ed 
Middleton, Marion T., Iuka; 204 w. Mill 4 voc 
Middleton, Thomas D., Carbondale; 221 _W. Jackson 
3 LAS 
Midgett, . Helen _N. , Flat Rock; 509 w. Grand 2 LAS 
Midgett,_ sarah Ione, Fiat Rock; 509 w. Grand 1 voc 
Midjaas, Nedra A., Carbonda~e; 1000 s. Eliz. 4 LAS 
Mietzner, Edmond M., Fairfield; 605 w. Walnut 
Mifflin, Aleatha M., Murphysboro; Commutes 
Miles, Geo. Thomas, Harrisburg; 311 w. Main 
Miller, Bernece I . , Litchfield; 206 N. Uni v. 
Miller, Earl Wayne, Macedonia; 704 s. Ill. 








































Miller, Edw. Lewis, Ca~baJ.dale; 618 N· Almond 
1 Ed none 
Miller, EVe~ Meyers, wayne City; 903 s. washington 
4 Ed 962Y 
Miller, James c., wayne City; 908 s. wash. 3 Ed 962Y 
Miller, Louis Victor, DuQuoin; 301 s. Univ. 2 LAS 367K 
Miller, Richard Alan, Enfield; 306 E. Hester 
Miller, Rosa Mae, Pomona; 611 s. Illinois 
1 voc 
2 Ed 
Miller, warren 1., Mt. carmel; 611 carico 1 Ed 
Millikan, Robert E., Sparks Hill; Carbondale RFD 2 
1 Ed 
Millikin, Roberta M., Pinckneyville; 208·Park 
1 Ed 
Milliner, Malcolm :t. . , Mt. vernon; 520 Graham 1 Ed 
Mills, David, Johnston City; Commutes 1 Ed 
Mi:l.ls, David samuel, Sumner; Baptist Found. 1 LAS 
Mills, Thomas w., carmi; 120 E· :Park 2 LAS 
Milosevich, Pete, zeigler; 503 s. Un.iv. 1 Ed 
Minckler, L. Sherwood, carbondale; 1101 Walkup 
1 LAS 
Minor, Patricia Ann, Mt. vernon; 817 s. Univ. 
2 voc 
Minton, Wayne E., West 'Frankfort ; 304 w. Grand 
1 voc 
Mircheff, Georgia, Madison; 701 s. Uni v. 3 Ed 
Miskell, Quentin D. , Carbondale; P. o. Box 97 
3 voc 
Mitchell, Dorothy L. , Granite City; Anthony Hall 
3 Ed 

















2 LAS 3921 
Mitchell, Geo. T., carbondale; 401 N. Poplar 4 LAS 717Y 
Mitchell, Harold D., Mulkeytown; 311 w. Main 1 voc 388K 
Mitcheil, Kenneth K., Harrisburg; 501 s. University 
2 LAS 36'7K 
Mitchell, LaDonna R., Mur~hysboro; Anthony Hall 
1 Ed 406 
Mitchell, Louis w. , Jr., carbondale; 5-c Chau . Housing Unit 
2 Ed none 
Mitchell, Paul Edw., Carbondale ; 2'7- B Chau . Housing Unit 
· 1 IDi · none 
69 
Mitchell, Rosalie Maud, Mulkeytown; 312 W·, Grand 
1 voc · 375Y 
Mitchell, willa; Dean, Herrin; Commutes 1 Ed H 29160 
Mittendorf, Lester H., Metropolis; 204 Grand 1 LAS 1050K 
Moak, James H., wood River; 306 w. Grand 2 LAS 647X 
Moake, Frank B., carbondale; 10-A Chau. Housing Unit 
4 Ed none 
Moak:e, Marion L., Marion; Commutes 2 Ed M 476W 
Moake, Norma B., carbondale; 10-A chau. Housing Unit 
2 Ed none 
Mobley, Darrell G., Norris c ity; 207 E. Park 2 Ed 889Y 
Mobley, LeRoy, Junction; 2JB E. Park 1 Ed 484L 
· Moll, Emmett J., vergennes; 1300 s. Thompson 2 Ed 854L 
Monroe, Eugene Allen, salem; _ 407 w. Grand 4 LAS none 
Monroe, Forrest M., Herrin; commutes 2 Ed 
Monti, Mary L., west Frankfort; 701 s. Univ. 1 Ed 
- Moody, Te.d F., Godfrey; · Baptist Foundation 1 Ed 
, .. Mooncotch~: John Howard, zeigler; commutes 1 Voc 
~-Moore, Ben E·, west Frankfort; . 007 w. Freeman 
3 Ed 
Moore, carlton Gene, Tamaroa; 902 s. Univ. · 1 LAS 
Moore, David c., Carbondale; 610 w. sycamore 1 voc 
Moore, Jack Dean, /Marion; Baptist Foundation 1 voc 
Moore, John A·, Omaha; Commutes Grad 












Moore, Norman Escol, carbondale; 708 w. Mill Grad 220K 
Moore, Rosemary, Marion; Coinmutes 1 Voc M 1107R 
Moore, vernon, Harrisburg; 308 Grand 1 LAS 375K 
Mor, Alfred c., Gillespie; 901 s. wash. 2 Voc 962Y 
More, Gtzy Clifton, carbondale; 22---B Chau. Housing Unit 
3 Ed none 
Moreland, Forrest H., Grand Chain; 114 E· Grand 
Moreton, Mark wm., Mt. Vernon; 804 s. Univ. 
Morgan, Doris Juanita, Sparta; 610 s. Univ. 
Morgan, Eardle J. R., Marion; 5l7 w. Grand 
Morgan, Paul Mix, sesser; 209 w. Jackson 
Morgan,. Thomas Edward, DuQuoin; Commutes 
Morgan, Thomas Martin, Murphysboro; commutes 
· Morris, Charles Herbert, Cobden; Commutes 




















Morris, Glen, carbondale; 1007 w. Mill Grad 
Morris, Jacob Lee, Pulaski ; 1101 Franklin 1 voc 
Morris, Lloyd F'., carbondale; RFD 3 1 Voc 
·Morris, wm. Andrew, Equality; 306 w. college 3 Ed 
Harrison, Paul M., Carbondale; 403 w. Fr~eman 
3 LAS 
Morr ison, Robert L., Wood Ri Yer; 316 Hes ter 2 voc 
Morrow, Joel Hall, Tamaroa; 1300 s. Thompson 2 LAS 
Horse, William Lawrence, Cambria; Commutes 
Morton, Norman Edward, Salem; Baptist Found. 
Moskoff, Basil A., Zeigler; 605 s . Uni Y. 
Mosley, Archibald, carbondale; 300 E. Oak 
Moss , Paul Wayne, Christopher; 400 w. Main 







Howery, Wanda Ruth, Ullin; 610 s. Univers ity 1 voc 
Mueller, Ruth Clara, Marion; Commutes 4 Ed 
Mueller, Walter, . SteeleY~lle; 608 W. Mill 2 LAS 
Muffler, Eugene R., East st. Louis; 303 Oak 1 Ed 
Mulkin, John w., Herrin; 502 s. University 4 LAS 
Mullinix, Marvin Kenneth, 'Desoto; Commutes 
Mundell, curtis Wesl ey, Benton; 706 Burlison 
Murao, Shizuko, Chicago; Anthony Hall 





Murray, George A., Marion; Commutes 1 Ed 
Murray_, Ralph T·, Maplewood, Mo.; 800 w. Freeman 
1 LAS 
Murrie, Clifford Paul, y i enna; 204 w. Gr and 3 Ed 
Murrie, Patricia Ann, vienna; Anthony Hall 3 Ed 
MYers, Ral ph Jae, Grand chain; 305 w. Ma in 3 voc 
N 
Nagle, Olga L., Carbondale; 50~ s. Poplar 4 Ed 
Nameth, Chester E., west Frankfort; commutes 2 LAS 
Nance , Charles T., Carbondale; 611 w. Walnut 1 Voc 
Nance , Obadiah LaYelle , El kville; Commutes 2 Ed 
Nantz, Alin Udell, EdwardsYille ; 120 E. Park 1 voc 
Narusis, s tanley Wm., West Frankfort; 616 W. Elm 
Nash, Richard E. , Johnston City; Commutes 
Nast, Betty Jane~ Freeb urg; 406 w. Main 










































Neal, Harley B., Benton; 807 s . Illinois 4 Ed 
Neal, Jesse Sherman, christopher, Commutes 3 Ed 
Neal•, John David, Sparta; 606 w. Mill 1 Ed 
Neal, Minnie Lois, Benton; Anthony Hall 1 Ed 
Nebughr, Betty Lee, carbondale; RFD 1 1 Voc 
Neckers, Jean, carbondale; 108 s. Maple PG 








Nehring, Bettie Mae , vergennes; 809 s . Univ. 3 Ed 
Neibel, Freddie E., west Frankfort; Baptist Foundation 
1028X 
12K 
1 Voc 1028X 
Neighbors, Bobby Ray, Belleville; 204 w. Mill 
1 voc 
Neihaus, EUgene D., west Frankfort; 709 Freeman 
607K 
2 voc 223 
Nelson, carl u., carbondale ; 404 E· Oak · 
Ne l son, Cl ara N., carbondale; 606 s . Marion 
Nelson, Virginia O~, carbondale; 4~ E· Oak 
Nesselrodt, John c ., Cypress; 206 w. college 
Nettleton, James L., Jonesboro; Commutes 
Neunaber, .Alvin H. , Bathalto; 610 w. Main 
Neunaber, · calvin c ., Moro; 609 w; College 
Neunaber, cecil Edward, Bathalto; 610 w. Main 
Neunlist, James, Thompsonville; 807 w. Main 











Newby, James Arthur, Desoto; Commutes 1 voc 
Newby, Richard Lee; Danvill e; 1208 s . Thompson , 
2 LAS 














Newman, Marion Rufus, carmi; 910 s . Univ. 2 Ed 107K 
Newson, Mary Alice, Marion; 203 E· pearl 2 voc 962K 
Newton, Mary A., Benton; 809 s. Univ. 1 voc 12K 
Nichols, Andrew wm. , xenia; 406 W. oak 3 Ed 753YM 
Nichols, James R., carterville; 308 w. Elm 2 LAS none 
Nichols, Thomas J., carbondale; 3i4 E. Birch 1 LAS 965Y 
Nicholson, Doris Lee, Winnfiel d, Louisiana; 213 E· walnut 
1 voc 815 
Nicholson, Helen Lee, west Frankfort ; 704 s. Univ. 
3Ed 
Nicol , Robert Lee, Belleville; 721 s. Marion 1 LAS 





Niemann, Joseph A. , Breese; 007 w. college 2 Voc 
Niles, Raymond L., Plano; 601 s. Univ. 1 LAS 
Nilsson, Nor man L., Granite City; 306 w. Grand 
Ninos, Freda, Chicago; 705 s. University 
Nofsinger, Ken Kerr, Herrin; 107 E· Grand 






Nolen, Frederick Dale; Harrisburg; Commutes 2 LAS 
Nolen, Robert S;, carmi; 1011 Elizabeth 3 Ed 
Nordmeyer, Alma E., Murphysboro; Anthony Hall 
H 
1 voc 
Norman, Emmet Mortan, , Jr . , DuQuoin; 701 s. University 
2 voc 












Norman, Robert C. , Mlll{physboro; commutes 2 LAS 
Norman, sarah Louise, DU:Quoin; 701 s. Univ. 1 voc 
Norris, Maurice E·, Effingham; Baptist Foundation 
M 432W 
M 432W ·. 
184K 
1 LAS 
Norris, wm. David, Nor~is City; 207 w. College 
1 Ed 
Norris; , William Jo.el, Marion; Commutes 1 voc 
North, George E., Carbondale; 90~ s. Oakland 
1 voc 
North, LYdia J., carbondale; 618 w. Grand 1 LAS 
Novak, George E., Jr., carbondale;' 26-A chau. Housing 
3 voc 
Novak, Joseph L., Ashley; 1218 s. Thompson 1 LAS 
,_ 0 1 Brist, Jacqueline, , Odin; 809 s. Univ. 2 Ed 
O'Connor, Charles J,, Morris; 206 W: Jackson 
2 voc 
O'Daniell, John R., Chicago; 808 s. Univ. 2 Ed 
Odle, Kenneth L., west Fi'~ort; Commutes 1 voc 
Odum, Oren M., west Frankfort; 312 w. cherry 
1 LAS 
Oelheim, Marian Faye, Junction; 712 s. 
ogden, Bill Gene, Marion; 112 E· Grand 
O'Hara, MYron Barton, Jr., carbondale; 
Univ.4 Ed 
1 LAS 
400 W. Oak 
2 LAS 




















Oliver, Howard s., Jr., E· st. -Louis; 318 E· Oak 
Oliver, James E· , Norris City; 600 s. Ill. 
O'Neil, Edwin B·, west Frankfort; commutes 
Opper, carlos F ., carlinville; Bap. Found. 
Orr, Robert G., Evansville, Ind.; 608 Carico 
Osburn, Gene Owen, Dahlgren; 405 N.Univ. 
Osowski, Robert F., Johnston City; 117 s . Park 














Osterholtz, Emil, Jr . , centralia; 713 s. Ill. 2 Voc 1050Y . 
Ott, carl yle, wood River; Commutes, Murphysboro 
3 Ed M 931R 
Outlan, Wilburn c., Carbondale; 3-B chau. Hous . Unit 
2 Ed none 
Outten, Donald Thurlo, sparta; 209 N. Springer 
1 Ed none 
Overbey, Charlotte M., carlinville; 1020 Lake 1 voc 688L 
Overturf, Ralph E1gar, Jr., carbondale; 1002 w. Grand 
1 LAS 709L 
owens, Albert, Jr. , Johnston City; commutes 2 voc none 
Owens, Jam~~ Marvin, zeigler; Commutes 1 Ed none 
owens, Raymond E., zeigler; commutes 4 Ed none 
O~ford, Glen R·, cave-In-Rock; 305 w. Main 1 Ed none 
Oxford, Hershel F., cave-In-Rock; 311 w. Main 1 Ed 588K 
Ozment, Janet, Pittsburg; 712 s. University 2 Ed 767K 
p 
pacotti, LYdia, Johnston city; 712 s. Univ. 
Pajak, Esther Patricia, Harvey; Anthony Hall 
Pallett, Harrison E., DuQuoin; Commutes 
Palmer, Dollie M., carterville; Commutes 
Palmer, Henry L., Carterville; Commutes 
Palmer, Ray Allen, Belleville; 808 Univ . 
Palmer, William D., Orient; commutes 
Pankey, Phillip L., Harrisburg; ' 706 s. Marion 
Pantaleo, Lena Harie, DUQuoin; 2)3 Pearl 
Pari l ac, Edward J., valier; Commutes 
Paris, Gus E·, Rosicla:re; 719 s . Washington 
Paris, _ William N., Rosiclare; 511 Beveridge 
Parker, Bi ll Dean, ,Christopher; 719 -s. Wash. 
Parker, Claude Oren, Effingham; 211 Walnut 
Parker, Ellis P., E·· st . Louis; No Local Add . 


































Parker, Norma J., Bluford; 814 s. Univ. lEd 
Parker, wm . Jackson, Vienna; Baptist Foundation 
1 voc 
Parkhill , Earl Eugene, Benton; 503 s . Forest 2 Voc 
Parks, Gene Dale, Harrisburg; 808 s. Univ. 3 LAS 
parks , Philip, stonefort; Baptist Foundation 2 LAS 
Parks, Ronald Ray , Harrisburg; commutes 3 voc 
Parr, Luther EUgene, Anna; Commutes 3 Ed 





















Parrish, Homer, Q. , carbondale; RFD 2 
Parrish, Ralph Edward, carbondale; RFD 4 
Parta~n, Allard Dale, Herod; 113 E. Grand 
Parton, Louise, Marion; 712 s. University 
Paszinski, John 0 . , Belleville; 313 Harwood 
Paterson, Mabe l , carbondale, 404 w. College 
Patheal, Lloyd L., Jr., carbondale , 201 s . University 
3 Ed 433L 
patrick, Millie I., carterville; Commutes 1 Ed none 
patterozzi, Dante, w. Frankfort ; Commutes 1 Ed 
Patterson, H13;rold Lee, Mt . vernon; 522 N. Almond 
1 Ed 
patterson, Jimmie Ray , Mt. vernon; 204 Mill 1 voc 






patton, Denver stuart, Jr., Norris ·city; 600 s . Illinois 
2 voc 575L 
Patton, Earl D. , Eldorado ; Commutes Grad E 17F3 
Paule, Francis R., Belleville, 600 w. Grand Grad 711Y 
Paule, Rebecca J., centerville sta; 600 w. Grand 
2 LAS 711Y 
Pauly, Thomas E., Grani .te City; 413 w. Jackson 
pavloff, Mar gurine, Zeigler; 715 s. Harion 
Payne, Jesse , Jr . , Ul lin; 5- A ch~u . Hous ing 
Feacock, Richard Lee, w. Frankfort; 207 N. 
Feckler, Patr icia June, Ava; Anthony Hall 















Feebles , Thomas Bouldin, Marion; Commutes 1 Ed M 445R 
Feebl es, wallace Lee ; pittsburg; 208 Hospital Drive 
2 voc 1a55L 
75 
Peeck, Mary Marjorie, DuBois; 715 s. Marion 1 Ed 
Pekelnicky, Hike paul, Harrisbu,rg; 608 w. Mill 
1 Ed 
Pemberton, James E. ,_steeleville; 805 s. Oakland 
2 LAS 
Penninger, collin J., Anna; commutes 3 Ed 
Penrod, Georgia, Granite City; 304 w. Mill 1 LAS 
Penrod, Ray Ar~en, carbondale, 406 W. Oak 1 voc 
Pepple, Howard Newton, sumner; 901 w. Grand 3 Ed 
Pepple, Robt. Lee, Belle Rive; 503 w. Freeman 1 voc 
Pepple, Wayne, Belle Rive; 503 w. Freeman 1 Ed 
Perkins, Harold Ernest, Benton; commutes 1 LAS 
Perkins, Jesse w., E· st. Louis; 207 E· Willow 
Perkins, Rosalie c., ·Pulaski; 305 E. Green 
Pero, John w., Ashley; 706 S. Harion 




















perry, carrie v., Houma, La.; 213 E. walnut 1 voc 815 
Perry, charles w., Harris.burg; 718 s. Univ. 2 LAS 1047KM 
Perry, Wilma Nell, Harrisburg; 718 s. Univ. 4 Ed 1047KM 
perryman, Helen, Carbondale, 403 w. Oak 2 LAS 753K 
Persinger, Doris Jackie, vandalia; 704 s. Univ. 
Person, Millie J., Mt. vernon; 216 E. Green 
Peters, Edward Ray, W. Frankfort; commutes 
peters, Kenneth Ray, DuQuoin; 421 s. Marion 
peters, Mary J., w. Frankfort; Commutes 
peters, Raymond Leon, Balcom; 405 N. Univ. 
1 LAS none 
4 Ed 857K 
1 Ed WF 748W 
2 voc none 
Grad none 
2 Ed 627K 
Peterson, Betty Jean, creal Springs; commutes 1 Ed 62W 
Peterson, Merrill c., Johnston city; commutes 4 Ed none 
peterson, Robert Eugene, Marion; Comm~tes 1 Ed M 1126R 
Petty, Margaret D., Carbondale, 114 s. Forest 1 Voc 788K 
Pflasterer, James L., Belleville; 601 s. University 
1 LAS none 
Pflasterer, Orlan w., carbondale, 407 W~ Grand 
1 LAS 770L 
pflasterer, Philip L., carbondale, 407 w. Grand 
1 voc -770L 
Phelps, ·Glen w., w. Frankfort; 719 s. wash. 2 LAS 1i60 
phelps, Lavina L., Robbs; SOt. s . wash, 
Phelps, R6Y E., Robbs; 207 w. college 
Phifer, Bill L., Murphysboro; commutes 
76 
2 Ed 681Y 
2 voc 235X 
2 Voc M 169R 
Phillips, c . Raleigh, Carbondale, 609 N. Allyn 
Grad none 
Phillips, Donald D. , Thompsonville; 509 s. University 
1 voc 855 
Phillips, Earl Ray , Burnt prairi e; Baptist Foundation 
1 Ed 1028X 
Phill ips, Judson v., Shawneetown; 310 w. college 
3 LAS 49 
Phillips, Martin T., Burnt prairie; 808 s . Univ. 
3 voc 807Y 

















Pierce, Frank c . , Pittsburg; Commutes 
Pierce, Kenneth Gene, Ellery; 402 w. Mill 
Pieron, Joseph J , , Murphysboro; Commutes 
Pigg, Ruth Utley, Omaha; 809 s . University 
Pingol t , Arthur A., Murphysboro; commutes 
Pinkham, Emma June, Benton; 606 s . Univ. 
Pinkham, Mary Lou, Benton; , 606 s . Univ . 
Pinkstaff , Martin L. , Centralia; 29--A chau. Housing Unit 
3 Ed none 
Piper , Bobby Joe, salem; Baptist Foundation 2 voc 
Pirtle, Harry c., Alto Pass ; 321 E. Hester 3 Ed 
Pisoni, , Don charles , Herrin; Commutes 1 LAS 
Pitchford, Norma E· , waggoner ; 312 W. Grand 2 Ed 
pitkin, James A. , carbondale ; 410 s. For est 1 voc 
Pittman, LeRoy, Gorham; Commutes 4 Ed 
Pixley, Bertha P. , West Sal em; Anthony Hall 2 Ed 
Pixley, clara, Roxana ; commutes 
( 
Planinc, carl M. , Johnston City; Commutes 
Plantec, Juanita J . , W- Frankfort; 712 s . 
Grad 
2 Ed 












Plater, Bill Travis, Vienna ; 504 s. Univ . 2 Voc 866 
Plater, J , B. , Rob i nson;c/o Q . D. Miskell 'S Coff ee Shop 
2 voc none 
Pl ater 5 Robert Gene, Robinson; c j o Q. D· Miskell's 
coffee shop 2 LAS none 
Pl!iuskey, Alice I rene , Marion ; Commutes 1 I,AS 
Plesb.e, carlos R., Buclrn.er ; 719 s . wash. 3 LAS 
Pl umlee , Kar l: E .~ DuQuoi n; 14·-C, Chau . Housing Uni t 
4 LAS 




3 Ed none 
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Poirot, Becky, Nashville; Anthony Hall 2 LAS 406 
Polance, Robert G., Harrisi:mrg; 406 s , Univ. x Ed 119X 
Pol ing, Dwayne E., DuQuoin; 710 s. Poplar 2 voc 472L 
Pollack, Geneva Marie, Herrin; commutes 3 Ed none 
Pollock, George L., w. Frankfort ; commutes 1 voc WF 237R 
Polston, James E., carbondale; 33-B Chau. Housing Unit 
2 LAS none 
Poole, Ernest E· Eugene, Htirphysboro; Commutes 
2 LAS M 393R 
Porter, Delmer L., Shawneetown; 207 Park st. .2 LAS 
Porter, JaNeva I., McLeansboro; 306 w. college 
2 LAS 





633L potts, Pauline, Key~sport; 709 w. Pecan 
power , James Wm., Elkville; commutes 1 LAS E15F-24 
Powles-, Ho.w:ar~. Ray, Dongola; 316· Hester 
pratt, clayton G: ~ · -(j]:tlespie; 604 N. Oakland 
Presley, Horton E., 419 w. Grand 
pretzsch, Donald, crossville; 511 Ash 
Price, John Franklin, Benton; commutes 
Price, Rose, carbondale; 909 s. University 
Price, wm. Francis, Texico; 502 s. University 
Prickett, John J;talph, Elkville; Commutes 
Pritchard, charles Allen, Benton; 704 Ill. 
pritchett, Kuma M., Eldorado; 821 s . Univ. 
~rector, Robert Lee, Zeigler; 605 University 
Propes, Ernest L. , :trvington; 605 s. Univ. 
propst, Fred Lee, Mt. vernon; Baptist Found. 
provart, Marilyn E., DUQuoin; 817 s. Univ. 
prowell, Harold E., Benton; 719 s. wash. 
Pruitt, Charles D., centralia; 808 s. univ. 
Pr)lsaczyk, William; w. Frankfort; commutes 
Pryce, Gloria_ E·, carbondale; 403 E· Willow 
1 Ed 
2 voc 













. 3 voc 
2 voc 
1 voc 
2 Ed puckett, Fred H,, Mill shoals; 502 w. college 




















1 LAS 494 
Pulley, Geo. Joe, Marion; 9-A Chau. Housing Unit 
PUlliam, Bob, Harrisburg; 514 s . Rawlings 
Pulliam, Jean Ellen, carbondale; 408 w. Main 
Pulliam, Mabel, Carbondale, 408 w. Main 
Pulliam, Robert, Carbondale, 408 w. Main 
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Pullum, Loren A., Eldorado; ·28- B Chau. Housing Unit 
3 Voc none 
Pundsack, lPrederick L., Pinckneyville; 1300 S. Thompson 
2 LAS 854L 
Purkaple, Don J., Carbondal e; 3CT-C Chau. Housing Unit 
1 Ed none 
Pursell, Paul E., Pinckneyville; 603 N. Oakland 3 .Ed .none 
Pyatt, Wanda L. , Pinclaieyville; Anthony Hall 1 LAS 406 
Pyl e, Orville Edward, Tamaroa; Commutes 2 Vbc T T110 
pyszka, Alb ert J ., Scheller; 818 S. Marion 1 ~d 403X 
Qualls, William C., Murphysboro; 513 S. I ll. 
Quall s, William Ri chard, Herrin; Commut es 
Quick, Evelyn Sue, Eldor ado; 809 S. Univ. 
Quigley, Ronald W., S.ranwick; 311 W. Main 
Quillman, Clifford L., Benton; 302· W. Mill 
Quillman, Donald Leon, Va lier ; Commutes 
R . 
Rapack, Marge, Sesser; Anthony Hall 









Raborn , Arc hie C, , · Carboi).d<J, le; 3C)l W. Oak . 1 LAS 
Radf 'ord, Marale~· , Marion; 611 S . Illinois 2 Ed 
Raffaelle, Otto D., Glen Carbon; 006 W. Main 1 Voc 
Ragsdale, Fr ed P., Carbondale ; 403 W. Cherry 2 LAS 
Ragsdale, Gilbert G., Carbondal e; 700 W. Pecan 3 Ed 
Ragsdal e , Roy D., DeSoto; 15-A Chau . Housing Unit 
Raines, Donald I., Carbondale; 618 N. Aliyn 
Rainey, Howard Bruce, Marion; Commutes 
Rains, Cl aude Richard , Benton; 1007 Oakl and 
Raley, Patricia Ann, Harri sburg; Commutes 
Ramsey, Alvis Dean, DuQuoin; Commutes 
Randolph, Calvin B., Opdyke; 3,12 W. Main 
Randolph, Carre ll Dean, DeSoto; Commutes 

































Raubach, Charlotte Janet; West Frankfort; 806 South Univ-
ersity 
4 Ed 807K 
79 
Hawson, Robert D., W. Frankfort; 603 W. Ch er ry 
4 LAS 803L 
Ray, Maurice Lee, Marion; Commutes 
Raybour n, Thelma Thorpe, Marion; Commutes 
Raye, Alice Marie, Mounds; 416 E . Oak 
Raymon , Laura A., Sesser; No Local Address 
Raymond, Johnny R., McCrory, Arkansas; 706 
1 Voc none 
4 Ed l1 852 
1 Ed 529K 
4 Ed none 
w. Freeman 
Rea, Jesse E. , Carbondale; 510 Beveridge 






· Readhead·, Otto R. , West Frankfort; Commutes 
Reagan, Margie May, Ullin; 803 S. Univ. 
_Reak, ·Jack Edward, . W. Frankfort; .603 W. Cherry 
.4 Ed 
Reames, Nedra; -Hurst; 715 S . Marion 
Rehbe, Be_rnadine Elda, Chester; 610 S. Univ . 
Rector, Geo. Wm. , Fai rfield_; 1218 S. Thomps~n 
4 Ed 
3 Ed 










Redfearn, 'charles E., Herrin; Commutes 2 LAS none 
Reed, Billy Joe, Herrin; Commutes 1 Voc none 
Reed, Dorothy M., Carbondal e; 3-A Chau. Housing Unit 
2 LAS none 
Reed, John R. , Car15onda l e; 3- A Chau, Housing Unit 
2 Ed none 
Reeder, Paul Wm., Nashville; 3ll.. W. Main 4 LAS 388K 
Reeves, Mary Jane, Orie~t.; Commutes Grad . ·none 
Refieuna, Herlina, Johnston City; .819 s. Univ. 1 Ed 36sL 
Regenhardt,' Thomas Edw~, Mt. Vernon; · 90H S. Oakland 
1 Voc none 
Regenhardt, Wm. McKinley, Mt . Vernon; 4-A Chau. Housing 
Unit 3 Voc 
Reichert, Joan M., Grand Chain; 800 S. Univ. 3 Ed 
Reifsnider, Gene D. , Murphysboro; Commutes 2 LAS 
Reiman, Billy E . , Car,bonda l e; 308 E . Main 2 LAS 
Reiman, Elliott Eugene, Murphysboro; Commutes 
4 LAS 
Reinbold, Carolyn, ~errin; Anthony Hall 2. Ed 
Reiner , G~endean, Hatrisburg; 717 S . Univ. 2 Voc 
Relford, Arthur £{ .• _, E. St . Louis; 408 N. Marion · 
3 Ed 









1 Voc none 
80 
Rendleman, David F., Anna; 605 s. Univ. 1 Ed 
Rendleman, John s., Anna; 605 s. University 3 LAS 
Renfro, James H., carbondale; 311 w. Oak 1 LAS 
Renfro; Louis F., Jr., Carbondale; 311 w. Oak 2 voc 
Rengstorff, Betty L., w. Frankfort; 819 s. Univ. 
Reps, John w.; carterville; Commutes 
Rettinger, D. 0., Eldorado; 1312 s. Thompson 
Reyes N., Jose L., Mexico City; 808 s. Univ. 
Rezetka, Joseph, w. Frankfort; 409 w. Pecan 
Rhine, Ray E., Broughton; 1208 s. ·Thompson 
Rhine, Hoy F., Broughton; 1216 s. Thompson 
Rhine, v. Gene, Eldorado; 213 E· Park 
Rhoads, Betty L., Bethalto; 312 w. Grand 
Rhymer, LaDonne June, Rosebud; . 821 s. Ill. 
Ricci, Elmo, Johnston City; 115 E. Grand 
Rice, Ruth Ann, w. Frankfort; 701 s. Univ: 
Rich, Ann, Gillespie; 810 University 
Rich, G. Wallace, Cobden; Commutes 
Rich, samantha sue, Carterville; Commutes 









































Richards; Marlena E., St. Elmo; 312 W. Grand 
Richardson, Charles E., Ewing; 501 s. Univ. 
Richerson, David P., Christopher; Commutes 
Richmond, Harold D., Christopher; 719 s. Wash. 
Richter, Selma G., Olinsted; 9.00 s. Illinois 
Ridg~way, William G., Makanda; commutes 
Ridley, Jack B., Carterville; Commutes 
4 LAS C 326R3 
Ridley, John W., Jr., Carterville; Commutes 
Riess, Marilyn, Mascoutah; SOB w. College 
Rife, Berry Ledden, Anna; 1300 s. Thompson 
Riggs, Donald G., Fairfield; 808 s. Univ. 
Riggs, Norva Pearl, Cisne; 312 w. Grand 
Riggs, William H •, cave-In-Rock; Commutes 
Righter, Guy B., Denville, New Jersey; 509 s. 
Rilying; George A., Harrisburg; Bap. Found. 
Rinella, Ernest, Marion; commutes 
Rinella, Joe Jr., Mai.'ion;. commutes 
Ringgold,. Delores c., Mounds; 300 E. College 
Ripplemeyer, Dorothy, waterloo; Ai:lthoey Hall 






3 LAS Co 2Fll 
. 2 voc c 145 


























Robbins, Betty J., carbondale; crab Orchard Tourist Court 
2 Voc Co 22F4 
Roberts, Charles D., Grand Tower; 504 s. Univ. 
1 Ed 
R~berts, JoAnn, st. Lou~s, Mo. ; 508 Rawlings 1 LAS 
Roberts, Mary D., Murphysboro;_ Commutes 1 voc 
Roberts, Roy A., Belleville; 415 w. Sycamore 1 LAS 
Roberts, Velma, Jonesboro; Anthony Hall 4 Ed 
Robertson, Charles w., creal Springs; 321 Walnut 
2 Ed 
Robertson, Hellen Mary, - Vienna; Anthony Hall 4 Ed 
Robertson, James D., Elizabethtown; 901 s. wash. 
1 voc 
Robertson, Marie, creal Springs; 809 Univ. 4 Ed 
Robertson, Mary A., Carbondale; 002 w. Freeman 
Unclass 
Robertson, Rebecca J., Vienna; Anthony Hall 2 LAS 














R'o'tJinson, carl Lewis, Murphy:ilbb:ro; Commutes . 2 Voc M 14F4 
''R'ollinscm; G:j.enna J,, Sesser; 817 S. Univ. 1 Voc 375L 
Y:ffo'binsorl:, Helen G., Eldorado; : Anthony Hall 4 Ed 406 
'" Robinson, Max H., Litchfield; 7i9 s. wash. 1 voc 1160 
:; R_obi:t;~.son, Max Russel, Cairo~ Murphysboro, Commutes 
2 LAS 
;,Robinson,_, Thomas, w. Frankfort; 605 $. Univ. 2 voc 
l ROdd; Barbafa Jean, Marion; 700 s. Illinois 2 voc 
-Rodd, Wiliard E., Marion; 3)6 w. (3rand 4 LAS 
R0dden, Kenneth E•, Pinckneyville; 312 w. Main 
1 Ed 
Rodenbergt _Norman E.-, Water1oo; 304 W. Grand 2 ·Voc 
Rodman, George W., Murphysbt)Ji0; commutes 4 Ed 
~: Rrid.y, c~i'l t., carbo:fi-dale; 1112 walk\lp 4 Ed 
s Roe, Betty JDlaine, '1{!ind!a:J?.J!aj''812 --ffi Grand , 1 LAS 
Rogers, EilJ:y J~ , ¢uuncUore ; COO'§ ;s, Univ. 1 Ed 
).Rogers, c·D6nald Marion, sesser; 522 Chautauqua 
i' ,;C ~- • ''"'if:)·;~ : ci : c · 2 voc 
\·,Rogers, James N., West Fra~srt; 605 s. Univ. 
YRogers, WilliamsEJ ;J.j.[Jr. t t!J 6l:i>fisto:ii City; 508 
. '-"'' ·[ 



















Romano, Antonio; Desoto; 319 E. College 1 Ed 
Roper , Leona E., w. Frankfort; 611 s. Ill . 1 Ed 
Ro·scow, Percy J . , Red Bud; 504 s. University 1 LAS 
Rose, Pat, Carbondale; 313 w. Oak 3 LAS 
Rosenburgh, Robert R. , Wayne City; 204 w. College 
Ross, Robert L., Greenfiel d; Bap. Found. 
Rossel, Lawrence J . , ~kawville; 901 s. wash. 
Rossi, Romolo H., Chicago; 207 Col~ege 
Rosson, Ruth Elizabeth, Pomona; Commutes 
Rowe, Henry Young, car bondal e; 207 w. Oak 
Rowe, Mildred fean , Carbondale; 207 w. Oak 
Rowell, Louis N. , Anson, Texas; 509 s. Univ. 
Rude, Robert, st . Louis, Mo . ; 008 w. Freeman 
Rudolph, Amy Dee, Anna; Anthony Hall 












Ruester, Lester J . , Marissa; Commutes Grad 














































Rumsey , Darce G., Harrisburg; 204 w. Grand 
Ruphard, Ewell L., Jr . , Broughton; 405 N. Univ. 
Ruscin, John D., west Frankfort; 312 w. Cherry 
Rush; Dan Oscar, Metropol is; ro2 w. Mill 
Rushing, Hazel Geraldine, ·Makanda; Commutes 
Rushing, Kenneth G. , ' Herrin; Bap. Found. 
Rushing, Myrl Benton; Carterville; Commutes 
Rushing, Robert D. , Pinckneyville; Commutes 
Russell, Allen E., Carbondale; 504 w. Sycamore 
Russell, Betty Jo , w. Frankfort ; 805 w. College 
Russell, Betty Lou, Mar ion; 407 w. Grand 
Russell, George, Geff; 719 s. washington 
Russell, Gerald R. , Gillespie ; 304 s. Univ . 
Russell , Ivan Lee, carterville; Commutes 
Russell, John L. , w. Frankfor t; 719 s. Wash. 
Russell, Josie MarieR., carbondale; 216 E. 
3 Ed c 139W 





Russell, Vernetta A., cartervill e; 705 s . Univ. 3 Ed 
Ru.s t , Constance M., Mar issa; 315 w. Oak 2 Ed 
Rust, James w. , Car bolldale; 8-B Chau. Hous . Unit 
2 Ed 









Ryan, shirley Ann, Benton; 701 s. University 1 LAS 184K 
s 
Saba, Mary, Chicago; 803 s. Illinois 4 Ed 581K 
Sackett, Byron Eugene, Alton; _ZJ4 w. Grand 2 LAS 1C60K 
Sackett, Will iam z., st. J acob; 110 s. Poplar 
1 Ed none 
sager, Dorothy J., Paris, Tenn.; 806 s. Univ.3 Ed 807K 
s~ndberg, Bernard A., Garbondale; RFD 2 1 voc none 
sanders, Bill, Johnston City; Commutes 3 Eq J~ ZJlRV 
sanders, Bill David, Benton; 408 Chautauqu~ 1 LAS none 
~anders, calvin L., Pittsburg; 208 Hospital Drive 
Sanders, David, Jr., Carbondale; RFD 2 
sanders, Earl, Marion; Commutes 
sanders, Richard w. , wayne city; Bap. Found. 
sanders, Sherwin Lee, sandoval; 311 w. Main 
sanders, William E., zeigler; 608 S· Marion 
sands~, Glen C. ,' Belle Rive; 206 W. College 
sands, Rs;>ll;i.n Jl; . , . Belle Rive; i3()6 V,{• .College 
sanford, Eugene Charles, DuQuoin; Commutes 











sant, Helmi B. , carbondale; 413 w. Monroe 
Savage, Marion H., Mt . Vernon; 607 w. Mill 




sawyer, George F. , Moro; 513 s . University 3 Ed 
.. sawye,r, Iris Guymon, Cf).rbo~dale ; 512 , w~ Grand 
1 voc 
Sawyer, ·John E., Moro; 719 s. · washington 1 Voc 
Scanga, Ralph J., st . Louis, Mo.; 801 s. IlL1 Voc 
Schafer, . wm. Henry, creal Springs; No Local Address 
1 LAS 
Schellhardt, Albert c., waterloo ; 721 s. Marion 
1 voc 
. Scherer, Kenneth Perkins, Olney; 610 w. Main 1 Ed 
Schewrich, Betty J., Belleville_; Anthony Hall 
1 Las 
Schimpf, Ferdie J., vergennes; 322 E· stoker 3 LAS 
Schlich, Adolph L., Okawv,ille; 115 E· Grand 2 Voc 
Schluter, carl E. , Carbondale; 309 w. Monroe 3 Voc 





























Schmezel, Neal ,T., New Athens; 811 w. Cherry 3 Ed 
schmidt, Bernice A., Nashville; 402 s. Univ. 1 Ed 
schmidt, Mar y E., Na.shville; 402 s . Univ. 4 Ed 
Schmidt, Robert E., Breese; 117 E. Park 3 Ed 
Schmidt, Julia c .; Ingraham; 510 w. Main 3 LAS 
Schmi tt, William R. , Mt. vernon; 204 W. Mill 2 LAS 
schnaare, Ger aldine, Sta:unton; 806 S. Univ. 2 Ed 
Sch.'leider, Hans, New York, N. Y.; RFD2 1 Voc 
schneider, John P. , Metropolia ; 400 w. Main 1 Ed 
Schneider, Robert w., Robinson; 322 w. Pecan 
Schneider, Walter Joe, DuQuoin; 117 E. Park 
I Schoene, Robert B. , Trenton; 1311 Thompson 
Schram, Carl Cline , Benton; 607 w. Mill 
Schreiner, Maurice, Percy; 701 w. Cherry 




















4 LAS P 326R3 
Schroedel, Hartin R. , Pinckneyvill e; Commutes 
2 voc p 
2 Voc Schubert, veryl E., carlyle; 715 s . Wash. 
Schultz, Robert, J.i'lor a; 113 E. Grand 
Schumacher, Leo A., Mt . Vernon; 9-B Chau. 
Schumaier, Clarence P., Pinckneyville; 901 
2 voc 




Schumm, Floyd Charles, Bluford; Commutes 1 LAS 
schuster, George A., Hurphysboro; Commutes 4 LAS 
Schwandt, ~ames E., Cleveland, Ohio; 508 s. Ash 
1 Ed 
Schwarm, Gerald Lee, Ohl man; 800 w. Mill 1 Voc 
Schwegman, Billie Rose , Herrin; Anthony Hall 3 Ed 
2 Ed Schwinn, Johnnie, DuQuoin; Commutes 
Scurlock,· EVerette J., Mounds; 326 E. Jackson 
Seals, Phi l bert Eugene, Ipana; 312 W. Main 




Seibert, warr en F., Carbondale; 507~ s. Poplar 
Seifert, George Carl, DuQuoin; Commutes 
sells , James Lee, E. st . Loui s; 713 s . Ill. 
Seltzer, Jerome M., Altamont ; 502 s . Univ, 
Senters, Fred L., Jr . , Flora; 808 S. Univ. 





























sewell, Doris c., Murphysboro; Anthony Hall Grad 
sexton, James R. , Gillespie; 901 s . Wash. 2 Ed 
sexton, Russell, Jr., Gi l lespie; 902 s. Wash.2 Ed 
Seymour, Joe Haines, Benton; Commutes 2 voc B 
seymour, Marjorie B·, Ellis Grove; 3)5 w. Ma in 
4 Ed 
seymour, Virgil L., Ellis Grove; 305 w. Main Grad. 
Shackelford, Wm. H., w. Frank£ort; 610 w. Main 
1 Ed 
shafer, George Leon, Texico; 312 w. Cherry 1 Voc 
Shafer, Ruth E., Granite City; Anthony Hall 2 Ed 
Shaffer, Eugene, Jr ., Elkville; 608 w. Elm 2 voc 
Shafter, A. J., carbondale; 10-B Chau. Hous . Unit 
4 LAS 
Shafter, James T., carbondale; Midland Hills 1 Ed Co 
Shake, Shelby s., carbonda l e; 803 w. Cherry Grad 
Shannon, Orlie L., Grand Chain; Ill . Ord. Plant 
1 LAS 
sharp, Charles D., W. Frankfort; 513 s. Beveridge 
1 LAS 
sharp, Delores, Benton; Anthony Hall 2 Ed 
Shaw, Phyllis J., E· st. Louis; 808 w. Ma in 3 Ed 
Sheffield, William F., Chicago; 1006 Thompson 
2 voc 



















2 voc none 
Shelton, Dallas Theodore, Dahlgren; 806 s. Oakland 
2 Ed 976Y 
Shepherd; Tommy· w., carbondale; 408 w. Oak 2 LAS 15L 
Sheppard, J. D., Marion; 1217 s. Thompson 1 voc none 
Sherley, Thomas P., Benton; 3)8 w. Grand 1 voc none 
Sherman, Wendell Ray, Murphysboro; Commutes _ 2 LAS M 1014 
Shine, Edward M., Princeton; 207 w. College 1 Ed 235X 
Shinn, Patricia Ann, Vienna; 304 w. Mill 2 voc 438L 
Shoaff, Oliver R., Mt. carmel; No Local Address 
4 Ed none 
Shoemaker, wanda H., Murphysboro; Commutes 1 Ed none 
Short, E. Blanche, Broughton; Anthony Hall 2 Ed 406 
Shriver, Alie E., West Fr ankfort; Commutes 1 Voc WF 1080J 
Shumaker, Edward E., Cairo; 1208 s . Thompson 1 LAS none 
Shupe, Bettye v . , Vergennes; 606 s. Univ; . 2 Ed 651X 
Sielbeck, Lloyd w., Metropolis ; cobden, Commutes 
2 voc none 
86 
3 Ed'· 98J 
2 Ed 737£ 
3 Ed none 
3 Ed £62K 
lEd H 21316 
Siener, Melvin L., collinsville; 5CB s. Univ. 
Sigler, Barbara Rose , Joppa; 715 s. Marion 
Sikkel, Raynond, carbondale; N. Oakland 
Silveria, verna ~al P., carbondale; 2Xl Pearl 
Simmons, Charles Edward, Herrin; COIIl!llutes 
Siimrons, Robert F·, Marion; COillllRltes 1 LAS M 633 
Simmons, RUssell E., Golconda; 521 N. _Almond 
Si111!1Xlns, William J. , Jr., Ttmnel Hill; ID7 Park 
Siiil!llS, Joe L., Sparta; 6C6 W· .Mill 
Simons, Ralph wayne, New Athens; 713 s . Illinois 
Simpson, J ohn Franklin, cairo; 209 w. Oak 
Simpson, ~ela w.; carbondale; 1219 w. sycamore 
Simpson , Patricia Ann , Benton; Anthony Hall 
Simpson, weldon L • ., Elkville; Commutes 
Sims , BYrl Loren, Marion; 113 E· Grand 
Sims , Carlyle, Marion; commutes 
Sims, Doris Mae, Murphysboro; cQtnmut·es 
S~ms, Geor.ge c.; stonef9rt; Bap. Found. 
Sisk, John L. , shawri.eetown; 605 s . Univ. 
sisk, Martha Fay, DUQuo in; Anthony Hall 
Sisk, William K., Jr. , carbondale; 205 w. Mill 





























sitter, Douglas Edwin, Anna; · Commutes 
Sitter, Leon Ross, Cobden; Commutes 
1 voc A 22F5 
2 Ed C 27R2 
sitter, Lloyd Eugene, Anna; 110 s. Poplar 
sitter, Patricia Parks~ Cobden·; commutes 
Sitzler , Elva H ~ , Carbondale; 514 N. Almond 
Skaggs, Billy Ray, nesoto; Commutes 




1 vo c 
1 Ed 
Skelton, Willis Harold, Eldorado;Forest st. 
Skinner, Donna J., Harrisburg; Anthony Hall 




sloan, Dolores Mae , centralia; 700 s. Univ. lEd 
Sloan, . Grover G., Galatia; Bap . Found. 2 LAS 
sloan, Thomas o. ' w. Frankfort; 316 E· Hester 1 voc 
small, Robert nee, Marion; 204 w. college 1 voc 
smith , Bertha F .• , Whittington; 821 s . Univ. 2 Ed 
smith, charles G· , Eldorado; · 1218 s . ThOI1lpSOn 4Ed 


















Smith, Conan N.; Wo ' Frankfort ; 21- C Chau. Hous o Unit 
1 Ed 
!Smith, Darce Wayne, Golconda; 313 •Harwood , 3 Ed 
!smith, Esther P., w. Frankfort; 816 w. Wa,lnut 
I 
3 LAS 
:smith, EVerett K., Fairfield; 31l w. Main 







John Henry, ,Herrin; Commutes 
John William, Chicago'; 415 sycamore 
J . · Spencer, Fairfield; 601 Rawlings 
Kenneth G. , Carbondale ; 11-B chau. 





:smith, Kenneth Lowell, Herrin; Commutes 3 Ed H 
1 
smith, Lavern Edward, Freeburg; 718 s . Forest 
; 2 LAS 
'smith, Leslie w., Marion; Commutes 1 voc 











Loy Ray, Marion; Commutes 2 Ed 
Mathilde, Wilmette; BOO s. University 2 LAS 
Orville D., Herrin; 207 w. College 3 Ed 
Paul, Carbondale; 809 w. Mill 
Richard Henry , E~lery; 308 E· walnut 
Robert E·, Carrier Mi:lls; Commutes 





Robert Henry, Mariori.; commutes 3 Ed M 
Sidney E., carbondale ; 415 w. Jackson 2 voc 
Silas E·, Jr., E. st •. · LouiS; 1006 Thompsen 
4 voc 
Smith, Thomas Harold, DUQuoin; 11'7 E. Park 2 LAS 
pmith, Tommie Gene; Zeigler; Commutes 1 voc z 
smith, Velma R., Crab Orchard; 712 S~ Univ. 4 Ed 
' bmith, Victor Conrad, Galatia; 605 . W· Walnut 1 Ed 
Smith, Victor N., Benton; Commutes 2 Ed B 
smith, Walter H., E. St • . Louis; 506 w. Sycamore 
1 LAS 
Snadden, Leonard J., caseyville; 502 s. Univ.4 Ed 
snider, Richard D., Herrin; 502 s . Univ . 1 Ed 
Sniderwin, Charles c . , Benton; 6i 3' s . Wash. 2 Ed 
snow, Phyllis J ., Carbondale; 521 s. Ill . 4 Ed 
Si:J.yder 1 R'ichard L . , Q:r:·ayville; 721 s . Marion 1 Voc 
Sohn, Ruth Marie , Carlyle; 606 So Univ. 2 Ed 






































Soper, Sue Jean, Odin; 312 w. Monroe 
Sortal, Mike, Zeigler ; 502 s. University 
Spagnoli , Joe, Hurst; 114 E. Grand 
Spain, Cecil Eugene, Zeigler; Commutes 
Sparlin, Edward HoWard, Flora; 610 w. Main 
Spear, Martha Jean, carbondale; 709 w. Pecan 
Spear, Roger E., Murphysboro; Commutes 









Spencer, Harold Edwin, Bluff, Bap. Found. 1 Voc 
Spiller, William L., Carbondale; Midland Hills 
Spilman , Logan Neal, Benton; Commutes 
Spindloe, Ted E., carbondale; 511 Ash 
Spooner, Mary J. , Murphysboro; Anthony Hall 
Sprankel, Ruth E., waterloo; · Anthony Hall 
Springer, Mabel D., Chicago; 303 E. Willow 








Sprinkle, Lois M., Marion; 800 s. Universtty 4 Ed 
Spruell, Virgil E., Jr., Albion; 502 s. Univ .2 voc 
Stacey, Thomas H., Chicago; 207 W. College 3 voc 
Stacy, Donald E., Elizabethtown; 305 w. Main 1 Voc 
z 
H 
stafford, Charles M., Tamaroa; commutes 1 voc T 
stafford, Thomas Earl, Tamaroa; Commutes 1 Voc T 
Stagner, Virgil .c., W· Frankfort; 316 Hester 1 LAS 
























1 Ed 5471M 
stallings, Herbert K., Springerton; 25-B Chau. Hous. Unit 
Stallings, Mart ha P., Om~ha; 712 s . Univ. 
stanfor d , Oscar E. , Salem; Bap. Found . 
stanhouse, Billy E., DuQuoin; 406 W. Oak 
stanhouse, James w., DuQuoin; 15-B •Chau . 










Stanley, Harold A. , Carbondale; . 312 w. Jackson 
3 voc 5971 
stanley, Palmer C. , Grayville; 601 w. Mill 3 Voc 510X 
stanley, Willmie N. , Oklahoma City, Okla.; RFD 3 · 
1 Voc Co 851X 
Stanton, Edwin M. , E. st . Louis ; 303 E. Willow 
4 Ed 935 
stanton , Robert E. , Pinckneyville ; 312 W. Main 
2 Ed 947K 
89 
~1 ' , 
starnes, Robert wayne, Herrin; Commutes 1 LAS 
Staudacher, William R., Marion; 704 s. Rawlings 
3 Ed 
stearns, Donald Eugene, Pomona; Commutes 1 Ed 
steckenrider, _Edward L., Herrin; 207 N. Univ.2 .LAS 
steele, Harry w., Granite City; 512 s. Univ. 1 LAs 
steele, Richard H. , Christopher; 503 w. Freeman 
1 voc 
Stein, Johnnie L. F., DuQuoin; Commutes 1 Ed 
steinbrook, Robert F., Eldorado; 302 W. Grand 
2 voc 
stelle, Robert D·, Mt. Vernon; 4-C Chau. Hous; Unit 
Unc. 
2 Ed 




stephen, Harry L., East st. Louis; 318 Oak 
stephens, Esther Joyce, Royalton; Commutes 
stephens, James Lee, Anna; Commutes 
stevens, Joe s., Marion; · 105 -N. University 
stevens, Mary, M~pbysboro; - Anthony Hall 
stevens, Robert Gene ; Marion; Bap. Found. 




stewart, Etoile J., Carbondale; 818 s. Univ. 2 Voc 
stewart, Jack L., Carbondale; 818 s. Univ. 2LAS 
Stirilson, Quentin P., Eldorado; 709 w. Freeman 
4 Ed 
stocks, walter A. , Carbondale; 207~ w. Walnut 
2 voc 
stoker, carl Esker, Metropolis; 302 w. Mill 1 LAS 
Stoldt, Leroy Virgil, shumway; 306 w. Grand . 2 Voc 
stone, Bobbie Dean, Marion; 611 w. Mill 2 LAS 
stone, Gloria Marie, Tilden; 715 s. Marion 2 Ed 
stone, Jerry Edward, Vienna; Cominutes 1 LAS V 
stone, Lawrence E., Marion; 704 s. Rawlings 3 Ed 
Stone, Walter E., w. Frankfort; 18-B Chau. Hous. Unit 
Stonecipher, Adrian K., Salem; 204 w. Mill 
stookey , warren M., Belleville; 302 w. Mill 
Stout, ·Robert c . , Mounds; 522 w. Chautauqua 
stover, Lettie Mae, Carterville; commutes 
Straker, Lloyd B. , Herrin; 421 w. Sycamore 
Straker, Ruth Chew, Herrin; Commutes. 












































strange, Philip R., Lawrenceville; 114 Forest 
2 Voc 558Y 
Stricklin, James M., Harrisburg; Commutes 2 LASH 1049W 
Striegel, Leon F., Murphysboro; Commutes 2 LAS M 268 
Strobel, Floyd Eugene, Marion; Commutes 2 Ed M 113W 
Strohmeier, Leon Edward, Marion; commutes 1 LAS none 
Stroup, Barbara Lou, Jonesboro ; 1020 Lake 1 voc 689L 
Stroup , Harold R., E· st. Louis; Bap . Found . 2 Ed 1028X 
strunk, EVelyn Louise, Marion; Commutes 1 Voc JC 230F6 
Stubbs, Thomas A. , Shawneetown; 605 s. Univ. 2 Ed 861 
stull, Patricia L., Zeigler ; 701 S. Univ . 3 Voc 184K 
Stumpf, Florine c., Columbia; 814 Univ. 1 Ed 319K 
SUits, Harlan E. , Elizabethtown; Bap. Found. 2 Ed 1028X 
suits, Herschel L., Elizabethtown; Bap . Found. 
2 Ed 
Sullins, Don, Marion; Commutes 3 LAS M 
sullivan, catherine H., Harrisburg; 817 s: Univ. 
sullivan, Clifford w., Royalton; Commutes 
Sullivan , Jerr i E . , Mounds ; 810 s. Univ . 
Sullivan, LeeR . , McLeansboro; 419 Chau. 
Summers, Carl V . ; Cairo; 704 N. Springer 
summers; Mary Alice, . Benton; 315 W. Grand 
sutton, calvin Simon, Harrisburg ; 706 Marion 
sutton, John Allen, Pinckneyville; Commutes 
swan, Ivan Bernard , Marion; Commutes 
Swartz, Barbara Jl!., carbondale ; 701 w. Mill 
SWayne, Julius R. , DuQuoin,; 313 Harwood 
Sweazy, carol Wilma, Decatur ; 306 w. College 
SWindell, Mary M. , carbondale ; 509 Mill 
SWink, Leavell L. , Dongola; 408 Chautauqua 
Swinney, Charles L. , Marion; Commutes 
SWoboda, Rober t F. , E. st . Loui s ; 106 Forest 



















Taake, Billie J . , Christopher; 315 W~ Qrand 1 Ed 
Taborn, Joyce H, , Carrier Mill s > SO? s . Ill . 1 Ed 
Taliana , Lawrence E. , Mt . Vernon ; ?21 ·s . Marion 
Talley, Bessie E. , Or i ent ; 801 Washingt on 
































• Tanner, Buel l Ao, El dorado:; 607 w. College 
T_apella, Fra=es c . , Herrin; Anthony Hall 
Tarkington, Mary Henley, Murphysboro ; Commutes 
Tate, Berl T., Buckner; 605 w. Walnut 
Tate, Charles G., Harrisburg; 310 s. Qr'aham 
2 v oc 
2 LAS 
4 Ed M 
3 LAS 
1 voc 
Tate, Donald L., w. Frankfort; Bap. Found. 1 LAS 
Tate, James Elmer, Texico:; 1218 s. Thompson- 2 LAS 
Tate, William H. w. Frankfort; Bap. Found. 2 Voc 
Taylor, Benny Gene, Elizabethtown; 703 Ill. 1 LAS 
Taylor, Bill Carroll Carbondale ; 409 Hes·ter 1 Voc 
Taylor, Charles Elmer, Benton; 508 S. Ash 2 Voc 
Taylor, curtis E., Carbondale; 28-A Chau. Hou. Unit 
2 Ed 
Taylor , Dennis M., w. Frankfort; Bap. Found. 1 LAS 
Taylor, Franklin G., McLeansboro; 6-C chau. Hous . Unit 
' 2 Ed 
Taylor, George Howard, Vienna; 215 E. Park 2 Ed 
Taylor, Gerald M., west Frankfort; Bap. Found.2 Ed 
Taylor, Hazel Geneva M. , Sparta; 300 E. College 
2 Ed 




















Taylor, Maurine P.; Pinckneyville; Commutes 1 Ed P 373 
Taylor, Monroe W. , Granite City; 321 w. Walnut 
1 voc none 
Taylor, Walter D., Hulberry Grcive; 16-B Chau. Hous. Unit 
2 LAS none 
Tedeschi, Pete, West Frankfort; 406 w. Oak 
Teel, Edna Mae, Mulkeytown; 803 s. Univ. 
2 voc 
2 Ed 
Teel, Marvin w., carbondale; 13~C Chau. Hous. Unit 
4 LAS 
Tellor, Delbert Lee, carbondale; 509 N. Oakland 
1 LAS 





1 Ed 319L 
Tennyson, Carl E., Carbondale; 2121 E. Walnut 2 LAS 478X 
Terpinitz, John A. , Jonesbor9; q10 w. Main ,1 voc 63L 
Terrell, Raymond L., Springfield; commutes, Murphysboro 
4 LAS M 953R 
Terry, Hary Arui, Carlyle; 810 S. University 1 Ed 494 
92 
Theofanopoulos, George c., Fairfield; ED2 s. Univ. 
3 LAS 
Thomas, Jimmie w., carbondale; RFD 1 ·2 LAS Oo 
Thompson, Clifton 0 ., E. st. Louis; Bap . Found . 
1 Voc 
Thompson, Girleen P., E. st. Louis; 202 E· Oak 
1 ,Ed 
Thomp son, John Manville, Elizabethtown; '703 s. Ill. 
1 LAS 
Thompson, Marilyn J. , Alto. Pass ; 910 s. Univ.1 Ed 
Thompson , Melvin, carbonda le ; 418 w. Monroe 1 Ed 
Thompson , Randall G., zeigler; Bap . Found . 3 LAS 
· Thompson, William D., Mt . Vernon; 400 w. Main 
- 1 LAS 
Thomson, Richard R. , Mt. Vernon; 1006 Thompson 
1LAS 
Thorne, Robert E. , Go lconda; 413 w. Jackson 1 Voc 
Thornsberry, Marion E., Christopher; Bap. Found. 
3LAS 
Threlkeld, Denny John, DuQuoin; Poplar & Mill 
Throgmorton, Joe Edward,. Makanda; Commutes 
Throgmorton, Thomas J., carbondale; RFD 3 
Tibbets, John c., Carbondale;, 603 w. College 
Tilmann, Leola E;, Modoc ; 705 s. University 
Tilmann, Rosalie L. , Modoc ; 705 s. Univ. 
Tinsley, cietus Wayne, Thebes; 305 stoker 
'T insley, Clifford Elmer, Thebes; 3J5 stoker 
Todd, Dorothy E., Herrin; Anthony Hall 
Todd, Edith L. , Mt. vernon; 821 s; Illinois 
Todd, EVerett Denton, Iuka; 324 w. Walnut 
Todd, Nellie Marie, Iuka ; 821 s . Elizabeth 
Toler, Robert Ray, Cobden; Commutes 
Tombaugh, Donald R. , Mt. Carmel; 522 Chau. 











































Toms, Joe, Logan; 207 N. Univer s ity 3 Ed none 
Tooley, James E., centra l City, Ky.; 2-c Chau. Hous. Unit 
3 voc none 
Tope, Patricia A·, Murphysboro ; 800 s. Univ. 3 Ed 822 
Tm:.tleben , Alnia Jean, carterville; Commutes 3 Ed none 
Towers , Edward -R . , carbondale; &-A Chau.. Ho"tis. Unit 
2 voc none 
93 
Townes, William w., Anna; Commutes 
Toy, Dorothy Louise, Vienna; 507 w. Main 





Travelstead, Jack D., Carrier Mills; 113 E. Grand 
2 voc 
Travelstead, James Leo, Marion; Commutes 1 LAS 
Tregoning, John EdWard, Carterville; Commutes 
3 voc 
Triplett, Robert D., carterville; Commutes 4 LAS C 
Tripp, Oren Paul, Elkville; Commutes 1 Ed 
Tripp, William J., Anna; Commutes 3 voc A 
Tripp, William Lee, Cobden; Commutes 1 LAS 
Trobaugh, ~ Carl, Carbondale; 513 N. Allyn 4 Voc 
Trotter, Norma, Cisne; 606 s. Univ. 4 Ed 
Troutt, Hannah L., Carbondale; 903 s. Eli;zabeth 
2 LAS 
Trovillion, Car~lyn, Brownfield; 312 w. Grand 
2 voc 
Tucker, Charles C., :Eldorado; 213 E. Park 1 Ed 
Tucker, James D., Wolf Lake; 213 E. Park 3 Ed 
Turley, Pa.ul John, centerville; 603 s. Rawlings 
1 LAS 
Turnage, Velda M., Marion; Commu~es 3 Ed M 
Turner, Elizabeth L., carbondale; 1010 Forest 
1 voc 
Tu.rner, Paul Leslie, Marion; Bap. · Found. 1 LAS 
Turner, Robert w., Carbondale; 307 N. Springer 
1 LAS 
Turner, vera, Monsanto; Anthony Hall 4 Ed 
Turner, Vilas Earl, Marion; 408 Chautauqua 1 voc 
Turok, Charies w., Murphysboro; Commutes 3 LAS M 
Tuthill, charlotte E., vergennes; Anthony Hall 
4 Ed 




























Twitchell, Lowell .D., Carbondale; 15-C Chau. Hous. Unit 
1 LAS none 
TWitchell, Nadyne M., 15-c Chau. Hous. Unit PG none 
TWitty, Charles H., Zeigler; 605 s. Unit. 3 voc 861 
94 
u 
Udarholdt, sarah F., Ashley; 817 s. Univ. 2 Ed 
Ulmer, Frederick E., Harrisburg; commutes 1 Ed 
Ulrich, Wm. Fredrick, Pinckneyville; 206 w. Cherry 
3 LAS 
Unger, Betty Jo, Vincennes, Ind.; 510 w. Grand 
Unger, Lee Edward, Olmsted; 221 w. Jackson 





vanPetten, Seward L., East st. Louis; 507~ s. Poplar 
3 LAS 
Va~eeden, RichardT., st. Elmo; 808 S. Un~.l Voc 
1 Voc VanRider, Charles, Carbondale; RFD 2 
Vanwinkle, Philip J. , Brought on; 1006 s. Forest 
Vanzandt, Doy Conrad, Christopher; commutes 
vaughn, Mary Georgia, Grand Chain; 112 East 
Vaughn, Ray Randle, Anna; Commutes 
vaughn, venus LaVern, Vienna; 1236 Thompson 








2 Ed veatch, Reatha Mae, Mt . vernon; 817 s. Univ. 

















2 Ed 406 
Venegoni, Josephine, Christopher ; Anthony Hall 
3 Ed 400 
Vernor, Oliver w. , Wood River ; 306 W. Grand 
vest, George Brock, xenia; 1208 s. Thompson 
Vest, Harold, Johnsonville; 1~08 s. Thompson 
vest, Marion E., Xenia; 606 s. Illinois 
vest, Nolan L., Xenia ; 1208 s. Thompson 
Vieceli, Louis, Johnston City; 709 Burlison 
Vineyard, Benny s., carbondale; 805 W. Walnut 
Vineyard, Mary K. Seibert, Carbondale; 805 w. 
Vineyard, Walter Wm., Pinckneyville; Commutes 
Violett, Betty Jean,. Marion; Commutes 
Vogler; Richard .s., Carbondale; 601 w. Main 



























vonTungeln, Betty Lou, Brownfield; 112 E. Grand 
1 Ed 
VonTungeln, George R., Golconda; 113 E. Grand 
1 Ed 
Vorwald, Richard F., Granite City; 506 w. Sycamore 
1 Ed 
vravick, Alice L., west Frankfort; Anthony Hall 
4 Ed 
w 
Wachtel, Larry A., Belleville; 601 s. Univ. 1 LAS 
Wade, Helen Doris, Vandalia; 704 s. Univ. 1 Ed 
Wade, Langley Allen, Ashley; 311 W. M~in 1 Voc 
Waggener, Charlott Ann, Herrin; An-thony Hall 
3 Ed 
wagner, Robert C., Mt. vernon; 303 W. Oak 1 voc 










1 LAS 223 
Waidelis, Mildred M., Harrisburg; 701 s. University 
2 Ed 184K 
Walker, Bettie Jean, Desoto; Commutes 2 Ed Co 17F3 
walker, Charles B. , Harrisburg; 310 s . Graham 
2 LAS none 
Walker, Charles Richard, Anna; 113 E .• Grand 1 Ed 1C62Y 
-Walker, Charles Robert, Carbondale; 311 E. Stoker 
3 Ed 1129YM 
walker, Dorothy June, carterville; Commutes 1 Ed C 35F11 
walker, Gene Ward,~Goreville; 207 E. Park 3 LAS 492X 
Walker, Iva May, Pinckneyville; 807 s . Oakland 
3 Ed 878K 
Walker, Jack Dean, Mt . vernon; 522 Chautauqua 
3 LAS 
Walker, James Douglas, carbondale; 517 w. Grand 
2 LAS 
Walker, James Mil ton, Mar ion; 113 E. Grand l LAS . 





Walker, Robert Glenn, Cobden; Commutes Unc C 70F13 
;Walker, Rolla Dale, Goreville; 207 E. Park 2 LAS 492Y 
,Walker, Wi~liam Har,q:Sd, Carbondale; 513 E. Chestnut 
; Grad 
wall, Joyce M., Mound City; 1<:2'0 s. Lake 3 Ed 





Wallace, Elmer E., Harrisburg; Baptist Foundation 
2 voc 
Walla.ce, Lorraine _r: ., Cobden; 810 s . Univ . 
Wall er , Delbert Aaron, Eldorado ; :;:ommutes 




walters, Charles A., Hciea.nsboro; 8 19 s . Ill.3 Ed 
Walters, Geor gia Lee, carbonda le; w. Main 1 Voc 
Wampler, Ri chard w., Fairfield; 615 s . ivash. 2 voc 
Wandling, Madelyn June , Litchf ield; 605 s. Illinois 
1 LAS 









1 ·voc none 
\-Ja.rd, carrie Habel, Alton; 1020 Lake 
ward, Charles Jackson, Murphysboro; Commutes 




Ward, Lawrence R., J r., Harion.; Commutes 1 Voc 
war d , wendell L., Marion; Commutes 2 LAS 
Wardrop, Phyllis Anne, Golconda ; 701 s. Univ.1 Ed 
ware, Shir~ey Hale, Bridgeport ; 306 College 1 . LAS 
Harnecke , Virgil J ulius G., Breese; 711 s. Rawlings 
warren, Bess i e , Carbondale; 417 Oreen 
\varren, James Clyde, Bluford; 601 s . Univ. 
waters , Allan w. , Mt. vernon; 3o4 w. Oak 
















3 F.d none 
Waters, Wm. Earl, East st. Louis; Co!J'l.mute s - }1ur physbaro 
2 Ed none 
Wat ers , wm. Guy, Eas t st. Louis; 207 W. college 





Watkins , Wm . Edwar d , centerville -Station; Baptist Found. 
1 Ed 
"\-Iatson, Sue cates, Alton; HF'D 1, cjo Wm. r·fCNeill 
1 _a;d 
Watson, Thurman 0., Alton; Rl!,D 1, c;o ·wm . hcNe ill 
3 Ed 
Watson, Wanda A., Carbondale; 209 N. Springer . 
4 LAS 
watson, Wildia Beatrice, 'Colp; Commutes 2 Ed 
watts, Thomas Winn; Christopher; Coinmutes ; . 2 Ed 









weaver, EVerett J., Johnsonville; 120 E. Park 
2 LAS 
weaver, Joann, west Frankfort; 1312 s . Thompson 
weaver, Ladonne, west Frankfort; Commutes 
weaver, Marion N., Mascoutah; 005 college 
Webb, Erskine Lee, Ewing; 501 s. Univerf?ity 






Webb, George Robert, Mt. vernon; 400 w. Main 2 voc 
Webb, James Raymond, Be~ton; 308 w. _ Grand 1 Voc 
Webb, Julius J., Desoto; Commutes 1 LAS 
Webb, Marion E., Tamaroa; 705 s. University 1 voc 
Webb, Mary Ruth, Broughton; 808 Schwartz 1 Ed 
weber, Charles L., Cairo; 312 w. Main 
Weber, Ralph Edwin, Cora; Commutes 
weece, Geneva M., Grand Chain; 311 w. Elm 





Wehrenberg, Robert E., centralia; 907 s. University 
2 LAS 
Weisbecker, Milton Earl, Mt. vernon; 1006 Thompson 
1 voc 
Welch, Robert Lee, Vandalia; . 312 w. Cherry 1 Voc 
welch, Ruth E., centralia; 700 s. University 3 LAS 
Welch, Walter B., Carbondale; 407 Monroe 2 LAS 
Weller, Florence E., carterville; Co_mmutes 1 voc 
wells, George Amplis, Herrin; Commutes . i Ed 
wells, Robert Lee, Johnston City; 7-B Ch~u. Housing 
4 Ed 
Wendt, Arnold, Red Bud; 408 W. Main Grad 
Werner, carol Lee, Belleville; 4~~ s. Forest 4 Ed 
werner, Kent, Belleville; 000 w. Mill ·1 Ed 
wesdell, George, Royalton; 818 s. Marion 2 Voc 
weshinskey, Roy Keith, Marissa; 1011 s . Elizabeth 
2 Ed 
west, Jackw., Anna; 511S. Ash 2LAS 






































Annie Leona, Madison; 202 E; Oak 1 Ed 
Charles B·, · Carbondale; 510 W• Main 3· LAS · 







Whatley, Mary Helen, Omaha; 910 s. Univ. 1 Ed 107K 
wheatley, John walter, Harr isburg; Commutes 4 LAS H 338R 
Wheeler, M. Roberta, Carlinville ; 312 w. Grand 
3 Ed 375Y 
White, Bill H., Carbondale ; 312 W. Walnut 
White, Billy Jean, Carbondale; 607 N. Allyn 
White, Eleanor Ruth, Equality; 814 s . Univ. 
White, Marian, Equality; 402 s. University 
White, Melba Louise , Ridgway; 806 s . Univ. 
White , Sylvia Dean, carterville; Commutes ' 















Whiteside, Elizabeth Ann, West Frankfort ; 1312 s. Thompson 
1 Ed 4121 
. Whiteside, Mary Lucinda , Cheste~; 311 W. Elm 4 Ed 1137K 
Whites ide, wm. David, carbondale ; 2~A chau. Hous ing Unit 
2 voc 
Whitlock, Max Dale, Harr isbur g; Baptist Foundation 
1 voc 
Whitlock, William L., Wolf Lake; 1305 s . Thompson 
2 LAS 
Wh itman, John Mi lford, Marion ; 212 Hospita l Drive 
3 Ed 
Whitman, Mary Ruth, Marion; 212 Hospital Drive 
1 Ed 






2 Ed 1C28X 
Whitten, Milton Ray , Mt. Carmel ; 709 Burlison 1 Ed 
Wh ittenberg , Gl enn Henry, carbondale ; w. sycamore 
1 Ed 
Clem G., Effingham; 610 S . Illinois 4 Ed 









Terrenc e Gilbert, Herrin; commutes 1 voc none 
Earl Bennett, west Fr ankfort ; 23-B chau . Housing 
Unit 2 LAS none 
Wildy , Ruth Ann, New Athens ; Anthony Ha l l 2 Ed 406 
Wiley, Gerald Ray , Plano; 110 S. Poplar 1 Ed 417Y 
Wilkinson, Lowell M., Carbondale ; 22-c Chau. Housing Unit 
2 Ed none 
Wi lkinson, Troy L., Mar ion; 909 s. University 2 LAS 591I{ 
Wilkins on, William D., west Frankf ort; 509 S Un.iversi ty 
4 Ed 980 
Willi, Donald Christian, Jr., DuQuoin; 710 N. Poplar 
2 LAS 47ZL 
Williams, Arthur Richard, Galatia; 303 w. Oak 
4 LAS 704L 
Williams, charles K., west Frankfort; 522 Chautauqua 
2 voc ' 957 
Williams, Charles Wesley, Carbondale; 410 E· Jackson 
3 L.J\S none 
Williams, Delores Jean, Collinsville; 810 s. University 
2 LAS 494 
Williams, Ellen Ruth, Metropoli~; 112 E· Grand 
1 voc 
Williams, Fredrick Lee, Vandalia; 415 w. sycamore 
1 LAS 
Williams, Irma Jane, Tamaroa; 900 s. Illinois 
1 voc 
·williams, James Robert, Jr., Murphysboro; Commutes 
2 LAS 
Williams, Jerrol EVans, salem; Baptist Foundation 
3 Ed 
Williams, Joan Lee, carterville; Commutes 1 Ed 
Williams, Marceline, Benton; 705 s. Univ. 4 Ed 
Williams, Ralph Lee, Anna; Commutes 4 Ed 
Williams, Robert Cyri l, McLeansboro; 706 s. Marion 
1 voc 
Williams, Robert Junior, Carmi; 808 S. Uhiv. 
2 voc 
Williams, Russe~l, Carbondale; 402 E. Oak 2 Voc 
Williams, Simon Otho, zeigler; Commutes 3 Ed 
Williams, sue Emilin, carterville; Commutes 1 Ed 
Williams, Wilford Samuel, steeleville; 608 Marion 
1 LAS 
















Williams, William Dee, west Frankfort; 605 s. University 
2 LAS 
Williams, William Edward, Galatia; 713 s. Illinois 
4 voc 
Williams, William Eugene, Mulkeytown; 204 w. Grand 
1 LAS 
Williford, Virginia Ann, Murphysboro; Anthony Hall 
1 voc 







Willmore, James B., west Frankfort; 204 w. Mill 
3 Ed 
Willmore, Jo Ann, West Frankfort; 817 s. University 
1 Ed 
Willms, Elta, Brownstowri.; 810 s. University 4 LAS 







Wilson, B~tty Hay, Marion; Commutes 1 Ed M 290R 
Wilson, Carita Mae,. Alton; 701 s. Univ. 1 Ed 
Wilson, Dale Eldon, Barnhill; 307 s. Illinois 
Wilson, Loren Charles, Dixon; 608 w. Miil 












Wilson, Shirley Dolores, East st. Louis; 701 s. University 
2 Ed 184L 
Wilson, William P., Mt. vernon; Baptist Foundation 
2 Ed 1028X . 
Wimberly, William Carl, Qr'anite City; 5C2 s. University 
4 Ed 956 
Winegarner, Elizabeth Anne, Marissa; 800 s. University 
3 Ed 822 
Winegarner, Robert S., Maris~ a; 309 W. College 
4 ' LAS 
Winfree, Simon Junior, Nashville; 716 s . Poplar 
655L 
1 voc none 
Winkelmeyer, William R., Carbondale; 107 N. Springer 
Grad · 430L 
Winkelman , James Earl, Harrisburg; 1218 s. Thompson 
4 Ed 940 
Wise, Joyce A., Carbondale; 711 s. Illinois 2 Ed 579X 
Wise, LaFern Naomi, Mt . carmel; Commutes Grad MC 581M 
Witte, Dorothy, Willisville; 701 s. University 
2 Ed 184K 
Wittenborn, Charles E., steeleville; 808 s. University 
1 voc 807X 
Wittenborn, Lawrence Melvin, steeleville; 808 s. Univ . 
2 voc 807X 
Wittenbrink, Donald Dean, Dix; 305 s. University 
1 LAS 119K 
101 
... 
Witter, Jack Simpson, Wood River; 503 s. University 
1 LAS 
Wollerman, Joy U:Juis e, Vandalia; .312 W. Grand 
1 voc 





Womble, Harold E., centralia; 509 s. Univ. 2 Voc 855 
Wood, Dorothy Irene, Worden; 206 N. University 
1 Ed non 
wood, Frances Lois, Cairo; 810 s. University 2 Ed 494 
Wood, Hayward Lowden, Keenes; 27-c Chau. Housing Unit 
4 Ed none 
Wood, Howard Eugene, Fairfield; 806 w. walnut 
Wood, Ronald ·Lee, salem; 711 Rawlings 
1 voc 
1 voc 
Woodrome, Charles Ri:mdall, Texico; 1220 Thompson 
670Y 
362L 
1 -Voc 938K 
Woods, Harry Richard; Mt. carmel; 502 s . University 
3 voc 956 
Woodward, Lynn Rozy, Mound City; 408 N. Oakland 
2 -LAS none 
Woodward, Margaret I., Centralia; Anthony Hall 
4 Ed 406 
woodward, Rose Antomi.cci, Christopher; 403 N. ba]4and 
· 4 Ed none 
"Woolard, Arehie Paul ,. Chicago; 34-A Chau. Housing Unit 
2 LAS none 
Woolard, Charles Franklin, Eldorado; Commutes 
3 Ed E 8F23 
woolard, Nqrma Isabelle; Johnston City; 712 s. University 
1 LAS 767K 
woolard, Rosemary, Energy; 8C6 s. University 2 Ed 807K 
wooldridge, Velven Loue, Desoto; Commutes 2 Ed none 
Worthen, Annis W., Murphysboro; Commutes 3 Ed 
Wright, Frankie Aileen, Carbondale; 804 w. Freeman 
2Ed 
Wright, John Lawrence, Carbondale; 720 W. Freeman 
1 voc 
Wright, Norman ~rin, vandalia; 415 w. sycamore 
1 LAS 








Wright, Robert, Zeigler; 522 Chautauqua 3 LAS 
wylie, Ruby Marie, Coulterville ; 108 E. Park 
1 Ed 
Wyllie, Eugene Donald, Marissa ; 1011 S o Elizabeth 
1 Ed 
Wynn, Jack, Carterville; Commutes 1 Ed 
y 
Yarber, Marion F., Mt. Vernon; 800 w. Mill 3 Ed 
Yates, Harlan Kelsey, Rinard; 422 w. Sycamore 
1 Ed 












Young, Louis Dean, DuQuoin; Commutes 2 voc D 410 
Young, Ralph E., Palmyra; 715 s. washington 1 voc 934X 
Young, Thomas Allen, Broughton; 220 w. Main 2 LAS none 
Young, Wynnye yvonne, carterville; 705 s. University 
3 Ed 767L 
Yourtee, Livingston William, Chester; 606 w. Mill 
Yourtee, Ruth Ann, Chester; 312 w. Monroe 
Yow, DOnald Ray, Carbondale ; 311 E. Hester 
Yuhas, Ernest, Harrisburg; 500 w. Sycamore 
z 
Zebio, J. Albert, Collinsville; 113 E. Grand 
Zebrun, George; Benld; 711 s . Marion 
















1 Ed 900L 
Zimmer, Troy Joseph, Murphysboro; Commutes 3 LAS M 705W 
Zimmerman, Charles L• , Hurst; 117 E. Park 4 Ed 889K 
Zimmerman, Donna Jean, Marion; Anthony Hall 1 voc 406 
Zoeller, William warren, Marion; Baptist Foundation 
1 LAS 1008X 
JD3 
Zukosky, Walter , west Frankfort; 311 w. Main 
1 LAS 








' . .:!• ,1. 
